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Abstract
Internet censorship resistance systems (CRSs) have so far been designed in an ad-hoc
manner. The fundamentals are unclear and the foundations are shaky. Censors are, more
and more, able to take advantage of this situation. Future censorship resistance systems
ought to be built from strong theoretical underpinnings and be based on empirical evidence.
Our approach is based on systematizing the CRS field and its players. Informed by this
systematization we develop frameworks that have broad scope, from which we gain general
insight as well as answers to specific questions. We develop theoretical and simulation-
based analysis tools 1) for learning how to manipulate censor behavior using game-theoretic
tactics, 2) for learning about CRS-client activity levels on CRS networks, and finally 3)
for evaluating security parameters in CRS designs.
We learn that there are gaps in the CRS designer’s arsenal: certain censor attacks go
unmitigated and the dynamics of the censorship arms race are not modeled. Our game-
theoretic analysis highlights how managing the base rate of CRS traffic can cause stable
equilibriums where the censor allows some amount of CRS communication to occur. We
design and deploy a privacy-preserving data gathering tool, and use it to collect statistics
to help answer questions about the prevalence of CRS-related traffic in actual CRS commu-
nication networks. Finally, our security evaluation of a popular CRS exposes suboptimal
settings, which have since been optimized according to our recommendations.
All of these contributions help support the thesis that more formal and empirically
driven CRS designs can have better outcomes than the current state of the art.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet is a tool that impacts the lives of hundreds of millions of people around the
world. It allows the fluid exchange of information and ideas from disparate corners of the
globe, linking individuals together economically, socially, and politically. The ease with
which information can be disseminated has been a boon to successfully creating social
change. For example, history of the past few years shows that the events of the Arab
Spring were in part spurred by the ability of revolutionaries to organize and mobilize the
population at large through the use of social networking tools such as Facebook [BFJ+12]
and Twitter [EW11]. Additionally, news of unfolding events from the Arab Spring being
leaked from within—again through the Internet—engaged the rest of the world, bringing
attention to the unfolding events, and applying pressure on the ruling elite.
Indeed, so successful is the Internet for dissemination and organization that oppressive
regimes regularly curtail or outright censor it. These regimes are not alone, as many
governments, Internet service providers, and corporations exert varying levels of control
within their spheres of influence. While there may be legitimate reasons for controlling the
spread of information, such as privacy concerns, national security, corporate confidentiality,
and public safety, there are many questionable reasons, including the chilling of speech,
governmental overreach, and corporate misdeed.
These questionable reasons give rise to the circumventor whose aim is to push back
by overcoming the censor’s best efforts. To this end the circumventor produces, or uses,
techniques and technologies to circumvent or resist the censorship apparatus. The current
situation is one where widespread and sophisticated networking equipment operated by a
corrupt government allows it to enforce unjust and oppressive policies on their citizens.
Indeed, the field of censorship resistance concerns itself with bringing balance to the power
differential that now exists between the oppressor regimes and the oppressed citizenry.
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The battle between the two sides—censor and circumventor—is a hotly contested strug-
gle to gain the upper hand, at least given the current Internet architecture. As the censor
learns how to be more effective, the circumventor learns how to overcome, which in turn
teaches the censor. This cycle repeats until one side reaches the limits of the resources
they are willing and able to invest and the costs they are willing to bear, at which point
a tentative equilibrium is reached. The resulting balance, however, may later shift due to
technological advances, changing political policies, or changes in resource limits.
At its core, the purpose of censorship resistance is to enable freedom of communica-
tion. The ideal censorship resistance system (CRS) is one which, even in the presence of
a powerful censor, provides a method of communication for users everywhere, enabling
connections to arbitrary destinations, and in a manner that does not expose users to the
censor’s (future) retribution.
It is true that CRSs can be used by malicious parties such as organized criminals.
However, the power dynamics are not the same as between the citizenry and censor as
we noted earlier. An organized malicious entity has more protections available to it than
the average citizen, such as weapons, safe houses, and liquid assets. The CRS certainly
can be leveraged, but it is not necessary since the malicious entity can just as successfully
harness alternative communication methods. Indeed, these communication methods have
existed before the advent of CRS designs, such as burner cell phones, satellite phones, and
underground tunnels infiltrating borders. The malicious actor can more easily achieve its
goals without CRSs than can the citizen who has no other recourse than to craft his own
solution—assuming he is capable.
1.1 Motivation
The CRS community has made great advances in providing circumvention solutions; how-
ever, we do not yet know how to evaluate the systems and compare them with one another
in terms of difficulty of detection and blocking, performance, and user security, among
other questions.
We identify the following concrete problem areas, which we then address in the remain-
der of this work.
The CRS field is not systematic. We find that there is a great need for the systemati-
zation of knowledge of the CRS field. This need is apparent when we consider the lack of
common frameworks for designing and evaluating CRS systems. It is clear that great effort
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is being made in the pursuit of better CRS systems, yet we are unable to pinpoint what
it is about these designs that makes them good, how they interact with each other, and
also how they fare under different censorship scenarios. Often intrinsic properties (those
that the system can control through design) and extrinsic properties (those that emerge
from the environment and are not controlled by the design) cloud matters when we wish to
evaluate CRS design choices. A formal framework would allow us to separate the intrinsic
properties that are critical for effective CRSs and the extrinsic properties that prevail in
the operating environment. These intrinsic properties define the ideal CRS that the CRS
community can measure themselves against and ultimately aim for.
The next two problems are sides of the same coin. Together they provide the evidence
and support for the systematic designs, analysis, and deployment addressed above.
Censors are a mystery. On the one side—while there are a number of useful results
in the literature that identify the techniques and equipment being utilized to conduct
censorship—there is still a paucity of information when it comes to the censor’s beliefs and
preferences. This information is of great value to help in the analysis of the more general
problem of applying strategy to CRS design and deployment. Taking this strategic view
affords the opportunity to escape an escalating arms race where the circumventor tries to
outfox the censor.
CRS users are a mystery. The other side of the problem is that we do not have robust
models of CRS user behavior. Accurate models can provide valuable input to CRS design
leading to 1) apt designs that enhance performance and the user experience and 2) better
strategically savvy design choices and deployments. It is a challenge to collect useful user
information due to the risks associated with the collection of client-usage data, which may
compromise users’ privacy and security. Any solution needs to address these concerns for
not only the users but also the operators of CRSs.
In this work we make progress on all of these problems to make meaningful contributions
to the CRS field and support our thesis:
Thesis statement. Historical and contemporary CRS design is driven by novelty, ex-
perience, or favorable environmental conditions with little empirical or formal evidence to
support design decisions. As a remedy, we can produce a set of frameworks towards a more
principled and evidence-based approach to CRS design.
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1.2 Contributions
The scope of censorship resistance research is broad. We narrow our scope and provide
contributions to four specific areas, which are listed below.
• Systematization of Knowledge. We present a model of the censor and censorship
and a taxonomy of censorship resistance in Chapter 2. These models allows us
to analyze different censorship threats and the applicable circumvention strategies.
This analysis leads us to identify gaps in the censorship resistance literature that we
selectively address.
• Game-Theoretic Analysis. We provide a detailed analysis of the censor as a rational
actor and produce a framework to model censorship as a strategic game with the CRS
and censor acting to increase their utility in Chapter 3. We present discussions of
various censorship scenarios. We then apply our game-theoretic framework to a real-
world problem of CRS deployment that maximizes the outcome for the censorship
resistor.
• Privacy-preserving CRS Data Collection. In our game-theoretic framework we notice
the need for empirical data, which is presently difficult to come by. One of the major
concerns is that data collection on CRS networks adds risk to its users. In Chapter 4,
we present a privacy-preserving data collection framework for use with CRS networks
and design a system that leverages it. We also present the results of a real-world
deployment of this system.
• Analysis and Prevention of a Client-Linking Attack in a CRS. Any deployed CRS
must resist attempts by the censor to scuttle the protection it provides. In Chapter 5,
we investigate the design of Tor, a commonly used CRS, to analyze its resistance to
active attacks by a censor aiming to identify its users. We find that the deployed
design is suboptimal and propose recommendations to enhance user privacy and
security. Our proposals have already been accepted by the Tor community and have
been rolled out into the deployed Tor network.
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Chapter 2
A Systematization of Internet
Censorship and Resistance
We first present general background about Internet censorship and resistance to help orient
and motivate the discussions in the following chapters. We also systematize the literature
to provide a coherent framework to help our discussion and evaluation of censorship and
resistance use cases, properties, and strategies.
Generally speaking, the Internet is composed of many networks—operated and main-
tained by various entities large and small—connected together to allow communication
across different parts of it. Cooperation is the lynch pin that allows everything to work
more or less seamlessly. In particular, the Internet was not designed to prevent an ac-
tive adversary from reducing network connectivity and curtailing communications between
parts of it. In this work, we identify censors as adversaries that actively prevent free and
open access for users in their sway to information and opportunities for collaboration,
communication, and commerce with outside entities.
Overlay networks utilize pre-existing network connectivity between users on the Inter-
net. They leverage this connectivity to establish logical networks, which have customized
data transmission mechanisms, naming and addressing schemes, and network topologies
and behaviors. These logical networks add additional functionality that is different from
the underlying network they overlay. It is important to note that the overlay network
must interface with the underlying network to realize its functionality; however, from the
perspective of overlay network users, data, and observers, the interface is invisible and the
overlay network is the only reality. Examples of overlay networks existing on the Inter-
net today are the BitTorrent file-sharing network and the Tor anonymous communication
network.
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The censor typically utilizes components commonly found in network deployments, such
as firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS).
A firewall, labeled “Censorship Apparatus” in Figure 2.1, is a common tool used to
enforce access control to certain parts of the Internet based on some set of rules that
implement a policy. The most significant firewalls (for censorship) are those operated
by nation states, i.e. the censors, that control Internet access, i.e. censorship, for their
populations.
A A
B
B*
B
Client Censorship Apparatus
CRS
Proxy
Destination
C
C
CRS
Information
Figure 2.1: A general censorship arrangement with a simple CRS deployment.
There are many types of firewalls; some can only filter based on IP addresses, while
others can inspect and filter based on the contents of individual packets, while still oth-
ers are able to keep state across many packets and reconstruct what is occurring at the
application level and filter on that. We go into further details of firewall capabilities in
Section 2.4. Intrusion detection systems are related to firewalls, and are typically deployed
behind the firewall on the internal network to detect unwanted network entity behavior or
traffic patterns. These usually work in concert with the firewall to make it react to threats.
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We assume that the censorship apparatus is composed of both firewall and IDS func-
tionality and do not differentiate between them for the remainder of this work, using the
generic term “firewall” to refer to both.
A network proxy, labeled “CRS Proxy” in Figure 2.1, is a tool that can be used to
bypass firewall restrictions. It provides an indirect method of accessing a restricted part
of the Internet. The only condition is that the proxy itself be accessible by users behind
the firewall.
A channel, at an abstract level, is a network path that allows the flow of information
from an origin to a destination on the network. More concretely, a channel is constructed
with networking software, which provides mechanisms for the establishment, maintenance,
and utilization of the channel. While there are a large number and variety of network
software and mechanisms, we are only concerned with their functionality in general and
refer to them in abstract as a “channel mechanism”.
Overt channels do not try to hide their existence and the censor can detect them passing
through their point of presence on the network and are allowed since they are not targets of
censorship. Often, with a few exceptions, the channel between the client and CRS proxy is
an overt channel. Covert channels attempt to hide from the censor’s detection. Generally,
they do this by using the overt channel as a cover for their covert traffic. The idea is
that the covert traffic can hide within the overt cover traffic and escape detection. As an
example, a possible overt channel is encrypted email traffic that in reality is being used
as a cover for HTTP requests designed to look like encrypted email traffic. To the censor
both types of traffic look the same and hence, in the ideal situation, are not blocked by
the censor’s firewall.
A common work flow for CRS utilization is depicted in Figure 2.1: The client desires
to connect to a censored destination, which in the absence of censorship would have been
done via channel A, but that channel is blocked by the censor. To overcome this obstacle,
a CRS is employed, which the client utilizes through channels B and B, which have been
created via a difficult-to-block mechanism utilizing overt and covert traffic to and from the
CRS proxy. In most cases the client will need to learn about, and how to communicate
with, the CRS proxy and so CRS information is learned through a channel C, which is
also difficult to block like channel B but has shortcomings, e.g. very high latency, making
it unsuitable as a data channel.
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2.1 CRS Users and Use Cases
Users of CRSs include whistleblowers, content publishers, citizens wishing to organize, and
many more, and any one CRS may be employed simultaneously for multiple use cases.
Each use case may require different properties of the CRS. For example; a whistleblower
needs to have their identity protected and be able to get their message to an outsider
without raising suspicions that this is occurring; a content publisher wants that no amount
of coercion, of themselves or the hosts of their content, could impact the availability of
their content; and citizens wishing to organize would want unblockable access to their
self-organization tool.
By examining the literature and the use cases therein, we extract common CRS security
properties, keeping in mind that not every CRS design aims to achieve every property. We
describe these security properties next.
An unblockable data channel is one that the censor, having identified it, is unable to
block due to extenuating circumstances, most usually the threat of collateral damage.
If the censor is unable, or unwilling, to block the data channel then the CRS activity
can proceed unmolested.
An undetectable data channel is one that the censor is unable to identify as belonging
to CRS activity. This is a useful for cases where the censor could block the channel
if they knew it were CRS related.
An anonymous publisher is one whose identity is hidden from CRS-participating enti-
ties and observers on the Internet in general. This is to prevent the chilling of speech
that the threat of retribution by the censor would cause on the publisher.
An unlinkable client-destination path is one where an observer, within the CRS net-
work or outside it, cannot tell which destination a particular client is communicating
with. This prevents the censor, or any other observer, from learning whether the
client is communicating with known undesirable, and censored, destinations.
An incoercible publisher is one for whom the censor’s threats of force are not credible
due either to the fact that the publisher is outside the censor’s reach or to the fact
that the CRS is designed in such a way that makes it impossible to comply with the
censor’s demands.
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An incoercible covert destination/storage is one for whom the censor’s threats of
force are not credible for the same reasons as those for the incoercible publisher
above.
A deniable client participant is one whose participation in the CRS is blurred with
innocuous activities to create reasonable doubt in the censor’s mind and give the
client plausible reasons for their, secretly CRS related, activities. This is to mitigate
the threat of censor retribution and the chilling of speech.
A deniable forwarder participant is, like the client participant above, one whose
participation is covered in reasonable doubt and this helps to prevent the censor
from blocking it or meting out punishment.
A deniable covert destination/storage participant is, like the forwarder participant
above, one whose participation is covered in reasonable doubt for the same reasons.
Along with the requirements for security, CRS clients’ usage is impacted by what is
possible to accomplish given the characteristics of the communication channel. Like the
security properties above, we again refer to the literature to extract common channel
characteristics below that help us compare and contrast CRS designs.
1. Latency is the delay introduced by the CRS in carrying out a user action, e.g.
sending a message, or receiving a file. The two types of CRS are low-latency and
high-latency with the former being useful where delays would impact usage, e.g. web
browsing, and the latter for uses that are not impacted by delays, e.g. leaking a
document to a whistleblowing website.
2. Throughput is the amount of bandwidth that the CRS needs to harness for both
its own functionality and to enable the use cases it was designed for. There are two
types: high-throughput and low-throughput. An example high-throughput CRS is
Tor where it consumes the bandwidth dedicated by numerous volunteer routers that
form the network, while Collage is a low-throughput CRS since it can only harness
bandwidth on the same order of magnitude as the size of image files that are posted
on photo-sharing websites.
3. Goodput is the useful bandwidth available, of the total throughput bandwidth above
minus the CRS’s operational overhead, for CRS user activity. A high-goodput CRS
means that the CRS is high-throughput and has low operational overhead resulting
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in high amounts of bandwidth available for user activities. A low-goodput CRS
means that either the CRS is low-throughput to begin with or that the CRS is high-
throughput but has high overhead resulting in little bandwidth for user activities.
In the CRS examples above, Tor is a high-goodput CRS and is useful for large data
transfers, while Collage is low-goodput since it uses steganography, that adds a large
overhead but is still useful for smaller data-footprint activities.
4. Reachability is the range, or extent, of the Internet—which is composed of people,
web pages, and service platforms—that a CRS user can communicate and/or interact
with. The range can be general or limited; general being the same as unfettered access
to the Internet and limited being a curtailed set of niche destinations, audiences,
and/or content. The former is useful where the user wants transparent access to the
Internet such as a user who wishes to instant message with friends, watch streaming
movies, and post to social networking websites. The latter is useful where the user
only requires a limited part of the Internet such as communicating amongst a tight-
knit group of dissidents who only require access to one bulletin board system.
5. Interactivity of the CRS channel tells us whether bidirectional communication is
possible between CRS users or whether it is only unidirectional. A CRS that is
bidirectional means that it can be used by a user to both send and receive data,
whereas a unidirectional CRS can only transmit or receive data during any given
session of use of the system. A unidirectional CRS is useful where the user only
wishes to post to a message board but will not read the board themselves or when
they only wish to access information but will not be adding anything themselves. A
bidirectional CRS is useful for times where users needs to interact with, and react
to, other users and there is a need for a back and forth within the same session of
use of the CRS.
These channel characteristics, being either high/low, general/limited, or bi-/unidirect-
ional, define the quality of service1 (QoS) that a CRS user can expect. The channel QoS
dictates the user experience and the kinds of activities that are possible on that channel
and hence the use cases that it can support. We will see later in Section 2.8 how CRS
design goals are driven by user requirements for security and QoS.
1Usually quality of service is concerned with the performance of a given channel (i.e. latency, through-
put, and goodput); we add CRS-specific channel characteristics (reachability and interactivity) since these
are also pertinent in the CRS setting.
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2.2 Internet Censorship
Censors vary widely with respect to their motivation, sphere of influence, and technical
sophistication. A wide range of entities, from individuals to corporations to state-level
actors, may function as a censor. Therefore, a CRS should be precise as to the type and
capabilities of the censor(s) that it is designed to circumvent.
In particular, the extent to which a censor can effectively attack a given CRS is a
consequence of that censor’s resources and constraints. We will focus on the technical
resources, capabilities, and goals of the censor, which are informed by their sphere of
influence (SoI), their sphere of visiblity (SoV), and their set of economic constraints.
User Dest
CRS
Figure 2.2: A simplified SoI (dark gray area with fist) and SoV (light gray area with
eye) arrangement. The arrows depict the communication channels among the entities.
The channel between the user and destination is within both the SoI and SoV, but the
destination itself is outside the SoI but may be within the SoV.
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Sphere of Influence (SoI) is the degree of active control the censor has over the flow
of information and behavior of individuals and/or larger entities. Similarly, Sphere of
Visibility (SoV) is the degree of passive visibility a censor has over the flow of information
on its networks and those of other operators. The success or failure of a CRS depends in
large part on the assumptions its designers make about the SoI and SoV of the censor.
Figure 2.2 depicts a simplified, yet prevalent, example SoI and SoV. The user is within
the SoI and SoV of the censor as is their direct traffic to any destination on the Internet,
including to the CRS. Of course, unapproved destinations are blocked, leaving the CRS
the only means of access to those destinations. The CRS itself is not hidden from the
censor, but it is outside the censor’s SoI. This setup depicts the usual CRS scenario. Note
that the censor could influence, e.g. block, the direct traffic between the user and CRS
but, with the right CRS design in place, it is confounded about which traffic to actually
interfere with without impacting non-CRS traffic. We will discuss in-depth details of the
various CRS strategies in Section 2.6 that allow this censor confounding to happen. The
censor can always block all traffic, to the CRS as well as to the general Internet, but we
will examine in Chapter 3 how this course of action is not typically in the censor’s best
interests.
This is the essential challenge of CRS design: to allow users to access censored content
and destinations while within the influence and visibility of the censor and to keep the
censor ignorant of it despite its best efforts.
We specify the limitations to both SoI and SoV due to constraints that are physical, po-
litical, and economic. Limitations due to geography are an example of physical constraints,
while relevant legal doctrine, or international agreements and understandings, which may
limit the types of behavior in which a censor is legally allowed or willing to engage are
examples of political limitations. Economic constraints assume the censor operates within
some specified budget.
2.2.1 A Model of Censorship Apparatus
Recall that the aim of the censor is to distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable
traffic. The censor first deems some traffic as unacceptable, and when the population starts
to use CRSs, the censor then prohibits the CRS traffic itself. We focus on the latter, yet
allow that the former can also be aptly accommodated, in the discussion that follows. With
this in mind we model the censorship apparatus next.
At an abstract level the censorship apparatus is composed of a classifier and cost func-
tion that both feed in to a decision function as depicted in Figure 2.3. This simplification
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allows us to distill censorship activity to three distinct categories or phases: Exposure, De-
tection, and Response. We then leverage this model in our censorship resistance taxonomy
to follow in Section 2.6.
Decision Function
Cost Function
Classifier
ᮈ
᭸
᭵
᭶
ᮅ
ᮃ
ᮆ
ᮉ
Figure 2.3: An abstraction of the censorship apparatus and workflow. T is the data
(network traffic), D are the distinguishers to be used for detection by the Classifier and Q
denotes the error rates of the chosen distinguishers (i.e. FNR and FPR); O is the output
(i.e. flagged traffic) of the classifier. A and B are the censor’s tolerances for collateral
damage (FPR) and information leakage (FNR) respectively and U is the resulting utility
function parameterized by A, B, and Q. R is the censor’s response based on the input O
and U into the Decision Function.
In the first phase the censor exposes distinguishers (D) that can, within an acceptable
margin of error (Q), identify prohibited network activity. This will be one of the inputs
of the Classifier, along with the network traffic (T ), once it is deployed. As an example,
a censor may learn that a particular packet length is dominant for most, but not all, of
a particular CRS’s traffic, e.g. in Tor packets of length 586 bytes are prevalent. There is
also a small amount of non-CRS traffic that also has that particular packet length which
the classifier will confuse with CRS activity. If the error rates are acceptable to the censor,
the packet length of 586 bytes will be used as a distinguisher by the classifier.
In our model, we define the error rates as the false negative rate (FNR), also known
as information leakage where CRS traffic is mislabeled as being legitimate, thus allowing
the CRS user to access prohibited information, and false positive rate (FPR), also known
as collateral damage where legitimate traffic is mislabeled as being CRS related, thus
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causing the censor to block legitimate traffic. We assume that the censor would prefer a
lower FNR and FPR whenever it has the opportunity. This is a reasonable assumption
since increasing these errors would not increase the censor’s utility in any realistic manner.
However, accuracy alone does not explain the observed behavior of censors, nor is it the
only input in to the censor’s decision making. We explore some of the missing aspects of
the censor’s decision function in Chapter 3.
In the second phase, the Classifier tries to detect all instances of the distinguisher using
a classification mechanism.2 In our example above, the classifier will flag network flows
where packets of length 586 bytes occur above a censor-defined threshold.
Finally, the censor will respond to the output (O) of the Classifier—along with input
from the Cost Function (U) which takes in to account the censor’s tolerance for errors
(A and B)—with a follow-up action (R) to limit or stop the prohibited activity. In our
example, the response could be to disconnect a flow, e.g. by sending RST packets to the
server to break the connection when packets of 586 bytes occurred too often, rendering
the CRS ineffective. The response would depend on the actual mechanism employed by
the CRS and how susceptible it is to different forms of interference. The censor needs to
balance the response to ensure that non-CRS activity does not become collateral damage.
It is clear that distinguishers play a vital role. We define them as being composed of
feature and value pairs. A feature is just an attribute, such as an IP address, protocol
signature, or a packet size distribution. A feature has an associated value which can be a
singleton, a list, or a range. In general, values are drawn in the form of a distribution from
all possible values that feature can take. Where this distribution is sufficiently unique to
the CRS the feature-value pairing is dubbed a distinguisher and can be used by the censor
to detect prohibited activities. In our example above, the feature was packet length since
there was a peak in the distribution at 586 bytes. Now the packet length as the feature
with value of 586 bytes forms a distinguisher the censor can utilize to identify the CRS.
The primary source of distinguishers is network traffic within the censor’s SoV. We can
map these distinguishers to the network, transport, and application layers of the network
stack. Distinguishers can be extracted from the feature-value pairs within headers and
payloads of protocols at the various network layers.
Some concrete examples include the source and destination addresses in IP headers
at the network layer, source and destination ports and the sequence number in the TCP
2We gloss over the details of the actual mechanism for the purpose of clarity of description and dis-
cussion. In reality the mechanism might be deterministic or stochastic, real-time or off-line, and have
thresholds for determining when to tag something as being CRS related, as well as a host of other param-
eters. We abstract away these details without loss of accuracy or generality.
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header at the transport layer, and the TLS record content type in the TLS header in the
application layer. Furthermore, the payload of the packets, if unencrypted, can reveal
forbidden keywords. The censor may act on these distinguishers without fear of collateral
damage since there is little uncertainty about the veracity of the information.
The censor also learns from the explicit distinguishers above about the expected be-
havior of the traffic. A certain profile of feature-value pairs implies particular, and known,
traffic behavioral characteristics that the censor can use to detect anomalous, and poten-
tially CRS, traffic. For instance, a VoIP channel usually has data flowing in both directions
but rarely at the same time, as both parties are usually communicating interactively and
take turns to speak. A CRS that uses this channel for bulk download would only have data
flowing predominantly in one direction, with some data flowing back for data transmission
control, which would be the distinguisher the censor can use to detect the CRS usage.
To augment these explicit distinguishers, the censor can collect statistics about the
traffic to learn additional distinguishers such as packet length and timing distributions.
Distinguishers are high- or low-quality depending on if they admit low or high error
rates respectively. Furthermore, they can be low- or high-hanging depending on if little or
large amounts of resources are required to field them respectively. For the censor, high-
quality low-hanging distinguishers are ideal, whereas for the circumventor denying any
kind of distinguishers is ideal, but driving the censor to depend on only high-hanging and
low-quality ones is preferred if the ideal situation is not possible.
2.2.2 General Censor Threat Model
We now define our threat model based on the network-level capabilities of a censor. A
censor has complete visibility (SoV) of network traffic flows within its SoI. It may have
additional visibility outside of its SoI, such as information gained from collusion with third
parties. In particular, the censor may be a passive adversary with respect to some portion
of the network, only able to observe channel content, such as when an ISP grants access
to past network traffic flows.
The censor may be active with respect to some portion of the network (within the
SoI), with the ability to modify, delete, inject, and delay channel content. Furthermore,
the censor may have the ability to modify channel characteristics as well as content, such
as controlling the timing patterns of traffic. The censor may have additional insight into
the CRS system, that may be gleaned by being an active CRS participant or by devoting
resources in a volunteer-based CRS.
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2.2.3 General Censor Goals
With these capabilities in mind, we define the technical goals of a censor as follows:
1. Detection and Identification of CRS traffic. The censor wants the ability to categorize
individual traffic flows as being part of a CRS. In particular, the censor may wish
to expose the identity of the person using the CRS, or the type of censored material
accessed.
2. Disruption of CRS traffic. The censor wishes to have the ability to disrupt any
CRS-related traffic of its choosing in a way that renders the CRS ineffective.
2.3 Censorship Resistance
Censorship resistance is the act of overcoming the threats of the censor’s SoI and SoV on
censored traffic—including the traffic of the CRS itself, and user and operator security—
while achieving an acceptable level of performance so as to be useful. There are a large
number of CRS designs that exist; we extract from them a common set of CRS components,
attack surfaces, design goals, and strategies, which we present in the remainder of the
chapter. Table 2.1 provides the structure and summary of the discussion that follows.
2.3.1 Censorship Resistance Components
We now describe the CRS components in detail (see Figure 2.4).
Out-of-band CRS Information. Certain CRSs require secret information to bootstrap
the data channel. This may include setup or operational information such as symmertric
keys, network dead-drop locations, and any other information that is necessary for the
client to learn how to participate in the CRS.
Out-of-Band Channel. A channel outside the censor’s SoI and SoV is termed an out-
of-band channel, and the censor can neither view nor affect it. This channel is used to
communicate out-of-band CRS-operational secrets that are assumed to somehow arrive
with absolute security versus the censor.
The key is that there is a limitation inherent to the channel that does not allow it to
be used as an ongoing data or dissemination channel, which would also obviate the need
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Table 2.1: Strategies employed to defend against censorship threats to CRS components.
CRS strategies, to be outlined in Section 2.6 are on the left, divided into the censorship
phases described in Section 2.2.1. The CRS components, outlined in this section, are along
the top. A solid black square indicates that this strategy has been applied to this CRS
component.
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to use a CRS in the first place. An example of such a channel is a person from outside
the SoV bringing addresses of CRS proxies on a USB stick through the airport and hand
delivering it to the client.
CRS Information. In order to participate in the CRS, a client must discover informa-
tion about the CRS, which can include addressing, naming, and routing information as
well as information to help with security needs such as authentication and encryption. In
general this is any information that the client needs to participate in the CRS.
Often this information is general and public, such as domain name mappings to IP ad-
dresses, routing information, and other general details that allow Internet communications.
However, it is also often the case that along with this public information, CRS-specific in-
formation is required, such as addressing information of CRS proxy servers, locations of
censored content, and other CRS-specific details. While Internet information is available
to all, under certain designs CRS-specific information could be restricted to prevent the
censor from learning it or from tampering with it.
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Dissemination Channel. CRS information is requested and served over a dissemina-
tion channel. This channel can take many forms, such as ordinary email to a publicly
available address, a CRS-client issued lookup request to a directory serving a file, or an
anonymized encrypted connection to a hidden CRS information store, to name a few. Gen-
erally, the throughput and network characteristics of the dissemination channel are limited
as compared to the data channel as depicted in the figure by the relative thinness of the
line as compared to the data channel line. The dissemination channel is within the censor
SoV, and often SoI.
Data Channel. There are two types of data channels: one that is between the client
and overt destination, and another that is between the overt and covert destinations. Not
every CRS uses a channel of the second type. In all events, this is the data-carrier channel
transporting censored data to and from the client and the overt destination, and where
needed to the covert destination.
The client-to-overt-destination data channel may be camouflaged if the censor uses
traffic analysis to detect CRS activity. The overt-to-covert-destination data channel, if
one exists, may also have the same properties, but it may also not be camouflaged at all
since it is outside the censor SoV and SoI. The two channels may use different network
mechanisms and have very different security and performance properties.
Overt Destination. This is the destination that the censor can observe the client os-
tensibly communicating with over the client-to-overt-destination data channel.
The overt destination can play a few different types of roles depending on the CRS:
1. Forwarder: When the client wants to communicate with or gain access to censored
destinations that are external to the CRS, the overt destination acts as a proxy
forwarding traffic to and from the client and external destination.
2. Dummy Destination: Ostensibly, the client is communicating with the overt dummy
destination but in reality she is communicating with a third covert destination. As
an example, this can be achieved by means of networking equipment that diverts
the CRS traffic enroute to the dummy destination to the covert destination without
exposing it.
3. Covert Destination/Data store: When the covert page, person, or platform (see next
entry below) the client wants to communicate with is actually available at the overt
destination, the overt destination simply serves the content directly to clients using
the CRS.
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Overt destinations are usually aware of CRS activity since they are playing an active
role in the data-communication channel and when they are acting as covert destinations.
Indeed, there most likely needs to be an installation of special software to enable CRS
functionality.
However, there are exceptions. For example, where the CRS design leverages already-
extant overt destination functionality, the overt destination may be unaware of CRS activ-
ity since it does not deviate from its regular operation. The CRS activity is a side effect,
albeit intentional due to the CRS mechanisms that were employed. A real-world example
is Google’s AppEngine, that allows websites to be hosted on Google’s cloud storage and
using Google’s IP addresses. A CRS that hosts content, for example instructions on how
to circumvent firewalls, on AppEngine is leveraging normal functionality for CRS uses and
does so without Google’s explicit acceptance or knowledge. [FLH+15] Another exception is
a dummy destination, which also does not even have to be a CRS participant or be aware
that it is being invoked by the client for the purpose of fooling the censor. A real-world
example is where, in response to a request from a client, a CRS server hosting content
can send censored content to the client and fool the censor as to the origin of the traffic
by spoofing the sender address with a dummy address. [Hsu00, WGN+12] The host at the
dummy address does not need to be involved in this deception.
There are variations to the basic roles above that may come in to play and we will point
them out where appropriate.
Covert Destination. This is the covert page, person, or platform the CRS client ulti-
mately wants to connect to. Page refers to any covert information that can be read. Person
is any entity that the client can interact with. Finally, platform refers to an application
or service that the client can utilize or leverage. This definition allows for use cases that
require interactivity as well as read and publish mechanics.
Some concrete examples include being able to read a dissident blog (page), a video call
with a friend (person), and tweeting about the location of the next anti-government rally
on Twitter (platform).
CRS Client. This is special CRS client software, or non-CRS software with CRS-
enabling modifications, that can utilize CRS information, channels, and destinations to
give the desired CRS behavior to the client.
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Depending on the censorship scenario, a client may need to first obtain this software
through the out-of-band or dissemination channels.
We now describe the work flow with respect to the components of a CRS just described:
1. As a preliminary step the user may use an out-of-band channel to gather bootstrap-
ping information that facilitates access to and use of the CRS. This step is not
mandatory and only required by some systems.
2. A CRS user learns (enough) CRS information, through the dissemination channel,
to allow them to connect with an overt destination that will act as a CRS proxy,3
usually using CRS client software. In the case of the dummy destination, the actual
CRS proxy is the network equipment on the path to the dummy site.
3. The client connects to the CRS proxy over the data channel, which may be camou-
flaged to prevent detection.
4. The CRS proxy services the client’s requests, either fulfilling them itself, from local
resources, or forwarding them on to one or more covert destinations.
2.4 Attack Surfaces
Each of the CRS components can be targeted to attack CRS security and functionality, and
ultimately clients; we therefore refer to these components as attack surfaces: the exposed
pieces of the CRS able to be attacked. We will look at a number of general attacks on each
surface, summarized in Table 2.2, to gain insight about the particular issues and challenges
inherent to these CRS components.
2.4.1 CRS Information
Harvest: The censor can readily harvest CRS information that is public by observation
alone, and where it is restricted to clients or CRS operators it can do so by actively
infiltrating, or compromising, the CRS dissemination process. This is exactly the
process that some governments wishing to block access to the Tor network have
done, such as China [Lew09].
3Recall that the overt destination is not blocked and is either not suspected by the censor as participating
in a CRS, or is a high-value site that would cause too much collateral damage to block, or is an innocent
dummy destination.
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Table 2.2: Attack surfaces and the general attack vectors that are relevant to each.
Attack Surface General Attack Vector
CRS Information Harvest
Poison
Disseminiation Channel Deny
Masquerade
Data Channel Detect
Deny
Disrupt & Degrade
Overt/Covert Destination Comb
Coerce
Crush
Curtail
Corrupt
CRS Client Compromise & Deny
Coerce
Link
Poison: The censor can corrupt, or modify, public information it is in control of as
well as the information it can inject into the CRS where it is possible. Examples
include DNS poisoning [BCK12] and routing table changes that isolate traffic to
known, trusted, and censored paths [SGTH12]. The censor needs to be careful about
corrupting information [ICA12] needed for Internet operations since it can impact
non-CRS use. [McP08]
2.4.2 Dissemination channel
Deny: The dissemination channel mechanism may be blocked, in the same manner as
data channels (see below), thus denying legitimate clients access to CRS information.
Masquerade: Where the CRS depends on secrecy of CRS information the censor can
pretend to be a legitimate client and use the dissemination channel to harvest in-
formation. China has twice, in 2009 and again in 2010, overwhelmed Tor’s bridge
distribution strategies by simply pretending to be enough legitimate users from dif-
ferent subnets on the Internet. [Din11c]
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2.4.3 Data channel
Detect: From header information, which is in the clear, the censor can tell if the traffic
is going to a known CRS overt destination. Also, if it is in the clear, the content
(or payload) can provide evidence that the packet is CRS-related. Where this infor-
mation is unavailable, or obfuscated, traffic analysis based on packet statistics and
behavioral signatures can be used. The censor would compare these clues against
known CRS statistics and behaviors to see how well they match. [Din11a] Where
the clues match known non-CRS statistics and behaviors, the censor would look for
discrepancies that would give away the pretense.
Deny: The censor can drop all the identified CRS traffic at the firewall or another point of
presence, which would effectively sever the CRS data channel. For instance the Chi-
nese firewall, circa 2004, sent RST packets to both ends of a network flow whenever
it detected a Tor connection thus effectively severing the connection. [CMW06]
Disrupt/Degrade: Alternatively, especially when it is not confident, the censor can
manipulate the traffic by injecting spurious packets, dropping key portions of the
traffic, or modifying the contents of packets. [Lew12] Similarly, again when it is
not confident, the censor can also manipulate the characteristics of the underlying
network link the data channel is utilizing and introduce delays, low connection time-
out values [Tor13], and other constraints. This can be used where the CRS data
channel is brittle and not resilient to errors. This is especially useful where the
overt traffic is more robust to the disruptions and degradations the censor introduces
than the CRS traffic. [GSH13, LSH14] The censor can leverage this discrepancy
between CRS and non-CRS data channel error handling to target only the CRS
while leaving the non-CRS data effectively unmolested. These tactics can guard
against collateral damage that would otherwise be incurred if the censor employed
more drastic measures like disconnecting a network flow.
2.4.4 Overt and Covert Destinations
Comb: Where the censor is unable to efficiently harvest through the dissemination chan-
nel, they may comb the Internet by probing destinations for telltale signs of CRS
presence. For instance China has been very aggressive in probing for bridges by
watching outbound TLS connections to U.S. IP ranges and then following up with
Tor connection requests to verify the existence of a bridge. After this confirmation
step, all TLS connections are dropped by the Chinese firewall for users within China
connecting to that bridge. [Wil12]
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Coerce: Within its SoI the censor can use legal, or extralegal, coercion to shut down an
overt destination. Indeed, history shows that this has been successful in the past,
for example where a popular anonymous email service was pressured by the U.S.
government to reveal users’ private information [Fis05].
Crush: For destinations outside the censor’s SoI where force or legal pressure cannot
be applied, the censor can mount a network attack. An example of this was when
China launched a distributed denial of service attack (DDoS), which overloads the
destination so that it can not service legitimate requests, against Github to target
censorship resistance content hosted there. [Goo15] Other attacks based on infiltra-
tion of resource pools can cause similar denial of service attacks.
Curtail: A censor can easily block the IP addresses of overt destinations hosting “un-
desirable” content, with firewall filter rules and DNS poisoning or injection attacks
against CRS information. Such methods are widespread and deployed as a matter
of course by censoring regimes. Aryan et al. [AAH13], Nabi [Nab13], and Clayton et
al. [CMW06] provide evidence of this for Iran, Pakistan, and China respectively. The
censor can also enact a “whitelist” that only allows access to approved destinations.
Corrupt: The censor could set up malicious resources, such as proxy nodes or fraudulent
documents that counteract the CRS’s goals, to attract unwary CRS clients and neg-
atively impact their CRS usage. For instance, adversarial guard relays are known to
exist on the Tor network, and they can be used to compromise Tor’s client-destination
unlinkability property. See Chapter 5 for an in-depth analysis of this form of attack.
2.4.5 CRS Client
Link: The censor could try to implicate clients for using a CRS, since such systems may
be regarded as having only illegitimate uses. The censor can do this by identifying
client connections to known CRS-participating overt destinations. The censor may
further be interested in access to covert destinations and/or content and can do
this by attracting clients to use or access censor-controlled CRS resources. Like the
corruption attack above, Chapter 5 provides an investigation of this attack vector as
well.
Coerce: The censor can pressure publishers into retracting their publications, and/or
chilling their speech. China regularly regulates the online utterances of its citizens,
using an army of thousands of workers who monitor all forms of public communication
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and identify dissidents [ZPP+13], and uses force, such as imprisonment, to achieve a
chilling of free speech [Rif15].
Compromise & Deny: The censor can install monitoring software on the client com-
puter. This could be publicly announced and sanctioned by an authority, such as in
the case of Green Dam Youth Escort [WYH09]. The censor could impose rules that
demand clients install only compromised versions of communication software such
as TOM-Skype [mar12]. Finally, the censor can also install malware through covert
means or by tricking the unsuspecting client. The censor can block at the client level
by disallowing unapproved software from being installed on the operating system,
disrupting functionality of Internet searches by returning pruned results, and dis-
playing warnings to the user to dissuade them from attempting to seek or distribute
censored content through the client or even to use it.
2.5 Desired CRS Design Goals
We began this chapter by examining users and their use cases and extracted the relevant
security and performance requirements in Section 2.1. We modeled the censor and the
censorship apparatus and partitioned censorship activity into three phases in Section 2.2.
We then investigated general censorship resistance design and drew out the common CRS
components in Section 2.3, as well as the threats to each in Section 2.4. We are now in
a position to consolidate what we have learned into a coherent set of CRS functionality,
security, and performance design goals.
At the very general level a CRS has the following functionality goals:
1. CRS Information Discovery: The user must be able to learn proxy and/or content
network locations, as well as auxiliary information required to participate in the CRS.
2. CRS Data Transport: The CRS data channel must be able to punch through the
censor’s technological barriers and connect users with destinations (pages, people,
platforms) from which they would otherwise be blocked.
3. CRS Bootstrapping and Availability: The CRS should be designed to deploy on
the Internet of today and maintain consistent availability. It should not depend on
features and functionality that have not yet become, and are not likely to become in
the near term, a reality on the Internet.
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A CRS must ensure the security of the above three functions as well as that of CRS
users and operators. We now consolidate the required CRS-security properties, that we
have extracted from the literature on attack surfaces and vectors, and real-world examples.
They are organized by the three phases of censorship from our model in Section 2.2.1:
• Exposure Reduction
1. Prevent CRS information harvesting that is possible by masquerading as a CRS
client and combing the Internet address space.
2. Prevent CRS participant identification that is possible by masquerading as a
CRS client or overt/covert destination.
3. Prevent active probing by the censor who is trying to distinguish whether CRS
infrastructure or content is present at a particular network location.
• Detection Prevention
1. Provide an undetectable data channel that camouflages traffic patterns, behav-
iors, and inconsistencies detectable by the censor.
• Response Mitigation
1. Provide an unblockable data channel that operates in a curtailed networking
environment that cannot be blocked without collateral damage to non-CRS
traffic.
2. Provide user and operator anonymity and deniability to prevent chilling effects
and self-censorship as well as to mitigate coercion.
3. Provide resilience against the censor actively participating in, compromising
parts of, removing parts of, and adding malicious resources to the CRS.
Finally we address the desired performance properties, discussed in Section 2.1, and note
that these are driven by specific use cases. However, it is clear that if all the properties are
maximized, i.e. provide the highest level of performance, then all use cases will be covered.
Therefore, the desired ideal CRS is one that provides all of the security properties
and has low latency, high throughput and goodput, has general reachability, and
allows bidirectional communication. However, in reality we see that there are few CRS
designs that provide all of these properties; often there is a trade-off between security and
performance. We shall see evidence of this later in Table 2.4 where we summarize security
and performance properties of real-world CRS designs. Thus, the types of use cases is
driven by the particular security and performance properties that the CRS achieves.
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2.6 Censorship Resistance Strategies
Our aim has been to better understand how a CRS and censorship apparatus may in-
teract. We distilled the censorship apparatus to its main parameters and functions (in
Section 2.2.1) and we have just consolidated security goals common to all CRSs (in Sec-
tion 2.5) above. We can now draw out the essence of this interaction and cast it in terms of
the interaction between error rates inherent in the detection phase and strategies adopted
by the CRS to apply upward pressure on them. This way the many CRS designs, with
many a varied implementation detail, can be categorized by the manner in which they
apply this pressure.
FNR
FPR
Ideal for
CRS
Actual
Ideal for
Censor
1
10
0
Figure 2.5: Tying strategies to the censor error model. The diagonal line indicates the ideal
CRS amount of FNR and FPR and the bottom left corner is the ideal censor amount of
FNR and FPR. The dotted curve is the actual censor error rate. The censor puts leftward
and downward pressure on this curve while CRS strategies apply or alleviate pressure by
moving the curve upwards or rightwards.
Let us clarify what we mean by upward pressure. Consider Figure 2.5 as a graph of
the error rates (FNR vs. FPR) of a generic censorship apparatus, specifically the classifier.
The axes have been normalized with the extreme ends representing maximum error rate
and the origin representing no errors. This graph bears similarity to the more common
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve; the only change has been to replace the true
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positive rate (TPR) with its compliment, FNR. The diagonal line joining the two extreme
ends of the axes represents the scenario where the censor is doing no better than random
guessing and hence not gaining any benefit from fielding a classifier and the distinguishers
it leverages. This is the ideal scenario for the CRS designer. At the other extreme, the
curve that hugs the two axes, not drawn for sake of reducing clutter, represents the best
outcome for the censor, where they incur no errors at all. The reality is the curve labeled
“Actual” that lies somewhere between the two extreme ideal scenarios. With the choice
of classification mechanism and distinguishers, the censor chooses where on the curve they
wish to be (i.e. the level of error they can tolerate) given that they are able to absorb the
cost of fielding such a classifier.
CRS strategies aim to push the curve closer to the diagonal (upwards and to the right),
the ideal CRS situation, and this is what is intended by upward pressure. Of course, with
the censor applying new techniques to move the curve down and the CRS moving it back
up, the net effect of the CRS could be to keep the curve in the same place.
When speaking of error rates of detection mechanisms it is important to keep in mind
how prevalent CRS activity is as compared to non-CRS activity on a given attack surface.
This is the basic idea behind the base rate fallacy. The censor, and CRS designer, need to
keep in mind that while the apparatus may have a seemingly low error rate, the base rate
of CRS activity might be a few orders of magnitude lower and thus the apparatus would
nonetheless cause almost all reported positives to be false positives.
We next discuss existing CRS strategies in turn, grouped by the relevant censorship
phase and describing how each strategy impacts the censor’s error rates and achieves the
security goals we outlined in Section 2.5.
2.6.1 Exposure Phase
For designs where CRS information is sensitive, CR strategies that target this phase aim
to prevent or slow the censor from learning high-quality distinguishers. The main threat is
to the dissemination channel and the CRS information itself. The main challenge is that
legitimate users learn CRS information easily while the censor cannot harvest efficiently.
In this phase, secret information has already been transmitted through an out-of-band
channel, and the CRS client is now ready to engage with the CRS proper.
Unpredictable Values (UV)
An unpredictable selection of distinguisher values, chosen from the possible value space
that includes non-CRS elements, ensures that the censor cannot implement an a priori
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block of those values. Since the censor has yet to discover distinguisher values, there is a
window of opportunity where misclassification can occur, thereby temporarily maintaining
the FNR. Note that there is no protection from the censor learning that a certain value is
CRS-related, and only that the censor does not yet know of this relationship.
One method of generating unpredictable values is to recruit CRS participants outside
the SoI, who are in control of, or own, particular values of a feature, e.g. IP addresses,
and utilize them in a seemingly, to the censor, random manner. Another method—where
the value space is not restricted—is to adjust the distribution of CRS values across the
value space so that there is no pattern to be observed. For example, the CRS could
adjust the distribution of packet lengths by randomly padding the packets so that the new
distribution has no similarity to the original. In either method, the values can either be
used as-is, meaning that if a censor learns them then it knows the true identity and/or
location, or they are indirect values, meaning that the true value is obfuscated by a level
of indirection and the censor does not learn the true identity and/or location. A simple
example of this latter case is a person with a pseudonym in a messaging CRS that provides
sender and recipient anonymity. To talk to that person we address our message to their
pseudonym, but we do not learn their true name, or network address, or location in real
life, assuming that the messaging system is not compromised.
Some CRSs are useful for introducing unpredictable forwarder IP address values for
CRS usage. FlashProxy [FHE+12] runs Javascript proxy code within the browser of any
website client who visits a CRS-supporting website and makes them a piece of the CRS. It
is irrelevant whether or not this CRS-supporting site is blocked by the censor since these
temporary forwarders are created on the client side by anyone outside the SoI who visits
the site. DEFIANCE [LMP+12] utilizes a scheme for hopping among a large pool of IPs,
provisioned from cooperating ISPs. Tor [DMS04a] widely recruits volunteers to operate
Tor bridge [DM06a] nodes, relays whose addressing information is not shared like ordinary
Tor relays, and Psiphon [Psi], a single-hop CRS, purchases IP addresses to be used as
forwarder addresses.
Other CRSs are useful for protecting the content location (storage) and covert destina-
tion information. Utilizing the Remailer concept based on Chaum’s ideas [Cha81], Gold-
berg and Wagner’s Rewebber proposal [GW98] utilizes multi-hop routing for encrypted
publication on servers whose identities are hidden behind a pseudonymous name space.
This makes it difficult for the censor to block covert destinations since it is difficult to track
down the servers they are hosted on. Even if that were easy, it is impossible for the server
to know what content it hosts due to encryption and so it is therefore impossible to target
specific content. Similarly, Publius [WRC00] and Tangler [WM01] both use this same trick
of encrypting all stored content for plausible server deniability properties. The difference
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is that in Publius the encryption key is shared among servers using a k-of-n threshold
secret scheme so that some lost, i.e. censored, shares are acceptable. Tangler on the other
hand invokes the concept of collateral damage by enforcing, through encryption, that any
single document depends on other documents and to remove it would mean the removal of
these other documents also. Where the censor has vested interests in certain documents re-
maining available, this technique provides good protection. Freenet [CSWH00] introduced
the use of peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networking to provide censorship resistant storage
of documents. Search and retrieval operations cause redundant copies of documents to
be made thus ensuring their long-term availability. The decentralized topology ensures
that the censor cannot target the true location(s) of documents and also leverages the
fact that most servers will be beyond the censor’s influence. Building on top of this, Ser-
jantov [Ser02] introduces anonymous access and the concept of “forwarders” as a defence
behind which the “storers” of documents can hide and thus evade the censor. Although
not P2P in nature, Tor Hidden Services [DMS04a] also leverage anonymous access to hide
the true location and identity of servers from not only the users but also from the network
nodes.
Rate Limited (RL)
For the censor who attempts to harvest CRS information by masquerading as a legitimate
CRS participant, we can limit the rate at which the censor learns feature-value pairs by
adding mechanisms to slow down the dissemination process. This strategy works in concert
with the one above by enhancing the security of distinguisher values that are yet unknown
to the censor.
The four main methods are proofs of work, partitioning the value-space over time slices,
partitioning the value-space over CRS participant attribute(s), and trust-based. Proofs of
work include captchas and other puzzles that require the participant to spend some of
their resources to gain information. They become onerous when wide-scale harvesting
by a resource-bound censor is attempted. Value-space partitions over time slices ensure
that even if harvesting is efficient, the censor can only learn values according to the CRS’s
timetable. Similarly, partitioning over the participant attribute(s) ensures that participants
learn disjoint sets over the value-space and hence no one participant, who is restricted in
resources (e.g. limited IP addresses or low connectivity in a social graph), could potentially
learn all CRS information. These mechanisms aim to ensure that there exist windows of
opportunity where misclassification can occur and again maintain the FNR for as long as
possible.
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Tor bridge addresses are made available through the dissemination channel using a
release schedule that only reveals a few addresses at a time. The idea is that, despite
the censor’s efforts, a timed release schedule introduces windows of availability where the
censor has not yet harvested and blocked the address.
Feamster et al. [FBW+03] utilize key space hopping as a means of partitioning the
proxy address space in a way that is dependent on attributes of the user, in this case
their IP address. This is also leveraged for Tor bridge address distribution. Thus, the
adversary needs to masquerade as many users in order to collect the values from the entire
address space. To further hinder the censor, we can employ proof of work and life schemes,
such as solving puzzles and captchas. Köpsell and Hillig [KH04] limit the rate of effective
harvesting of proxy addresses by the censor using a puzzle-based challenge that is presented
when requesting a proxy address. This requires the censor to expend effort to obtain proxy
addresses, and thus makes both automated and human-driven harvesting more expensive
and time consuming.
Proximax [LM11] assigns trust by measuring the safety of distribution channels. Each
channel (a user) is assigned a subset of proxy addresses, which are polled for availability.
Each channel is expected to redistribute the available addresses to other as-yet-untrusted
users. If the proxies remain active then that channel is to be trusted further, but if
they become unavailable, or unreachable, then the channel is not to be trusted and further
proxy information is not distributed through it. rBridge [WLBH13] utilizes a similar notion
where reputation is associated with distribution channels and reputation scores are used
for address dissemination. UnBlock [SCL+12] utilizes friend relationships in the Google+
social graph to help clients within the censor’s SoI use their contacts outside the SoI as
forwarders.
Lock-stepped Interactions (LI)
A censor can actively probe a suspected CRS proxies to confirm CRS participation. To
mitigate this threat a CRS can introduce a sequence of interactions to the client-proxy
protocol that hides the true nature of the CRS proxy. The aim is to prevent efficient
probing by the censor. This strategy is similar to rate limiting with a key difference that
this strategy focuses on mitigating attacks that involve censor-CRS interaction over the
data channel whereas earlier only the dissemination channel was considered.
The main method is to introduce an authentication mechanism during data channel
establishment between the client and overt destination. The properties of the mechanism
are similar to those of proofs-of-work mentioned earlier, except the CRS can monitor
connections and at first feign non-CRS behavior to confound the censor’s probes, e.g.
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seeing if a particular port is accepting connections. Only after a successful controlled
interaction does the CRS expose itself. The assumption is that the censor needs to invest
resources to conduct the interaction, and thus makes harvesting less effective, which again
enables windows of opportunity during which the FNR can be temporarily maintained.
The CRS can require every connecting client to authenticate to the overt destination.
BridgeSPA [SJP+11], ScrambleSuit [WPF13], and DEFIANCE [LMP+12] all require clients
to present authentication tokens in order to receive service from the overt destination.
These tokens can be distributed through the discovery protocol, albeit in a rate-limiting
fashion such that the censor cannot harvest all tokens.
2.6.2 Detection Phase
We arrive at the next phase with the assumption that the censor has failed, fully or partially,
to prevent CRS clients from learning CRS information that allows them now to proceed
to actually using the CRS. The censor may leverage whatever they have learned about the
CRS from the previous phase by inspecting network traffic or from side-channels and is
now going to attempt to stop CRS usage.
Strategies here take advantage of the censor’s resource limitations by obfuscating low-
hanging high-quality distinguishers from the data channel, e.g. publicly known IP addresses
of CRS-participating overt destinations. The aim is to induce a higher cost to successfully
processing traffic on the data channel using the remaining, high-quality but higher-hanging,
distinguishers. This is an effective strategy in situations where real-time processing, i.e. at
network line speed, is required to prevent contemporaneous CRS traffic, or where off-line
processing would not yield information useful for future data channel detection. Distin-
guisher effectiveness is determined by the error rates, FNR and FPR, being low enough
to be practical for the censor to utilize. For this phase of censorship, the aim for CRS
strategies is to primarily make the data channel undetectable, but some also target other
CRS components. The effects of the strategies here boil down to “not looking like a CRS”
and “looking like a non-CRS”.
An example of this is found in Tor where the 586-byte fingerprint is removed from the
network flows by morphing the packet lengths into a non-Tor-like distribution [MLDG12,
WPF13] and hence “not looking like a CRS (Tor)”. This effectively denies the censor this
low-hanging high-quality distinguisher, and forces them to look to hopefully higher-hanging
distinguishers.
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Obfuscated Values (OV)
This strategy aims to obfuscate distinguishers that uniquely identify the CRS. On the
data channel the two main low-hanging distinguishers are network addresses of covert
destinations, and the contents of the payload. These can be dealt with using encryption
and/or stenographic techniques. The potential FNR is maintained as long as the censor
resources are bounded and insufficient for attacking the encryption and steganographic
techniques and for leveraging higher-hanging distinguishers efficiently.
Hiding the fact the client is communicating with a covert destination can be provided
by manipulating the path the data channel takes. Instead of directly connecting with it,
the client instead connects with an intermediary node (the overt destination) and from
there is forwarded to the actual desired, covert, destination. Tor [DMS04a] is a popular
anonymous communication system that has increasingly been used for censorship resis-
tance since it bounces the data channel over three hops in a manner that ensures that
no one node, or observer, can link both client and destination together. In a similar,
but restricted variation, Web MIXes [BFK00] utilize cascades—nodes in predetermined
and fixed chains—and client- and server-side proxies to provide unlinkable traffic between
the user and host. More recently, Decoy Routing [KEJ+11], Telex [WWGH11], Cirri-
pede [HNCB11], and TapDance [WSH14] leverage details of encrypted Internet protocol
traffic to send signals to routers en-route to allowed overt destinations to divert the flow
of the traffic to censored covert destinations. The only conditions are that 1) the router is
on the path to overt destinations that would cause large collateral damage to the censor if
they became unreachable and 2) there be no alternative routes that avoid the router. The
main differences between the systems are in the encryption schemes used. Decoy routing
is based on symmetric encryption while Telex, Cirripede, TapDance are all based on asym-
metric encryption. Decoy routing sends a sentinel, a symmetric key the router and user
share, along with the TLS client hello message, whereas Telex tags a TLS random nonce
using public key steganography and Cirripede does something similar but with the initial
sequence number found in the TCP header. TapDance tags the TLS ciphertext itself to
achieve the same result. The trick is that the censor is unable to tell normal encrypted
traffic from decoy routed traffic but the router on the path is able to do so with little
effort. OSS [FNB13] leverages online scanning services that allow HTTP redirects, to read
data from the covert destination, and use them as a forwarder by embedding data in the
URL of the HTTP redirects. Finally, DenaLi [NFS14] uses errors that are pervasive in wifi
traffic as a steganographic channel. The key insight is that any node connected to a WiFi
access point can be a potential client and destination, and hence the covert destination
can remain hidden in plain sight.
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Obfuscating CRS traffic requires managing its network-level characteristics. Wiley’s
Dust [Wil11] removes the fingerprint of Tor’s plaintext TLS handshake traffic by encrypting
it. It overcomes the censor’s ability to fingerprint string patterns, packet lengths, and
timing information of a Tor communication stream. ScrambleSuit [WPF13] removes the
unique packet size feature of 586 bytes through data padding to match generally occurring
packet size distributions, but not any specific protocol or service. Obfs3 [Din12] removes
the distinguishing ciphersuite information in the TLS handshake messages by encrypting
the entire TLS session.
Indistinguishable Values (IV)
As an extension to the previous strategy, we can deny all high-quality distinguishers (low-
or high-hanging) by ensuring that they are indistinguishable from non-CRS distinguishers.
The net effect is to make the CRS look like another target non-CRS. There are two as-
sumptions here: one is that the censor must chose to either allow CRS traffic unmolested
or ham-fistedly disrupt both CRS and non-CRS traffic since they are impossible to dis-
entangle; the second is that certain distinguishers admit values that can be used for both
CRS and non-CRS use simultaneously.
There are two main methods; the first step for each is to identify a non-CRS target
distribution for the high-quality distinguisher we wish to remove. In practice, the aim is
to ensure that the values of a feature of CRS traffic come from the same distribution as
non-CRS values. To generalize, we say that the CRS must conform to the same value
distribution as non-CRS traffic for all features. Any deviations from the distribution limits
the effectiveness of the strategy. Then, the first variant of the strategy tries to utilize the
non-CRS value distributions by adopting them in its design in an attempt at mimicry. The
second variant, instead of adopting the values, embeds the non-CRS itself as one of the
CRS components, and utilizes it for CRS purposes. The distinction is that in the former
the onus is on the CRS design and implementation of all aspects of the data channel to
conform to the non-CRS distribution, with the assumption that this is achievable goal.
In the latter the trust is shifted to the non-CRS data channel with the assumption that
introduction of CRS traffic does not cause a deviation in any non-CRS value distribution.
A variation of the latter, where the same distribution is impossible or difficult to obtain,
is to alternate between the CRS and non-CRS utilizing the value space, or some subset of
it. As long as the censor is unable to tell when the value is CRS and when non-CRS the
effect is the same as above.
The following examples adopt the traffic on Tor’s data channel (which is low-latency and
encrypted) to look like particular other non-CRS targets. SkypeMorph [MLDG12] adopts
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Skype’s communication protocols and shapes the distribution of traffic characteristics of
Tor communications to look like that of a Skype video call. Format transforming encryption
(FTE) [DCRS13] transforms Tor traffic to mimic other types of traffic, e.g., HTTP or
Javascript. StegoTorus [WWY+12] uses stegonographic techniques to embed Tor traffic
within the payload of popular traffic, such as HTTP or JavaScript, to bypass censors. For
higher-latency traffic, Collage [BFV10], which extends the basic ideas of Infranet [FBH+02],
and Message in a Bottle [IKV12] utilize stegonographic techniques but embed CRS traffic
within images that are posted to popular image hosting platforms.
Large Internet companies such as Google, Amazon, and CloudFlare provide cloud-based
platforms for hosting services and content. Circumvention systems like GoAgent [goa11]
and meek [FLH+15] use the fact that these platforms host multiple services and all are
accessible from a common external address. From the censor’s perspective the CRS client is
connecting to the common platform address, but within the encrypted traffic is the address
of the true covert destination or location of content, which the platform knows about. This
mechanism is known as fronting and is common, and has legitimate uses in shared hosting
scenarios. In a similar fashion, CloudTransport uses the storage platform S3 from Amazon
as a read and write buffer in the cloud, in order to access the CRS operating on a server
elsewhere. From the censor’s perspective, the client is only accessing Amazon and not the
CRS. Freewave [HRBS12] made use of Skype super nodes, which are network nodes that
route calls between clients, as proxies to hide the true destination. It also encodes data as
audio, in the manner of a acoustic modem, over the Skype audio channel to hide the true
nature of the traffic. Facet [LSH14] also utilizes Skype but embeds YouTube videos into
the video stream thereby allowing CRS clients to view censored YouTube videos. Recent
CRS designs, such as Rook [VK15] and Castle [HNGJ15], leverage online gaming platforms
to make use of in-game chat features or game data manipulation as the CRS data channel.
In theory, from the censor’s point of view, the CRS and the legitimate non-CRS service are
indistinguishable with respect to the data channel. This is however quite difficult to achieve
in reality and CRSs do trip up on certain aspects of indistinguishability. [GSH13, HBS13]
2.6.3 Response Phase
Designing strategies for this phase is done with the mindset that they should prevent an
unwanted response from the censor. Generally, the censor’s response to the output of the
detection phase is to block, interfere with, or allow monitored activities on the attack
surfaces; the censor may also decide to devote additional resources analyzing the CRS to
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learn more effective distinguishers.4 As stated in Section 2.5, the first goal of CRS strategies
in this phase is to ensure that exposure and detection of data channel distinguishers does
not lead to the data channel being blocked. The second goal is to provide plausible client
and operator deniability given the exposures and detection the censor has conducted. We
note that there are synergies between strategies in this phase and some from earlier phases
that are exploited for further CRS effectiveness.
Churned Values (CV)
To mitigate failures at the exposure and detection phases the CRS introduces churn as a
defense against the censor acting upon exposed distinguisher values. The idea is that a
distinguisher can lose its effectiveness if the values gleaned during the exposure phase are
no longer valid, and/or in continual flux. A CRS design can introduce churn by using values
only for a short lengths of time, or using them once. The censor needs to continuously
employ resources at the exposure phase for yet-unknown and currently employed CRS
values that maintain the FNR. The assumption is that the censor would prefer to find a
stable and consistent distinguisher that can be employed for a long time, such that the
costs of the exposure phase are amortized over the time the CRS is in play.
The usual method adopted by the circumventor is to provision a large pool of values
and then unpredictably utilize them and then expire them within short time frames. An
added CRS element that manages the transitions is also required. The contrast between
rate limiting and value churn strategies is that in the former the censor’s knowledge is
cumulative, whereas in the latter the censor’s knowledge is quickly outdated and acting on
it would come at a cost.
To ensure access to the CRS, FlashProxy’s forwarders are temporary and last only for
as long as a website client is viewing the website. DEFIANCE’s pool of IPs only serve
as CRS forwarders for brief periods of time. We note that value churn in the case of
FlashProxy is dictated by the website visitors, and hence extrinsic to the CRS, whereas
DEFIANCE manages the churn rate itself, through the dissemination channel. Churn also
occurs naturally but we do not consider it a factor since it is neither assured that it will
be quick enough, nor can there be control of how values are reused.
4These actions are contingent upon the knowledge the censor has about the accuracy of the detection
mechanism, together with the costs of false negatives and false positives. These are costs that economic
game theory may better explain, which we focus on in Chapter 3.
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Outside the Scope of Influence (OSoI)
CRSs can leverage inherent limitations to the extent of the censor’s scope of influence, as
outlined in Figure 2.2, and place critical components that are susceptible to attack beyond
it. In this way the censor can know what to attack, but is unable to do anything to it;
contrast this with the indistinguishable values strategy from the previous phase, in which
the censor may only know that the non-CRS is being used for some CRS activity but
cannot distinguish CRS from non-CRS uses. Indeed, so central is this strategy that, with
a few exceptions, all CRSs employ it to some extent.
The main manner most CRSs employ this strategy is to place or utilize overt destina-
tions and CRS information outside the SoI, e.g. national or jurisdictional boundaries, to
which CRS clients are able to establish data and dissemination channels respectively.
To ensure availability of content and the CRS, Anderson’s Eternity Service [And96],
one of the earliest CRSs, leverages distribution of data across a large number of overt des-
tinations deployed in diverse jurisdictions, so that at least some servers will be outside any
given censor’s scope of influence. Back’s Usenet Eternity [Bac97] is a 1997 implementation
of this proposal. Indeed, many of the CRSs we have come across in the literature employ
the OSoI strategy. We can make one distinction, however, which is that some CRSs take
advantage of existing CRS-agnostic third-party infrastructure or services instead of de-
ploying their own CRS-specific infrastructure. Cloud providers like Google, Amazon, and
CloudFlare, or VoIP providers like Skype, or content hosts like YouTube and Flickr, are
all CRS-agnostic platforms that have been leveraged for their OSoI properties.
2.7 Attack Mitigation and Remaining Gaps
Let us now consider how each CRS component is protected by the strategies we have
identified. For each strategy we distill the main techniques used to realize them. Ideally,
there should be mitigations for all of the different censor attacks. We note the gaps and
discuss the properties of potential strategies that could fill them. Refer to Table 2.3 for a
handy reference for the discussion that follows.
2.7.1 CRS Information and the Dissemination Channel
We consider the CRS information and its dissemination channel together since they logi-
cally depend on each other. The primary target of the rate-limiting strategy is to combat
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Table 2.3: A drill-down of Table 2.1, showing techniques employed to defend against
censorship threats to CRS components. The CRS components we described in Section 2.3.1
and the attacks on each, as discussed in Section 2.4, are organized along the top. The
rows are grouped by the phases of censorship described in Section 2.2.1. Each group is
organized by the strategies that apply to that phase and the techniques that realize them,
both discussed in Section 2.6. A solid black square indicates that this technique has been
applied to this attack vector.
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the censor—masquerading as a CRS participant—from efficiently harvesting CRS informa-
tion. However, there are no strategies that mitigate the threat of the censor poisoning CRS
information. As noted earlier, it is not without risk for the censor to manipulate public
information used by both CRS and non-CRS activity, so there is at least an implicit level
of defense. Denial of the channel could be mitigated by the same strategies that secure the
data channel, where unpredictable and indistinguishable values make detection difficult.
2.7.2 Data Channel
Obfuscated and indistinguishable values certainly make it difficult to detect the data chan-
nel. Channel denial is mitigated by the success of these strategies as well as the strategy
of placing overt and covert destinations outside the scope of influence. However, there are
limits to the success that depend on how well these strategies are implemented. Trans-
forming traffic to look like another protocol, such as HTTP, generally has only limited
success [HRBS12, GSH13]. For instance, in the case of mimicry to obfuscate known distin-
guishers, the censor only has to find one disparity, whereas a CRS must perfectly imitate
the chosen cover protocol in order to succeed. Cover protocols are generally complex,
with behavior dependent on their particular use cases. An imitator has the task of not
only making the protocol look correct, i.e., matching explicit values, but also ensure it
behaves according to expected norms, i.e., matching implicit values. Common protocol-
level disparities are a result of incomplete or incorrect cover protocol implementation,
such as failure to handle errors in a consistent manner. Both SkypeMorph and Censor-
Spoofer suffer from systematic errors stemming from incomplete imitation of the cover
protocol [HBS13, GSH13, LSH14].
Even if CRS traffic is tunneled over the cover protocol, to avoid the problems inherent
to mimicry, the censor may be able to take advantage of channel usage inconsistencies and
content inconsistencies [LSH14]. A CRS may rely on channel characteristics in a different
manner from the cover protocol. If the overt protocol is more robust to network degra-
dation, for example, the censor can manipulate the network to disrupt CRS traffic, but
not legitimate cover protocol traffic. Iran conducted such an attack on Tor by limiting the
duration of TLS connections to two minutes. [Tor13] Legitimate connections, to text-based
websites, were not affected by this since the website has loaded within that time period.
On the other hand, Tor traffic is interrupted, as Tor TLS connections are longer lived than
two minutes and would need to be reestablished often. In a similar vein, Iran also throttled
TLS connections to 2 kilobits per second rates, making browsing and other activities diffi-
cult [Lew11]. These attempts are to block CRSs that do not perfectly match the use cases
of the popular protocols they tunnel through, which has the effect of making the usage
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of the CRS onerous and thus discouraging it. Other examples include SWEET [ZHCB13]
and Freewave [HRBS12]. SWEET uses email as the carrier for web traffic. Since email
is a high-latency tolerant protocol and web traffic is not this disparity can be exploited
by the censor—who can simply delay all emails leaving the SoI—to impact only the CRS
and not the carrier protocol. Similarly, since streaming audio/video is loss tolerant, the
censor can disrupt CRSs like Freewave by dropping enough packets to disrupt Freewave
transmissions, while leaving actual Skype traffic within the threshold of acceptable level
of performance.
Even if the data channel is encrypted, the content of CRS communications may be
distinguishable from the content of the cover protocol. For example, Li et al. [LSH14] and
Geddes et al. [GSH13] show that Freewave may be detected using an n-gram based classifier
on packet lengths. This attack, however, is contingent on the censor accurately modeling
normal content. This may be easier for special-purpose protocols, such as VoIP, which
is used only for video or voice traffic, than for general-purpose protocols, such as TLS,
which is used for multiple types of data. Achieving indistinguishability of CRS traffic from
legitimate, popular cover protocols has been a natural focus in the research literature. In
light of difficulties ensuring consistency at the protocol, channel, and content levels, Li et
al. propose that CRSs not only use popular, unblocked cover protocols to tunnel traffic, but
also to match CRS content with that of the chosen cover protocol. Their proposal, Facet,
is a prime example of a system that attempts to do this, by building a data channel that
sends video traffic over Skype, and ensuring the video traffic approximately matches the
expected traffic pattern for a video chat call. It remains to be seen if further discrepancies
may be discovered with this approach.
2.7.3 Overt and Covert Destinations
Rate-limiting strategies help to mitigate the impact of the censor curtailing access to overt
destinations. The censor combing for CRS-related values is potentially mitigated by the
lock-stepped interaction strategy. Coercion resistance is provided by, again, placing CRS-
participating components outside the SoI. Hiding the true location or nature of covert
content, using the strategy of unpredictable values, also mitigates the threat of the censor
coercing content from being taken down.
Decoy routing CRSs [KEJ+11, WWGH11, HNCB11, WSH14] are an interesting at-
tempt at obfuscation that has attracted research attention. They work by placing CRS
stations within the network infrastructure itself, such as at routers at participating ISPs
outside the censor’s SoI. Users signal their intent to use the CRS by steganographically
tagging a seemingly innocent connection to a decoy destination (or dummy destination in
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our terminology), which can be any site not blocked by the censor and that has a CRS
station on the network path between the client and itself . The user may then request her
real, blocked destination, which will be served by the CRS station. The main difference
between these systems lies in their ability to handle asymmetric flows, a feature of Decoy
Routing, Cirripede, and TapDance, and their reliance on an inline network-flow-blocking
element, which is necessary in all of these systems except TapDance. All of these systems
rely on strategic deployment, making it impossible for the censor to “route around” coop-
erating ISPs without significant collateral damage. If this assumption is invalid, however,
the censor can avoid or otherwise blackhole the route. The tools for this are already present
in networking equipment; the question is if an alternative route exists for desirable hosts
on the other side of the proxy. Thomson et al. [SGTH12] investigate the feasibility of this
attack while Houmansadr et al. [HWS14] evaluate the costs associated with it. This is an
open research problem, with game-theoretic analysis as an avenue for further pursuit.
However, gaps exist. The first is that most CRSs do not yet attempt to prevent crushing
tactics (such as a DDoS) against CRS-participating destinations or storage. The CRS
implicitly depends on the leveraged platform or their network connectivity provider to
prevent such a scenario. In general, preventing an DDoS attack does not yet have a robust
solution, outside of over-provisioning of bandwidth and IP addresses. The second gap
is that corrupted content and CRS participants are not prevented or mitigated by any
strategy. Both of these areas are avenues for future research.
2.7.4 CRS Client
The linking attack is the main vector that is mitigated in the exposure and detection
phases. Indirect values, trust, obfuscated and/or indistinguishable traffic patterns and
destinations are the main techniques employed. We have already discussed the relevant
examples from the literature in the discussion about overt/covert destinations and the
dissemination channel.
In the response phase, publisher coercion may be mitigated by CRSs that do not allow
the deletion or modification of published content. Alternatively, plausible deniability may
deflect suspicion, as seen in DenaLi [NFS14], where errors in broadcasted messages on the
local WiFi network are used to hide steganographic messages and CRS participation.
2.7.5 Mitigation Summary and Trends
In general, there is almost complete coverage across all the phases and attack vectors, save
for the gaps we have identified above. Looking at the attack coverage across the censorship
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phases we note that there is good representation for response mitigation. What is striking
is that the technique of using CRS-agnostic infrastructure, services, and software provides
protection against more attacks than the technique of using CRS-specific ones. The main
reason is due to the potential collateral damage that would be incurred should the censor
interfere with CRS-agnostic platforms and services which also serve non-CRS purposes.
Also, CRS-agnostic software can provide compromise & denial protection because it is
popular and likely already present on the client’s computer. The value churn strategy
protects many of the components with its two techniques both providing similar attack
coverage. Unpredictable indirect values are the most useful form additionally providing
mitigation for combing, coercion, and client linking.
We observe that there is a trend to raise the bar for the censor to detect the data
channel, by mitigating the low-hanging distinguishers. However it is unclear what the
capabilities of the censor are with regard to the mitigated low-hanging distinguishers and
if the censor is even willing to engage in sophisticated traffic analysis. While it is difficult
to find out the true capabilities of a censor, it is perhaps still useful to find out how difficult
attacking lower- and higher-hanging distinguishers actually are. While the literature does
provide analysis of attacks they are usually tuned against particular CRS implementations
and the results are of limited scope and do not tell us if they are applicable to a realistic
censor. This is an avenue of research where studies of distinguisher effectiveness at Internet
scale could provide clues about which distinguishers are the most significant threats.
Another trend that emerges is that many recent CRSs leverage existing third-party
infrastructure and data channels to defend against the threat of blocking. Indeed, it seems
as if the indistinguishable values strategy has become the more favored one over obfuscating
and unpredictable values. The trend seems to indicate that CRS data channels are moving
from being CRS-specific to those that are CRS-agnostic. What this means is that whereas
CRS-specific implementations are crafted to meet all CRS design specifications, CRS-
agnostic implementations meet those same CRS specifications through happy coincidence.
This leads us to conclude that there are extrinsic properties that need to be accounted
for when evaluating such a CRS. This could be undesirable for three reasons. The first
is that it introduces dependencies on external parties that may not be invested in the
CRS’s success. The second is that the synergy that existed to allow the CRS to leverage a
particular extrinsic property is not by design, which means that there may be—from the
perspective of the CRS—unintended states that could render the CRS ineffective. Finally,
the fate of the CRS is tied to the leveraged service and how widely it is adopted and spreads
and this limits the potential client base of the CRS. A closer look at these issues is needed
to evaluate how critical they are and perhaps also how CRS designs can be adapted to
provide more control over extrinsic properties.
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2.8 Revisiting Use Cases—Security and QoS
We now reconsider CRS design from the perspective of the users and use cases, and the
security and performance properties we first defined in Section 2.1. Table 2.4 provides a
reference for and summary to the discussion to follow. Our aim is to see what properties
are being satisfied with actual CRS designs and also to note trends, threats, and possible
synergies.
In this table we do not include a column for unblockable data channel since we con-
clude that all CRS designs in the literature provide circumvention through some means,
which have already been discussed in Section 2.7. Instead, in the table we focus on those
properties that help us distinguish CRS designs from each other.
Overall, we note that CRS designs have little synergy with each implementing its own
designs from scratch, most often with tightly integrated functionality; this precludes other
systems from leveraging the design and effort already invested. Even designs that share a
common base suffer from this shortcoming. A prime example is the Tor network and the
various solutions for ensuring its data channels are undetectable. Although the Tor com-
munity is actively trying to address the problem with the pluggable transport framework,
the desired level of reuse and modularity is not currently in place.
Only a few CRSs provide publisher anonymity, and the majority of those originally
debuted in the early 2000’s, or if not they leverage those early systems for this property.
It seems that recently the emphasis has shifted to providing read access whereas earlier
the specter of chilled speech was at the forefront. Similarly, protection against publisher
coercion is only provided by earlier systems. In contrast, we note that recent systems,
particularly those that leverage CRS-agnostic platforms, actually expose publishers. It
becomes clear why this is the case; all of these systems require the publisher to interact
directly with the CRS, either to set up accounts and/or store and manipulate files. This
is not a consequence of some inherent limitation of CRS-agnostic or co-opted designs but
rather due to this not being a design goal. This particular limitation can be addressed by
incorporating the anonymizing and coercion resistance techniques used in earlier systems,
or by utilizing those systems directly.
More generally, the trend for direct communication between clients and overt/covert
destinations, eschewing path obfuscation means that clients can be linked to their commu-
nication partners. The reason is that these systems are only designed to bypass blocking,
and are not intended to provide other security properties. This situation can be amelio-
rated with the use of an appropriate path obfuscation design; certain CRS designs (e.g.
Tor or Web MIXes) that provide publisher anonymity can be readily utilized for this pur-
pose. However, these designs do enjoy good performance across all the measures we have
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Table 2.4: Overview of security and performance properties of various CRS designs and
the strategies they use to achieve them. White squares denote that the system does not
provide that security property or does not use that strategy, while black squares mean
that it does. Dashes denote that the security property does not apply to that particular
system. The systems are grouped by the similarity of the strategies they mainly leverage.
CRSs that utilize steganographic techniques are labeled with y, and those that leverage
CRS-agnostic platforms are labeled with .
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defined and this indicates that there are security-performance trade-offs to be considered,
that depend on the use case and CRS design adopted.
The trend of forgoing client security in favor of performance depends on an assumption
that it is not realistic to assume that the majority of clients will be targeted or harmed.
However recent revelations, in particular those by Edward Snowden [Pau13], call into ques-
tion these design choices. The dramatic reach of the “Five Eyes”—a program of cooperation
and surveillance data sharing between the governments of Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom, and the United States of America—necessitates a reevaluation of the
basic assumptions most CRSs make with respect to the censor’s sphere of influence and
visibility. Systems are typically not designed to withstand global passive adversaries, for
instance, and designs often count on distribution across diverse jurisdictions to make this
assumption realistic. Given that a significant number of government entities cooperate
and have far-reaching network capabilities, systems designed with these assumptions may
be more brittle than previously believed. The recent seizure of several Tor hidden ser-
vices [Lew14], for example, may be evidence of this level of global cooperation. While it is
unclear just how large the spheres of visibility and influence are for any given censor, their
reach is likely far larger than anticipated by current CRS designs.
Taking another look at the high-performance designs we identify an aspect worth not-
ing. While in all of these designs the potential throughput is comparable to that of unfet-
tered Internet access, in reality only those designs that leverage CRS-agnostic platforms
and services—which are provisioned for Internet-scale performance—are likely to actually
enjoy this level of performance. The other systems leverage individual nodes on the Inter-
net normally not resourced for high throughput and thus are more likely to only achieve
middling levels of performance. We will revisit this dichotomy later in the following section
when we consider the implications of utilizing CRS-agnostic entities in CRS design.
Overall we note the lack of an all-in-one CRS design that provides all of the security
properties we have identified. If we were to consider hybrid designs then we see that
recent CRS-agnostic designs that provide undetectable data channels coupled with the
early publishing designs may provide all of the desirable properties. Unfortunately, we
note the stark contrast between the performance profiles of both these types of designs
which may indicate a lack of synergy and the need for more research and thought in
how to overcome any inherent limitations. A more performance-profile synergistic match
seems to be CRS designs leveraging steganographic channels for access to materials on
popular platforms and the early publishing designs as above. The similarity in performance
properties indicates that these should be relatively straightforward to combine. Indeed,
we note that in all cases if the publisher and client were to access the popular platform—
which gives plausible deniability of CRS participation—through an anonymity CRS, say
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Tor, then all of the security properties would be covered. Alas, this hybrid would be on the
low end of the performance spectrum. If we allow ourselves to relax one security property,
such as coercion resistance, then higher-performance hybrids are apparent, e.g. Tor hidden
services and Obfsproxy, which is likely a combination in use today.
2.9 Revisiting Collateral Damage
We now take a closer look at the philosophy of collateral damage and the part it plays in
the design of data channels and the selection of overt destinations for CRSs. The theory
goes: if we pick the perfect non-CRS service or platform to leverage, one that the censor
would balk at blocking due to the inherent collateral damage that is contingent on the
limitations of its classifier, then CRS activity would go unmolested. For example, we see
this with CloudTransport which leverages the Amazon cloud storage service as the non-
CRS to use as cover. If we are able to perfectly blend in, using indisguishable values for
example, then the censor is unable to cleanly remove (all) CRS activity, and thus we force
the censor to tolerate the CRS activity. What this means is that the CRS is causing the
non-CRS services and platforms to act as concentration points for maximizing collateral
damage potential.
Counter-intuitively, the censor may actually benefit from this concentration since the
attack surfaces and CRS security failures are also concentrated and now well defined, e.g.
only traffic to Amazon’s cloud storage service, and hence easier to deal with (contain). We
present three illustrative points where non-CRS service or platform concentration produces
negative outcomes.
The non-CRS service or platform is now a single point of failure, which means that if
the censor does decide to block it, perhaps because the CRS designer overestimated the
cost of the potential collateral damage or despite it, the CRS is effectively contained while
the impact is limited to the non-CRS service or platform only.
Local entities, or the censor itself, may develop local alternatives for the targeted non-
CRS service or platform and draw legitimate non-CRS service/platform users away, leaving
CRS users exposed. There are many instances of local alternatives such as Weibo, YouKu,
and Baidu.5 These local alternatives have the added benefit of being better censored since
they sit inside the SoI and thus the censor can nullify any potential CRS usage of the local
5We do not claim that these alternatives are a direct effort to quash CRS activity, but these alternatives
certainly do diminish the potential collateral damage since the non-CRS service/platform user base has
been thinned.
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alternative while minimizing the impact to availability of the service/platform to regular
users.
Usually non-CRS services and platforms that have been leveraged in the past are op-
erated by single corporations. The censor can strike back at CRS systems by attacking
the non-CRS service or platform and/or the entity that operates it. The strike can be in
the form of actual network-level attacks [MWD+15] that cause the operator to reconsider,
or decry [DB15], its role as a host to CRS activity. Indeed, there is uncertainty around
exactly how the operating entity may respond. In the worst case it may even act as an
informant to the censor and monitor CRS activity. This is most troubling when we recall
that many high-performing CRS designs that utilize these platforms do not provide pro-
tection against client-destination linkage. Since the long-term viability of leveraging third
parties for CRS duty is unclear,6 it becomes critical that these security properties actually
be in place if non-CRS services are leveraged.
The picture this paints is that concentration is a poor direction since it has synergy with
the censor’s desire for containment. We should reexamine the trend of leveraging non-CRS
entities and platforms as a shield since this adds extrinsic factors into the CRS-design. As
we see from the discussion above, if collateral damage is to remain a deterrent then it must
not come from the concentration provided by an easily contained entity.
2.10 Conclusions
We conclude this chapter by identifying areas for future work that have been illuminated
by our discussion so far.
We identified that reuse and modularity were lacking and identified Tor pluggable
transports as one effort to address this shortcoming for the Tor ecosystem. The current
state is not at the desired level but there is progress in the right direction. Fog [ifi13b]
attempts to create a platform for pluggable transport component composability, but this
effort has stalled [ifi13a]. The greatest challenge has been a correct decomposition of
CRS component functionality, such that components are both composable and consistent
with the constraints of Internet networking. Jumpbox [MMBY14] alleviates, but does
not solve, the problem at the network interface layer, by providing a standard interface
for encapsulating pluggable transport traffic to look like regular web traffic. Khattak et
al. [KSM14] provide a systematization of extant pluggable transports and recommend the
notion of a “tweakable transport” as a possible way forward.
6In that, it is not yet known if public opinion will sway platform providers to protect CRS activity or
if business concerns will make CRS activity unwelcome. Recent events do not look promising.
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We noted the rising trend of leveraging popular CRS-agnostic services and platforms
as a means of mitigating censor actions through collateral damage in the response phase.
We noted that these tend to concentrate the attack surface and that this helps the censor
better contain the CRS. We propose diffusion, which is the return to distribution of risk
over many entities, stakeholders, and attack surfaces.
Practically, diffusion means that CRS designs ought to leverage ubiquitous Internet
protocols, e.g. TLS, and network topologies, e.g. peer-to-peer, that avoid single points of
failure. Diffusion will also avoid providing a constrained set of stakeholders, since ubiqui-
tous technologies belong to no one and everyone, for the censor to target and pressure. The
end result would be that the censor should have a difficult time containing CRS activity
to some portion or subset of the network value space, and mitigate the impact and extent
of the potential collateral damage.
Our attention is also drawn to the lack of CRSs designed to enable free communication
among users within a censor’s SoI. Anderson’s Eternity Service set the initial direction
for considering censorship circumvention by assuming the existence of some entity beyond
the censor’s SoI who could develop and deploy CRSs. It is increasingly becoming realistic
to expect, however, that users never egress the censor’s sphere of influence or visibility.
Regimes have been known to shut off Internet access completely for periods of time, includ-
ing Egypt and Libya; [DSA+11] enabling citizenry to organize and communicate using the
internal network during such times becomes an important use case. Unfortunately, there
has been little research attention given to developing censorship circumvention systems
entirely contained within the censor’s SoI. DenaLi [NFS14] is a notable exception but it is
designed only for operation within a single LAN and, as a result, does not provide many
desirable user experience properties. However, it does show that there are viable solutions
for CRS schemes that operate within the censor’s SoI. Following the principle of diffusion
is key in this scenario since there is no non-CRS service or platform to leverage within the
SoI.
While we develop defenses within the framework of the current Internet architecture,
we, like some before us [TS14], also call for a next-generation Internet designed with
censorship resistance as an explicit feature by default.
An active research avenue focuses on the need for empirical data about real-world cen-
sorship with respect to CRS user impact and the censorship techniques used [BF13]. What
few investigations exist are informative, but provide only partial and possibly outdated
snapshots of the state of censorship. In particular, many CRS designs assume the censor is
capable and willing to engage in sophisticated traffic analysis, as we noted in Section 2.7.5.
As discussed earlier, a thorough analysis to evaluate censor attacks on distinguishers is
needed.
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We also lack research into the relationship between the many CRS techniques and the
costs to the censor, particularly in terms of policy and decision making. This chapter ex-
amines and categorizes CRS techniques based on qualitative technical measures and makes
relative comparisons amongst the various strategies and techniques. A game-theoretic anal-
ysis of optimal strategies would be helpful in understanding the censor decision function
and identify useful techniques for CRS designs.
Furthermore, there is an implicit assumption that collateral damage is an overwhelming
factor in the censor’s decision function. Current CRS schemes are contingent on and try to
maximize collateral damage (FPR), but do not evaluate the impact of information leakage
(FNR) on censor behavior nor identify parameters that might affect it. Filling this gap
is an important next step in illuminating the dynamics of the censorship resistance game
and providing feedback on best practices for CRS design.
Indeed, we pursue the last two areas of research in Chapter 3, where we apply game-
theoretic analysis to censorship resistance and investigate the impact of information leak-
age, collateral damage, and accuracy of the censorship apparatus on the censor’s behavior.
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Chapter 3
Game-Theoretic Approaches to CRS
Design
3.1 Introduction
In Section 2.10 we noted a lack of insight into the censor’s decision function since, so far, the
literature has treated that aspect of the censor as a black box. In this chapter we investigate
this aspect of censorship through the lens of game-theoretic analysis. Since the problem
space is large, we reduce our scope to the data channel and defenses against detection
of CRS-related traffic. This is timely because there is currently a lot of activity within
the community to develop better designs and implementations that address censorship
threats to the data channel. Specifically, we seek to understand how the error rates of the
censorship apparatus, both FPR and FNR, affect the censor’s behavior and if, and how,
the base rate of covert traffic can be used as a parameter in CRS designs.
Game theory is the study of how groups of rational, self-interested entities behave in
response to one another’s actions. In the context of censorship-resistant communications,
a game-theoretic approach can be used to assess the optimal behavior of a rational censor
and the designers of a CRS.
To facilitate this, we will analyze the behavior of the two parties, or players from now
onwards, in increasingly detailed versions of an abstract “censorship game”, designed to
capture the fundamentals of the censorship resistance dynamics, while still being simple
enough to readily analyze. This serves to reveal the essential components of the problem
domain.
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These players try to maximize their benefits by thinking strategically about their ac-
tions, using information that they have about the environment and the other players. A
central assumption is the theory of “rational choice”, which states that an entity seeks to
maximize its utility independent of the other player’s utility and will choose an action that
is at least as good as any other action available to them. The utilities can be modeled by a
utility function (U) that assigns ordinal values to the utilities. That is, if a player prefers
outcome a over outcome b and outcome b over outcome c then the utilities are ordered
U(a) > U(b) > U(c).
Technological Limits
Recall from Section 2.2.1 that the censorship apparatus is limited by shortcomings of the
classifier, the computational and memory costs of real-time processing, and the partial
view of the attack surface, amongst other considerations. It is important, then, to take
into account the rate at which objects of interest are misclassified. The two types of
errors—false positives and false negatives—govern the confidence the censor has in their
censorship apparatus. The prevalence of each of these type of errors provides an important
input for both the censor and the circumventor in defining their respective strategies.
False Positives
From the censor’s perspective, false positives are the legitimate traffic, and users, that were
misclassified and blocked—the collateral damage. The censor naturally seeks to keep this
as low as possible.
As we have noted earlier in Section 2.7.5, the collateral damage strategy has been lever-
aged by numerous censorship resistance systems. However, in most cases the circumventor
assumes an all-or-nothing approach to censorship, which can be limiting when the censor
is content with partial blocking.
False Negatives
The censor tries to prevent as many clients, or as much traffic, as it can from circumventing
its blocks—termed information leakage. Due to the limits of technology it is unable to
identify all of them.
The circumventor’s aim is always to have as much, if not all, of its traffic classified as a
(false) negative. Strategies to obfuscate distinguishers or make them indistinguishable from
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non-CRS traffic, as well as steganographic and encryption techniques are all instrumental
in achieving this goal.
We note here that since the circumventor is a rational player its aim is not to produce
collateral damage, or indeed to explicitly reduce the censor’s utility. It is only concerned
with maximizing its own utility, independent of the censor utility.
3.2 Censorship Games
In our model, a censorship game is a game played between two players. One player,
called the censor, has comprehensive control over the network of a target area (its SoI),
and wishes to prevent certain undesirable communications from being transmitted over
that network, while maximizing throughput of legitimate traffic.1 The other player, called
the circumventor, wishes to send censored traffic (e.g. political speech that the censor
disapproves of) over the censor-controlled channel, and may or may not care about the level
of throughput for other “legitimate” communications on the censor-controlled network.
The circumventor is able to disguise circumvention, or covert, traffic to match a certain
profile of legitimate cover traffic, and exercises control over the amount of traffic that is
sent by altering the base rate (BR) of the censorship resistance system (CRS) they have
deployed. The base rate can be set to any value in the range 0  BR  BRmax, where
BRmax is the maximum amount of traffic that the CRS could transmit if it was fully
utilized.
The censor possesses the ability to shut off all traffic (both legitimate and circum-
vention). The censor may also, but not always, possess the ability to differentiate the
circumventor’s traffic from the legitimate traffic that it is disguised as, by means of some
censorship apparatus. This ability to differentiate is prone to errors classified as false
positives or false negatives.
Each player has a separate utility function that maps from the choice of action taken
by both players to the total reward acquired by one of them.
The game is played in a series of discrete rounds, happening in sequential discrete
timesteps. At the start of each round, both players simultaneously select an action, from
their action set, on the basis of the actions selected by the two players in all previous
rounds of the game, and on the basis of their own utility functions and calculations.
1This is a simplification since the censor may also care about other aspects that contribute to their
utility, such as international perception, political fallout, and citizen unhappiness to name a few.
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In a censorship game, a strategy for the circumventor is a specification of how the base
rate parameter will be set at different timesteps in the game, and a strategy for the censor
is specification at different timesteps in the game of whether the channel will be left open
(allowing all traffic through) or not, and whether or not the apparatus will be used, if
it is available. In this setting, we do not model either circumventor or censor expending
resources to develop better CRSs or apparatus. For example, a strategy for the censor
might be to leave the channel open if the base rate of the circumventor was below a certain
level in all previous time steps, and to close it permanently otherwise. An example strategy
for the circumventor might be to send no traffic at all for some time, and then send a very
large burst of traffic. A strategy profile is a specification of a strategy for each player.
A Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile where neither player could improve their utility
by unilaterally adopting a different strategy. This is a stable point of the game, which we
might expect to observe frequently in reality. We will characterize the behaviors of the two
agents in terms of the Nash equilibria of the game.
We also assume throughout that both the censor and circumventor have perfect infor-
mation about each other. That is, both players know what the other has done (but not
necessarily what they will do next), and knows the exact utility function and parameters
being used by the other player.
3.3 A Simple Censor Model
We begin by considering the simplest version of the game where the censor controls only
one channel, which carries only one type of traffic. We assume that, absent the traffic of
the circumventor, this channel carries a total amount of legitimate traffic L. We normalize
both BR and L by setting L = 1 BR.
We now proceed with closed-form analysis of the game in three steps, gradually increas-
ing the complexity of the model.
3.3.1 Step 1: Single Round, No Apparatus
In this version of the game, the two players play just one round of the game, and the censor
has no access to an apparatus that would allow it to differentiate between the traffic of the
circumventor and the traffic of legitimate users.
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The action space of the censor, denoted Xcen, consists of two strategies: 1 and 0 (On
and Off). Playing “On” means the censor allows all traffic to pass through, unimpeded,
while “Off” means all traffic transmission is halted.
The action space of the circumventor is a real number BR 2 [0; 1], which is the amount
of circumvention traffic the circumventor chooses to send (as a fraction of the total traffic).
The utility functions of the censor and circumventor are respectively given by:
Ucen = ( actXcen + bct(1 Xcen))BR + (altXcen   blt(1 Xcen))(1 BR) (3.1)
Ucir = (actXcen   bct(1 Xcen))BR + (altXcen   blt(1 Xcen))(1 BR) (3.2)
Variables [act;bct]; [alt;blt]; [act;bct], and [alt;blt] are parameters that depend on the specific
players of the game. The subscripts act and bct stand for allow and block circumvention
traffic, respectively. The subscripts alt and blt stand for allow and block legitimate traffic,
respectively. The act and bct are the loss, or gain, of utility to the censor of allowing,
or blocking, one unit of circumvention traffic, respectively. Similarly, alt and blt are the
gain, or loss, in utility to the censor of having one unit of legitimate traffic transported
via, or blocked on, the channel, respectively. The ratios of act to alt and of bct to blt
characterize different types of censors. For example, an employer interested in reducing
employee idleness by preventing communication with social media sites, but ensuring that
productive online activities are not affected, might have a relatively low act, but a relatively
high alt. In contrast, a military agency trying to censor leakage of state secrets might
have a very high bct relative to their blt parameter. The counterpart parameters act and
bct show the utility gained, or lost, by the circumventor of a single unit of circumvention
traffic to be transported, or blocked, respectively. alt and blt show the utility gained, or
lost, of a single unit of legitimate traffic to be transported, or blocked, respectively. All of
these parameters can be normalized to the range [0; 1], where 0 means ambivalence and 1
means strong sensitivity.
Conventionally both  parameters are assumed to be zero since typically CRS designers
are not concerned with the fallout of CRS usage nor are there any technical provisions to
reduce the impact of the fallout on non-CRS traffic in the designs in the literature. Also,
bct is also assumed to be zero since typically CRS designs are ambivalent to blocked CRS
traffic. Thus the circumventor’s utility function is reduced to the following:
Ucir = actXcenBR (3.3)
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Analysis
It is apparent that the censor maximizes its utility by playing “On” if alt(1   BR)  
actBR > bctBR blt(1 BR), and “Off” otherwise.2 Consequently, the Censor leaves the
channel open if it believes the circumventor will play BR  alt+blt
act+bct+alt+blt
; or BR  F
for brevity, where F = alt+blt
act+bct+alt+blt
.
If the players know each others’ strategies, the utility of the circumventor is maximized
by setting BR = F: However, although this is a Pareto Optimal solution, it is actually not
a Nash equilibrium of the game. This is because the censor and circumventor decide their
actions simultaneously, and so do not know each others’ actions in advance. Given that
the censor plays “On”, the circumventor’s best response is actually to pick BR = BRmax,
since this maximizes the utility of the circumventor. Consequently, the profile where the
censor plays “On” and the circumventor plays BR = F is not a Nash equilibrium.
To find the Nash equilibrium, we note that if the censor plays “Off”, the circumventor is
equally happy to play BR = BRmax instead of any other value of BR (since all settings of
BR yields zero utility). This means the circumventor should play BR = BRmax regardless
of what the censor does, simplifying the game considerably. Knowing that the circumven-
tor’s utility is maximized by playing BRmax regardless, the censor would choose to play
“On” if and only if BRmax < F . In a game where this holds true, the Nash equilibrium is
for the censor to leave the channel open, and the circumventor to play BRmax. Otherwise,
the Nash equilibrium is for the censor to close the channel and for the circumventor to
play BRmax.
Thus, we can see that, in this simplified game, the Nash equilibrium depends on both
the maximum amount of traffic the circumventor can send, and on the tradeoff between
the costs and benefits to the censor of allowing and blocking circumvention traffic versus
keeping legitimate traffic flowing.
However, in nature, we rarely observe the equilibrium where censors elect to close
their channels entirely. In the next section, we show that a circumventor interested in
maintaining communications over a longer, uncertain time horizon, will behave differently,
leading to a different equilibrium from the one observed here.
3.3.2 Step 2: Multiple Rounds, No Apparatus
As in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Nash equilibrium in the simple censorship game de-
scribed above results from a failure to model the temporal dynamics of the game. Intu-
2Note that the analysis is invariant under affine transformations of the players’ utility functions.
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itively, if both censor and circumventor know that exactly one round of the game will be
played, there is no reason for the circumventor to hold back: they will always send the
largest possible amount of traffic, and if the censor doesn’t block, the circumventor gets
as much reward as possible. If the censor does block, then the circumventor would not get
any reward regardless of what they played. In the face of such an opponent, the censor of
course must block, to avoid the unacceptable volume of illegitimate traffic that would be
sent.
The key result for cooperation in temporal games, due to Aumann [Aum59], is that
defection follows if the players know when the game will end. This is because, in the
last round of the game, the players are simply playing the static game again (there is no
temporal component, because the game will now end, just like in Case 1 above). Once
the players know how the final round will be played, then they can also infer how the
second last round should be played using exactly the same logic, by treating the game as
ending one round earlier than before. Inductively, the players will play the first round in
the same fashion as they would the last. However, when the game is played for an infinite
or indefinite number of rounds, then this need not be so.
Suppose that after each round of the game, another round is played with probability p,
and otherwise the players stop. This can model scenarios where the CRS or communication
technology has become deprecated, or because the conditions of censorship have changed.
A strategy in the context of this “supergame” (i.e. the game of playing many rounds of
the censorship game described in Case 1) consists of specifying a policy for how a player
plays, in light of everything their opponent has done in the past.
We analyze this game using the same utility function from case 1 since it is still appli-
cable. Again we assume that the  and bct parameters are zero due to typical CRS designs
not being concerned with the fallout of CRS activity and discount the blocked CRS traffic.
Analysis
An interesting Nash equilibrium now emerges (though not necessarily a unique one). The
censor adopts a policy to play “On” as long as the circumventor has never played BR > F
at any point in the past, and to play “Off” if even one prior iteration of the game involved
the circumventor sending more traffic than that. The circumventor adopts a policy of
playing BR  F at every step.
To show that the censor leaving the channel open and the circumventor playing BR = F
is a Nash equilibrium, we use proof by induction.3
3This proof assumes that BR 1, which is supported by empirical evidence from statistics we collected
on the Tor network that appear in Section 4.7.
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In the first round, the circumventor could deviate and send up to BR = BRmax traffic.
However, doing so would result in a total utility of actBRmax for this turn, and zero
utility thereafter. In contrast, using BR = F this turn, and defecting next turn instead,
would result in an expected total utility of act(F + pBRmax). Provided that BRmax <
F + pBRmax, it is thus better to wait another turn before sending more traffic than F .
It follows that deviation for the circumventor will always be better in “one more turn”, if
BRmax <
F
1 p .
Unfortunately, there are other equilibria in this game. Notably, if BRmax > F , then
the policy where the censor always blocks, and the circumventor always sends BRmax is a
Nash equilibrium as well.
Interestingly, we note that p could be replaced by any discounting factor for the utility of
future rewards. So if, instead of representing the chance of a future game, p represented the
preference of each party for rewards today as opposed to in the future, a similar result could
be derived. In practice, most companies do use such a discounting factor when considering
the benefits of future rewards, since events in the future are fundamentally uncertain. To
provide a censorship resistance example: a whistleblower may use a discounting factor
where they are uncertain about their ability to communicate in the future and the value
of the information they wish to transmit may be of such high impact that maintaining the
channel for future use may be ignored.
We can conclude from this analysis that it is the best policy for the circumventor
interested in maintaining a long-term communication channel to keep BR  F .
3.3.3 Step 3: Multiple Rounds, With an Apparatus
We now consider the case where the censor has some apparatus capable of distinguishing
the target, covert, traffic (BR) from the cover traffic (L). The apparatus correctly labels a
fraction TPR (the true positives) of the circumvention traffic, but also incorrectly labels a
fraction FPR (the false positives) of the legitimate traffic as circumvention traffic. Simi-
larly, traffic not positively labeled can be partitioned to that which is truly not circumven-
tion traffic, i.e. TNR (true negatives), and that which has been missed by the apparatus,
i.e. FNR (false negatives). We note that FNR = 1  TPR and TNR = 1  FPR. The
output of the apparatus is traffic with the “Positive” tag or “Negative” tag, referring to if
the apparatus deems the traffic as being CRS-related or not, respectively.
The new action space of the censor has two variables, denoted Xp and Xn, where
both can take the values 0 and 1 (Block and Allow). Xp governs traffic tagged “Postive”
and the censor can either block or allow this traffic. Similarly, Xn governs traffic tagged
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“Negative” and the censor can again either block or allow the traffic. The action space of
the circumventor remains unchanged from before.
The presence of the apparatus serves to alter the utility functions of the players as
follows:
U 0cen =BR
0( act(TPR Xp + FNR Xn) + bct(TPR(1 Xp) + FNR(1 Xn)))+
(1 BR0)(alt(FPR Xp + TNR Xn)  blt(FPR(1 Xp) + TNR(1 Xn)))
(3.4)
U 0cir = BR
0(act(TPR Xp + FNR Xn)) (3.5)
The parameters are all normalized as before to the range [0; 1].
To help build intuition, as an example let us consider the censor’s sensitivity to block-
ing circumvention traffic (bct). Its contribution to the censor’s utility function is BR0 
bct(TPR(1 Xp) + FNR(1 Xn)) because a fraction BR0 of the traffic is circumvention
traffic, and of that, TPR of it is reported as positive, which will get blocked if Xp = 0, and
FNR = 1   TPR of it is reported as negative, which will get blocked if Xn = 0. Similar
reasoning follows for the other parameters.
Analysis
Ultimately the dynamics of this game are similar to those in case 1 or 2 (depending on
whether we incorporate temporal dynamics or not), with adjustments to the parameters
of the censor. First, we analyze the censor’s strategy space and make the following obser-
vations.
The censor has four strategies to play. Strategy (Xp; Xn) = (1; 1) is the same as not
having an apparatus since the censor ignores the “Positive” tag on traffic and allows it
through as well as allowing all the traffic with the “Negative” tag.
Strategy (Xp; Xn) = (0; 0) is again the same as not having an apparatus and is also the
same as blocking all traffic since the censor disagrees with traffic tagged “Negative” and
blocks it as well as blocking all the traffic tagged “Positive”.
Strategy (Xp; Xn) = (0; 1) is where the censor goes along with the tagging of the
apparatus and blocks traffic labeled “Positive” and allows traffic labeled “Negative”.
Strategy (Xp; Xn) = (1; 0) implies that it is always better for the censor to disagree
with the apparatus completely and do the opposite of what its tagging suggests. So now,
traffic labeled “Positive” is allowed through while traffic labeled “Negative” is blocked. For
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the sake of simplicity, we assume that should the censor find that disagreement is more
beneficial then it simply switches the tags which makes this strategy equivalent to strategy
(0; 1) above. This is the same as assuming that TPR  FPR and, equivalently, that
TNR  FNR.
We now consider these strategies in more detail. Setting (Xp; Xn) = (1; 1) in Equa-
tion 3.4 gives the following:
U 0cen(1;1) =BR
0( act) + (1 BR0)(alt) (3.6)
Similarly, the other settings yield the following utility equations:
U 0cen(0;0) =BR
0(bct) + (1 BR0)( blt) (3.7)
U 0cen(0;1) =BR
0( act  FNR + bct  TPR)+
(1 BR0)(alt  TNR  blt  FPR)
(3.8)
To discover when it is better to play each strategy we compare each one against the
other. Since the censor’s utility depends on the circumvention traffic we state the results
of this comparison in terms of BR0.
For the censor to chose (1; 1) over (0; 0) then U 0
cen(1;1)
 U 0
cen(0;0)
and the following must
hold:
BR0  alt + blt
act + bct + alt + blt
; (3.9)
or BR0  Fab, where Fab = alt+bltact+bct+alt+blt . The subscript ab denotes that when theinequality holds the censor gets more utility by allowing all traffic through than by blocking
it. Note that F  Fab.
For the censor to chose (1; 1) over (0; 1) then U 0
cen(1;1)
 U 0
cen(0;1)
and the following must
also hold:
BR0  FPR(alt + blt)
TPR(act + bct) + FPR(alt + blt)
; (3.10)
or BR0  Fam, where Fam = FPR(alt+blt)TPR(act+bct)+FPR(alt+blt) . Similar to the convention usedabove, the subscript am denotes that when the inequality holds the censor gets more utility
by allowing all traffic than by using the apparatus (the m stands for machine, since the
apparatus is a kind of machine).
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For the censor to chose (0; 1) over (0; 0) means that U 0
cen(0;1)
> U 0
cen(0;0)
. Therefore the
following must also hold:
BR0  TNR(alt + blt)
FNR(act + bct) + TNR(alt + blt)
; (3.11)
or BR0  Fmb, where Fmb = TNR(alt+blt)FNR(act+bct)+TNR(alt+blt) . Again similar to before, thesubscript mb denotes that when the inequality holds the censor gets more utility by using
the apparatus than by blocking all traffic.
Each of Fab, Fam, and Fmb is a threshold on BR0 that drives the censor’s decision
to allow, block, or use the apparatus. We would like to discover the ordering between
the thresholds so that the censor can make informed (strategic) choices. We make an
observation that simplifies the analysis: the terms act + bct and alt + blt are common
and can be replaced with  and , respectively. When determining the relative ordering of
the three thresholds, we will assume, as above, that TPR  FPR (and equivalently, that
TNR  FNR).
We begin by noting that Fab  Fam , FPR  TPR since:
Fab  Fam
, 
 + 
 FPR  
TPR   + FPR  
,  + 

 TPR   + FPR  
FPR  
, 

 TPR  
FPR  
, FPR  TPR
(3.12)
Similarly, we also note that Fmb  Fab , FNR  TNR since:
Fmb  Fab
, TNR  
FNR  + TNR   

 + 
, FNR  + TNR  
TNR   
 + 

, FNR  
TNR   


, FNR  TNR
(3.13)
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Figure 3.1: Best censor strategies at critical circumvention traffic thresholds. The cen-
sor’s strategies are in italics. The circumventor’s strategies are to send a proportion of
circumvention traffic, 0  BR0  1, with the critical thresholds marked as Fam, Fab, and
Fmb.
Since Fmb  Fab and Fab  Fam, it is clear that the total ordering is Fmb  Fab  Fam.
Given this ordering, the censor will play according to the following strategies, which
are depicted in Figure 3.1. When BR0  Fam the censor will allow all traffic to flow. When
Fam  BR0  Fab or Fab  BR0  Fmb then the censor will use the apparatus rather
than allowing or blocking all the traffic, respectively. Finally, when BR0 > Fmb the censor
should block all traffic.
Turning to the circumventor we see that she actually only has two reasonable choices:
sending BR0 = Fam (in which case all of her circumvention traffic will get through), or
BR0 = Fmb (in which case only a fraction FNR of her circumvention traffic will get through).
The decision rests on whether FNR  Fmb  Fam; i.e., when the inequality holds, the
circumventor should send BR0 = Fmb circumvention traffic, and otherwise she should send
BR0 = Fam.
The key takeaway from the analysis in this section is that neither party has an incentive
to deviate from the equilibrium points, as defined by the circumvention traffic thresholds
Fam, Fab, and Fmb. That is to say that as long as the circumventor does not send more
than Fmb traffic, the censor will not block it, but will apply its apparatus to reduce the
amount of circumvention traffic that gets through, or allow it entirely if it is below Fam.
It is clear then that the introduction of the apparatus, with its inherent TPR and
FPR, does not produce a deviation from the character of the Nash equilibrium that we
found in the simpler cases 1 and 2. The main effect is on the amount of traffic, BR0; the
circumventor can send through while ensuring that the inequalities above remain true.
3.4 More Realistic Censor Models
So far we have analyzed censor utility functions that are linear in nature. In reality, the
censor may be more risk averse. We mean by this that the censor’s stakes (costs) to
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blocking CRS traffic, and not making mistakes, ramp up faster as rates of errors increase
than the linear model above. One way to capture this is to utilize an exponential utility
function for the censor.
The following is an example of an exponential censor utility function.
U 00cen = e
 (CFPR(1 BR)+DFNRBR)) (3.14)
U 00cir = E  FNR BR (3.15)
Similar to the earlier  and , the non-negative parameters C and D control the
sensitivity of the censor to false positives and false negatives respectively. Like  before, the
non-negative parameter E controls the circumventor’s sensitivity to circumvention traffic
getting through the censor’s SoI; E = 1 for the remainder of this discussion. As before,
the variable FNR is the percentage of the circumvention traffic allowed (i.e. the false
negatives) and FPR is the percentage of legitimate traffic blocked (i.e. the false positives).
This function allows a wide range of plausible censor utility functions to be modeled, and
results in utility values between 0 (maximum dissatisfaction) and 1 (maximum satisfaction).
A second simplification we have thus far made was to only consider a single protocol
that the CRS could blend in with. In reality there are a plethora of protocols that a
CRS could use for cover, e.g. HTTP, TLS, and VoIP to name a few. Furthermore, it is
likely that some protocols are more critical, or at least more important, than others and
interfering with them would cost the censor more dearly.
Unfortunately, when we take these factors into consideration the preceding closed-form
style of analysis becomes more complex and less straightforward to reason about. We
change tacks here and leverage numerical simulation to help us analyze and gain further
insights. We exploit our finding from the closed-form analysis above that a protocol remains
unblocked as long as the circumventor does not transmit more than a certain amount of
traffic over it. We create a simulation that utilizes Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.15 above
and iterates over parameter values to help us find potential Nash equilibria for various
types of censors.
The aim of the analysis that follows is to explore how to identify cover protocols that
are good candidates as cover traffic for the amount of circumvention traffic that we wish
to send. We focus on the quantity of the cover traffic a protocol provides rather than its
other qualities such as its importance or the ease with which it can be imitated.
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3.4.1 Strategy Simulator
Our simulator models the censorship game as follows. The circumventor moves first, and
produces a CRS which impersonates one or more protocols and distributes circumvention
traffic over these protocols according to some distribution. The censor can masquerade as a
CRS client, and is able to establish which protocols are being impersonated and how much
circumvention traffic is being sent over each. We examine the case where the impersonation
is good—the censor does not have an apparatus that can distinguish legitimate uses of the
protocol from uses of the protocol to carry circumvention traffic. Therefore, the censor
must choose to either block a protocol entirely—blocking both cover traffic (causing false
positives) and the circumventor’s traffic (causing true positives), or leaving it entirely
unblocked.
We let the censor move second because it is likely that the censor can move faster than
the circumventor—the circumventor must roll out new software to many users in order to
change strategy whereas the censor needs only to make a configuration change. In each
round the censor will choose a blocking strategy, i.e. which protocols they will block, to
maximize their utility. The goal of the circumventor is to find the right proportion of the
total amount of circumvention traffic to send over each protocol such that the censor’s
best strategy is the one the circumventor finds gives the most utility. This will be the
equilibrium strategy since if either party changes their choice, they will decrease their own
utility.
An interesting consequence of this model is that the utility function of the circumventor
does not matter, as all they can do is choose between the collection of scenarios which the
censor has decided to be optimum for a particular strategy of the circumventor. Therefore,
as long as the circumventor’s utility function is monotonically increasing in terms of the
false negative rate, the same equilibrium will be reached regardless of the function’s shape.
The simulator models relative importance of protocols, for both the censor and the
population in the censor’s SoI, by utilizing popularity of the protocol by traffic volume. As
a concrete source of information we use traffic-volume data supplied by the 2014 survey
of US Internet traffic [San14]. Our simulator makes some simplifying assumptions to
reduce the computational complexity of the simulation. We will provide more detail in
Section 3.4.1 where this becomes relevant.
False-Positive Intolerant Censor
We first consider a censor with low tolerance to false positives. We define this to mean that
there is at least one protocol which they are unwilling to block (a critical protocol), even
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if blocking the protocol would result in blocking all of the circumventor’s traffic. In this
case the circumventor should choose the critical protocol and send all censorship-resistance
traffic over it. The censor will not block it, and so all of the circumvention traffic will get
through. Any alternative strategy for the circumventor would be less good, as choosing
multiple critical protocols would be more effort for no gain, and choosing a non-critical
protocol for some traffic might lead the censor to block it.
False-Positive Tolerant Censor: Variant 1
A more interesting case is where there is no such critical protocol. To give a concrete
example, assume that the circumventor can impersonate six protocols with the same rela-
tive quantities of traffic as the top six types of traffic from the survey: Netflix streaming
video (33.81%), YouTube streaming video (14.63%), HTTP (6.08%), BitTorrent (4.85%),
iTunes (3.12%) and Facebook (2.60%).4 We shall call the most prevalent protocol the top
protocol, and the least prevalent the bottom protocol, with the rest forming an ordering
in between.
As the censor utility function, we use Equation 3.14 with C = 0:3 and D = 0:25. This
is illustrated on Figure 3.2 for three values of true positive rates: 100% (top), 50% (middle)
and 0% (bottom).
We now need to compute the censor utility function for all combinations of censor strat-
egy and circumventor strategy. The censor can choose to block any selection of protocols
of the six considered (there is no reason to block any others). As a result there are 26 = 64
scenarios.
The circumventor can choose to send units of traffic in any distribution over the proto-
cols, but we exclude any distribution where the traffic distributed over protocol a is greater
than that distributed over protocol b when the quantity of cover traffic going over protocol
b is greater than that of a. We do this because if any excluded scenario were chosen, if a
and b were swapped, the censor utility function would be lower for every censor scenario
(assuming the censor prefers a lower false-positive rate).
Even making this assumption there are still an infinite number of circumventor scenarios
if we allow any fractional value for the amount of traffic. So, to reduce the scenario space
we quantize all circumvention traffic into multiples of 5 units up to a total of 100 units,
resulting in 282 circumventor scenarios. The result of simulating all scenarios is shown
4Note that these percentages do not add up to 100% since there will remain traffic types that are not
targetted by the CRS and thus the situation where the censor needs to block all Internet access will not
arise.
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Figure 3.2: Utility of a censor with high false-positive and false-negative tolerance.
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Figure 3.3: Utility of a censor with high false-positive and false-negative tolerance.
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Figure 3.4: Utility of a censor with high false-positive and low false-negative tolerance.
in Figure 3.3, where blue is low utility and red is high utility. The censor scenarios are
sorted in order of increasing false-positive rate. The circumventor scenarios at the top have
traffic heavily skewed to the protocols with the most cover traffic; those at the bottom have
traffic more evenly distributed over the protocols. The small rectangles show the optimum
censor strategy for each circumventor strategy (white with the arrow labeled “Best” for
the equilibrium and black for others).
Even small changes in the circumventor scenarios result in large changes in optimum
censor scenario, but the equilibrium for this censor type is for the circumventor to distribute
circumvention traffic quite evenly over the protocols, but not completely. The top protocol
should get 40 units of traffic and the next four with 15 units of the traffic each with the
sixth not used at all. The censor will block protocols 3, 4, and 5, allowing 55 units of
circumvention traffic through. Were the attacker to block protocols 1 and 2, the additional
false positives would not justify the extra 55 units of true positive (circumvention) traffic.
Were the circumventor to move some traffic onto protocol 6, it would be blocked because
it has a smaller false-positive cost.
False-Positive Tolerant Censor: Variant 2
Let us now consider a censor who is equally tolerant to false positives, but far more sensitive
to false negatives than before, by changing D from 0:25 to 0:6 with the result shown in
Figure 3.4. Now a 50% false negative rate shows significantly lower censor utility than
variant 1 (the middle green line). The resulting simulation is significantly different as well,
as can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Utility of a censor with high false-positive and low false-negative tolerance.
Now the optimum strategy for the censor is almost always to block many protocols,
resulting in a high false-positive rate (the right-hand side of the graph). The equilibrium
strategy is for 95 units of circumvention traffic to be distributed on protocol 1 and 5 units
to be distributed on protocol 2. The censor will block protocol 1, but leave protocol 2
unblocked. This lets only 5 units of circumventor traffic through, but it is better than
none, which almost every other strategy results in. For example, sending 100 units of
traffic over protocol 1 results in it being blocked. Sending 80 units over protocol 1 and 20
units over protocol 2 results in both protocols being blocked. Putting only 5 units over
protocol 2 is small enough that the extra benefit to the censor of blocking it is not large
enough to justify the high false positives.
3.4.2 Parameter Analysis
The analysis above provides some insight into how different censor types behave and the
optimum strategy for distributing traffic given the traffic volumes of potential cover pro-
tocols from real-world data. We now analyze what occurs when the number of protocols
is varied as well as the amount of cover traffic they provide.
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Protocol Popularity
The popularity, or amount of cover traffic available, of a protocol plays a significant role
in the resulting Nash equilibrium and hence censor and circumventor strategies. We in-
vestigate this by taking a hypothetical protocol and varying its popularity, i.e. units of
cover traffic, relative to all other non-cover traffic on the censor’s network. Note that since
there is only one protocol the circumventor can only play one action, send all 100 units of
circumvention traffic over the protocol.5 We use this setup to re-evaluate the fault-tolerant
censors from above.
We see that for the censor with C = 0:3 and D = 0:25 the censor does not change
their blocking pattern until the cover protocol gets to be a little more than 83 units of
the total bandwidth. After this inflection point the censor switches to allowing the 100
units of circumvention traffic through since the collateral damage outweighs the benefit
of information blocking. The takeaway is that, in this scenario, if we could only target
one protocol it had better provide at least 83 units of cover traffic for each 100 units of
circumvention traffic, or we would not be able to use it as cover to safely send all the
circumvention traffic past the censor.
We can verify this simple case with one protocol using Equation 3.1 and rewriting it with
blt and act replaced with C and D—the remaining parameters set to zero—to produce
BR00  C
C+D
which yields BR00  0:3
03+0:25
 0:545. The censor will allow circumvention
traffic to flow (100 units of it since there is only one channel) if it is 54.5% of the total
traffic, i.e. the sum of the circumvention traffic and the cover traffic. This means that the
cover protocol must be 45.5% of the total traffic, corresponding to the 83
83+100
suggested by
the simulation.
However, for the censor with more sensitivity to information leakage, i.e. C = 0:3
and D = 0:6, the inflection point occurs at a much larger 203 units of cover traffic, which
closed-form analysis also confirms. This means that for this censor to allow 100 units of
circumvention traffic a very popular protocol needs to be used as cover. Table 3.1 and
Table 3.2 illustrate these trends.
While it seemed like it is better to target a protocol that is the majority of bandwidth
on the network in general, the above examples show that there are censors for whom this
approach can not be employed since their sensitivity to information leakage, D, is too high
as compared to their sensitivity to collateral damage, C.
5We do not model the situation where the circumventor can hold back sending all the traffic they wish
to send. We do this to simplify the analysis and also to illustrate the difference in the results where the
cover protocol is not popular and where it is.
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Table 3.1: Cover protocol bandwidth effects on utility, C = 0:3, D = 0:25
Bandwidth Ucir Ucen
10 0 0.97
50 0 0.86
83.5 1 0.78
90 1 0.78
99 1 0.78
Table 3.2: Cover protocol bandwidth effects on utility, C = 0:3, D = 0:6
Bandwidth Ucir Ucen
10 0 0.97
50 0 0.86
100 0 0.74
201 1 0.55
210 1 0.55
Dynamics of Cover Bandwidth over Two Transports
The number of cover protocols can play a role in how the censor behaves. We investigate
this by utilizing two hypothetical cover protocols where the sum of their cover traffic is kept
constant. We then vary the amount of cover traffic units between the two to investigate
the effects on the censor’s best responses. We choose just below the inflection point from
the analysis above as the total cover traffic units to distribute between the two protocols,
i.e. 83 units of cover traffic. We do this to see if there is any difference in the censor’s
behavior.
We see from Table 3.3 that leveraging two cover protocols, where one is very small
compared to the other, against the first censor (C = 0:3, D = 0:25) causes reduced utility.
As the cover traffic ratio between the two protocols decreases we see that the circumventor
loses more utility which implies that in this scenario it is more beneficial to leverage a
single cover protocol than multiple protocols.
Against the second censor (C = 0:3, D = 0:6), for whom we saw that only a very large
amount of cover traffic (203 units) could cause it to deviate from its block-everything strat-
egy, we see from Table 3.4 that now targeting two protocols instead (with a much smaller
sum of 83 units of cover traffic) can cause the censor to allow 100 units of circumvention
traffic to flow over them.
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Table 3.3: The effect of cover traffic distributed over two protocols on utility, C = 0:3,
D = 0:25
Bandwidths Ucir Ucen
82,1 0.95 0.79
72,11 0.85 0.78
62,21 0.70 0.79
52,31 0.60 0.78
42,41 0.50 0.78
Table 3.4: The effect of cover traffic distributed over two protocols on utility, C = 0:3,
D = 0:6
Bandwidths Ucir Ucen
82,1 0 0.78
72,10 0.5 0.78
62,20 0.10 0.78
52,30 0.15 0.78
42,41 0.20 0.78
It is interesting that the two censors produced such different results; in one case target-
ing two protocols (with their sum equal to the noted inflection point) produced a reduced
utility for the circumventor, while in another it allowed some portion of traffic to flow
where none was allowed before even though the amount of cover traffic did not increase. It
shows us that choice of not only which protocols (i.e. the amount of cover traffic they offer)
but also the ratio of cover traffic between them can have an impact on censor behavior,
such that it is beneficial to CRS activity. It is an avenue for future work to explore these
aspects more to understand and ultimately leverage the censor’s sensitivity to particular
protocols and their combinations.
3.5 Closing the Loop
Our censorship games depended on perfect information and this makes it necessary to
discover the correct type for the censor and the values of the parameters. However, this may
be difficult, if not impossible, since the censor’s preferences by their nature are unobservable
and the censor does not cooperate and hides the information. Hence, our discussions have
been concerned with a parameterized censor to allow us to explore various dimensions
of censorship. This parameterized “open-loop” analysis allows us to gain insight, but in
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order to move towards applicability to real-world scenarios we must reconsider the role that
observations can play. Indeed, we can still make observations about the censor’s behaviors,
which are dictated by these hidden parameters. Indeed, we can now replace our need for
actual parameter values with observations of the censor. This insight allows us to conduct
a “closed-loop” analysis where we can potentially predict real-world behavior and CRS
outcomes.
Our approach is that, instead of working with utility for specific parameter values, we
gather up utility functions into equivalence classes of observed censor actions. Furthermore,
we only consider equivalence classes (i.e. censor behavior), and hence parameter values,
that directly impact the circumventor’s utility function. This has the added benefit of the
reduction in complexity in terms of equivalence class space and makes the problem more
tractable and enables us to find effective strategies for designing and deploying CRSs.
We do not completely, and accurately, attempt to map all parameters for all censors,
CRSs and users, but the framework presented here can help in refining censor behavior
models and be a jumping off point for future work.
3.5.1 Methodology
We first create a repository of censor equivalence classes based on observations of censor
behavior. These are collections of censor actions, or action profiles, that characterize its
behavior in the dimensions that the CRS is affected by. The profiles have a few conditions;
they are distinct from one another and the actions in the profile need to be observable
and maximize the censor’s utility. In the setting we have presented, the action profile is
the blocking pattern that the censor adopts. Each of the patterns is distinct and is easily
observable, e.g. by probing which protocols are blocked and at what level of traffic.
We then consider past (passively) observed censor behavior and the conditions (or
inputs) that cause it and map them to the equivalence classes. Where past observations
are not available, an active probing test suite can collect the needed data. Indeed, there
are repositories of past observed censorship events that we can mine for data that we
require. Projects like OONI [FA12] track worldwide censorship events while the Tor project
tracks country-level blocking incidents [Lew09, Lew12]. Both of these projects can provide
valuable insight about the censor’s behavior under conditions similar to the ones we are
interested in. The active probing test suites are generally geared towards the “how” of
censorship rather than the conditions that cause it, such as the rate of circumvention
traffic, which is what we are interested in. An added wrinkle is that the probing may
itself cause the censor to react and change its behavior and so must be carefully evaluated
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to not contaminate the testing environment. Nevertheless, with further enhancements
and judicious deployment we expect that active probing can yield a fruitful source of
information to refine our equivalence class models for particular censors.
By these methods we would converge at 1) those equivalence classes that matter for
the CRS, 2) the region the equivalence classes occupies in the parameter space, and 3) the
boundaries between classes that transition a censor from one profile to another.
In this manner we could predict a particular censor’s behavior for given inputs and
hence can design CRSs that allow us to maximize the circumventor’s utility. What follows
is an application of our methodology on the parameterized censor from our discussions so
far. A similar application would follow for a particular real-world censor and CRS using
the historical and active data collection schemes we mentioned earlier.
3.5.2 Censor Equivalence Classes
We apply this methodology to our censor utility function, in Equation 3.14. First, we
enumerate the blocking patterns that we expect to appear due to U 00cen for the scenario
presented in Section 3.4.1 with the false-positive tolerant censor with six protocols. We
compile a heatmap of best responses by censors of varying sensitivity values, C and D, in
the range [0; 1]. The results are presented as the heatmap in Figure 3.6.
The interesting thing to note is that within this range out of the 64 possible blocking
patterns the censor’s best responses are limited to just 11, meaning that those are the
patterns that the circumventor actually needs to address. From this map of the blocking
patterns we can probe the censor’s type to converge on the equivalence class of a particular
censor by sending different proportions of circumvention traffic over the protocols and
noting the behavior of the censor.
Since we are only interested in censor patterns that provide positive utility to the
circumventor we also produce a circumventor utility heatmap (Figure 3.7) to compare with
the blocking pattern heatmap. There are 15 contiguous regions with the same circumventor
utility. These follow the same general trends of the blocking patterns but with some
censor equivalence classes providing two different utilities for certain ranges of values. We
note that there is a contiguous region (the black region in the top half) that provides no
circumventor utility, and this corresponds with the pattern to block the top protocol—
where the circumventor also sends all circumvention traffic over the top protocol—and the
pattern to block all protocols. The bottom light shaded region provides the most utility
(i.e. all circumvention traffic is allowed through) and this corresponds to the block-nothing
pattern.
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Figure 3.6: Best censor responses (blocking patterns) for various censor types, i.e. values
of C and D. Each shade represent one blocking pattern and all regions with the same shade
represent a single censor equivalence class. The lighter shades denotes blocking patterns
where fewer protocols are blocked and darker shades denotes patterns where more protocols
are blocked.
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Figure 3.7: Circumventor utility for best responses for various censor types, i.e. values
of C and D. Each shade represent 0.05 units of circumventor utility. The lighter shades
denote high utility and darker shades denote low utility, with black denoting zero utility
(i.e. no circumventor traffic allowed through).
This framework allows us to discover the overall shape of the game. Given the traffic
proportions of the cover protocols that the CRS can target we can use the methodology
above to discover which censor strategies are likely to come into play and the potential
circumventor utility we can achieve. This can allow the CRS designer to decide if it is
worth playing the game and to help them target the right set of cover protocols that allow
positive circumventor utility.
3.6 Related Work
Microeconomic approaches of incentive analysis and game-theoretical models have been
adopted in numerous applications of network security for preventing attacks and design-
ing adversarial intrusion detection models. In surveys [AB10, RES+10, MZA+13] of the
evolution of computer networks and security systems we see a drastic change from the use
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of heuristic and ad hoc solutions, to analytical paradigms that are based on rich game-
theoretic models. This new shift has enabled researchers to account for players’ incentives
and attitudes towards decision making in various environments.
In the context of censorship resistance systems that are mainly inspired by peer-to-peer
file/media sharing frameworks, researchers have focused on two orthogonal approaches:
randomized file and functionality sharing where each node is assigned random resources,
and a discretionary model where peers can choose and modify their precise contributions
to the network [AMNO07, AM06]. Danezis and Anderson [DA04] studied these two frame-
works and showed that, in contrast to the initial intuition, the random model is less costly
to attack for all possible attacker strategies, and that the cost to censor a set of nodes
is maximized when resources are distributed according to node preferences. Contempo-
raneous to the work in this chapter, Tschantz et al. [TAPT14] promote the idea that
evaluating censorship resistance designs solely on technical attributes is shallow and at
times intractable and present game-theoretic analysis as an alternative. The analysis and
contributions are limited to considering abstract cost functions and preliminary conclusions
about the viability of economic analysis as a means of evaluating CRS designs.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to offer a framework for game-
theoretic analysis of censorship resistance on the data channel in a variety of scenarios.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we focus attention on the censorship games wherein two rational and
self-interested players, namely censor and circumventor, play their best strategic responses
in a perfect information game. Considering a linear utility model, we start by analyzing
the simplest pure Nash equilibrium analysis and enrich the model step by step. We then
analyze the exponential utility setting and describe a simulated approach to equilibrium
analysis.
Our simple closed-form analysis yields insight about the existence of Nash equilibriums
that can be leveraged by CRS designs. Extending our analysis to more realistic censor-
ship scenarios, we leveraged simulation as an aid to discovering and analyzing equilibrium
points. This approach has application to real-world CRS-design problems, namely, of how
to select useful cover protocols and how to distribute circumvention traffic over them. Fi-
nally, we provide intuition about how one might go about discovering the censor’s type
using active probing as a method of convergence.
We note from our analysis that knowing and controlling the amount of circumvention
traffic BR relative to the cover traffic, e.g. by selecting cover protocols carefully, can allow
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the game to stabilize on a CRS-friendlier Nash equilibrium. Unfortunately, we do not yet
have a systematic way to learn this value. The next chapter addresses this shortcoming.
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Chapter 4
Privacy-preserving Collection of CRS
Statistics
Portions of this chapter were previously published in the proceedings of the 2014 ACM
SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security [EDG14].
4.1 Introduction
We now turn our attention to providing an empirical basis for CRS design. Today, there are
many popular anonymity networks and services such as Tor [DMS04a], JAP [KH04] (com-
mercially offered as JonDonym [Jon13]), i2p [jra03] and Anonymizer Universal [Ano13].
These networks provide the link obfuscation CRS security property. This obfuscation
is implemented with relays that form a communication path between a client and a des-
tination that hides information about who is connecting to whom, both from network
observers as well as from the destination itself. While they have been improved upon and
have grown in popularity, anonymity networks remain notorious for being difficult to study
[Loe09, Win13]. This is partly due to their inherent privacy properties, but also due to
ethical considerations: they are live systems, and any data collection about their use may
put in danger real users by compromising their anonymity.
Unfortunately, previous research on client behavior [MBG+08] led to controversy due
to private client information being gathered—even though it was destroyed and never
exposed [Sog11]. This set a precedent that client information, no matter how it is collected,
is off-limits for legitimate research, which had a chilling effect on research in this area.
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Even with the risks, there are three main motivations for collecting empirical data. The
first is that developers of anonymity networks have so far been unable to inspect egress
trends. This information can guide designs that enhance performance and provide features
that better address the needs of users. For example, network designers would like to be
able to determine how much of the network’s traffic is for the purpose of protecting the
user’s identity from the website she visits, and how much is for the purpose of censorship
circumvention—protecting the identity of the website she visits from the censor. These
different user bases have different security and privacy requirements, and knowledge of the
prevalence of each set can help tune the network appropriately. The second motivation is
to inform the research community with realistic information about usage trends to guide
research in censorship resistance mechanisms, performance tuning, and resource allocation.
Finally, one of the important open questions in any anonymity network is how to model
client behavior since this is exactly the information that needs to remain confidential. With
realistic statistics we can shed light not only on client behavior but also use it to ensure
that when we test novel designs or system changes we can model their effects on clients in
a more realistic manner, leading to more ecologically valid results.
In order to reap these benefits, data-collection systems must then be mindful of four
main risks:
1. The network is run by volunteers and anyone with resources may join the network
by contributing nodes with bandwidth or computation cycles to relay traffic. This
limits the trustworthiness of nodes.
2. The data that may be collected at nodes is sensitive and directly publishing it may
break the non-collusion assumption required by relay-based anonymity networks to
maintain user anonymity.
3. The nodes that collect or process statistical information should not become targets
of compulsion attacks by making them more attractive targets of miscreants and
authorities.
4. Low-latency anonymity networks are vulnerable to correlation attacks [MD05, ØS06,
JWJ+13] that observe traffic volumes entering and leaving the network. Published
statistics must hide information that would allow a client-side adversary with a partial
view of the network (an ISP, for example) to mount such attacks.
To mitigate the risks, we propose PrivEx, a system for collecting aggregated anonymity
network statistics in a privacy-preserving manner.
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PrivEx collects aggregated statistics to provide insights about user behavior trends
by recording aggregate usage of the anonymity network. To further reduce the risk of
inadvertent disclosures, it collects only information about destinations that appear in a
list of known censored websites. The aggregate statistics are themselves collected and
collated in a privacy-friendly manner using secure multi-party computation primitives,
enhanced and tuned to resist a variety of compulsion attacks and compromises. Finally,
the granularity of the statistics is reduced, through a noise addition method providing
(,)-differential privacy, to foil correlation attacks.
The novel contributions in PrivEx are:
1. A safe mechanism to collect client statistics from anonymity network egress nodes;
2. Two secure multi-party protocols that protect the intermediate values of a distributed
differential privacy (DDP) computation, optimized for the problem at hand;
3. Reduced noise in the results of the DDP computation leading to higher utility while
still maintaining the desired level of privacy, both as tunable parameters;
4. A security analysis detailing the resistance to compulsion, compromise and correla-
tion attacks;
5. An evaluation of the overhead and performance of a proof-of-concept implementation
of PrivEx; and
6. Preliminary analysis of data collected from a limited deployment.
4.2 Background
Anonymous Communication Networks (ACN). Anonymous communication net-
works allow clients to hide their accesses to web pages and other Internet destinations
from certain network observers (typically ones who can view network traffic on at most a
small portion of the Internet).
Low-latency networks, such as Tor, JAP/JonDonym, or i2p, obfuscate network traffic
by routing it through multiple nodes: an ingress node, some number of middle nodes, and
an egress node. The routing can be predetermined by the network, as in JAP/JonDonym,
or source-routed subject to some constraints, as in Tor and i2p. To achieve security against
network observers, traffic is encrypted so that the contents and metadata, including the
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the Tor network and typical traffic flow (dotted line), high-
lighting Tor circuits, which use telescoping nested encryption.
destination, are hidden from the ingress and middle nodes, as well as anyone observing the
ACN ingress or internal traffic.
Simpler anonymizing networks, such as Anonymizer Universal, use only a single node
and as a result are extremely susceptible to legal compulsion attacks (through court orders,
for example) [Sin07, Pou13]; hence, they will not feature in our discussions further.
Tor. Tor [DMS04a] is a popular ACN that provides anonymity by decoupling the routing
information between the client and the destination. Clients use three intermediary nodes
to route their traffic using onion routing. This prevents the destination from learning
who the client is, and it also prevents an observer local to the client from learning which
destination the client has connected to.
Tor, by default, uses three intermediate nodes in a connection between a client and
destination (Figure 4.1). The client uses a telescoping mechanism to construct a circuit
between herself and the last node, known as the exit node, which is the egress point of
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the client’s traffic. As this is the location where PrivEx will perform its privacy-preserving
data collection, we will refer to this node as the data collector (DC) in the remainder of
the paper. Each client circuit has a unique identifier to help the DC manage the flow of
traffic for multiple clients at once. The default behavior is for the Tor client software to
switch to a new circuit every 10 minutes.
The DC node knows the destination but not the originator of a connection. This is
necessary to prevent it from relating the observed destination to any client and hence learn
about her habits, activities or interests. Traditionally, exit nodes are required to delete any
information about the connections that exit the Tor network through them. Publishing
such information may be combined by an adversary (such as an ISP or national firewall)
with a client-side view of the network to correlate exit activity with client activity to
deanonymize the network traffic.
Thus, to not introduce any new attack vectors, any effort to collect traffic data at exit
nodes, even in aggregate, will have to minimize the information leaked to the adversary.
This must hold even in the case that the adversary is able to compromise the node or
compel the node operator to reveal the state of the node.
We will use Tor as a model ACN in which to integrate PrivEx in the discussions that
follow. This should aid in clarifying the descriptions and to help the reader relate PrivEx
to real-world ACNs, but does not restrict the generality and applicability of PrivEx to
other systems.
Differential Privacy. Traditional differential privacy [Dwo06] protects a sensitive cen-
tral database—a table where rows hold sensitive data about individuals—that is to be kept
private. This central database holds raw records that are only to be released to the public
in noisy or aggregated form. The database allows multiple queries from clients who spend
from a privacy budget for each query.
Established differential privacy mechanisms add noise to the results of client queries
to ensure that personal information—i.e., information about a particular entity that con-
tributes to the results of a query—cannot be gleaned from those results. Intuitively, given
any two “neighbouring” databases, one containing an entity’s data and another without
that entity’s data, but otherwise equal, then the probability of observing any particular
output to a given query will be close for the two databases.
PrivEx implements a privacy mechanism based on adding noise from a Gaussian dis-
tribution.1 Adding an appropriate amount of Gaussian noise to the results of queries pro-
duces (; )-differential privacy: if D and D0 are two neighbouring databases (as described
1We discuss later why we use Gaussian instead of Laplacian noise.
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above), then the probabilities PD(x) and PD0(x) that a given query outputs x when using
the databases D and D0 respectively, are related by PD(x)  e  PD0(x) + . [DKM+06]
In our setting, the database consists of one row for each censored website whose visits
we wish to count, and queries will simply be of the form “output the counts in each row
of the database (plus noise)”.
4.3 Threat Model
PrivEx maintains its security properties against an adversary that is local to the client or
the website servers they visit. The adversary is able to monitor traffic between the client
and the ingress of the anonymity network, or traffic between the egress of the network and
the client’s destination, but not both at the same time. This assumption is similar to the
one required to argue Tor is secure. As a result, this adversary is presumed to be unable
to defeat the anonymity system. However, if any information is also revealed by the DC
node, such as client usage statistics, that data could possibly be used to correlate traffic.
A secure statistics gathering system, like PrivEx, should prevent any such attacks.
We allow the adversary to operate nodes in PrivEx; i.e., deploy or compromise nodes
in the network and be part of the aggregation service itself. The adversary may also use
the anonymity network to relay its own traffic in order to induce desired statistics into
the aggregation process. Malicious nodes can report spurious data without generating or
processing the corresponding traffic.
PrivEx is secure when there is at least one honest data collector and at least one honest-
but-curious tally key server (described in Section 4.4). While dishonest data collectors can
report “junk” statistics and malicious servers can disrupt the protocol, the security require-
ment in PrivEx is that no client traffic pattern information from honest data collectors is
ever exposed: neither while it is stored on the data collectors, while it is in transit in the
network, nor while it is being processed by the aggregating service. That is, malicious
parties can disrupt the statistics reported by PrivEx, but cannot expose private data. In
the distributed-decryption variant of PrivEx (see Section 4.4.2), we can further detect mis-
behaving servers, apart from those that collect the actual data. We discuss the security
implications of malicious actors and publishing client statistics in further detail later in
Section 4.5.1.
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4.4 The PrivEx Schemes
The goal of PrivEx is to count how many clients are visiting each of a list of particular
known censored websites.2 This is to establish an approximation of the base rate of CRS-
related activity on the network. These statistics are gathered and reported in a privacy-
sensitive manner so that the outputs of PrivEx cannot be used to perform traffic correlation
attacks. Note that it is straightforward to adapt PrivEx to collect statistics for any type
of event that the egress nodes can count, such as the traffic volume per circuit, variance in
circuit-management statistics, client navigation behavior, and so on.
The DC nodes in PrivEx run on the same machines as the egress nodes of the underlying
ACN. The DC listens for events of interest from the egress node, and securely aggregates
them. In our setting, an event will consist of the ACN egress node reporting that a
particular circuit has asked to perform a DNS lookup of a particular website.
PrivEx collects and aggregates statistics over a fixed period of time, called an epoch.
We pick an epoch according to the granularity of the statistics we wish to collect—for our
example ACN, Tor, we have chosen one hour as the epoch, to match the current frequency
with which the Tor client updates their CRS information.
We introduce two PrivEx scheme variants that provide secure and private aggregate
statistics of events collected by the DCs. They differ in the cryptographic primitives used
to protect the data while it is in storage and in the protection that they offer against
malicious actors.
The first scheme, based on secret sharing (PrivEx-S2), is secure in the honest-but-
curious setting but can be disrupted by a misbehaving actor. The second scheme, based
on distributed decryption (PrivEx-D2), is secure in the covert adversary setting in that
misbehaving servers can be identified. Most importantly, however, in both schemes, the
disruption of the protocol by malicious parties does not result in information leakage.
4.4.1 PrivEx based on Secret Sharing
There are three types of participants in PrivEx-S2: Data Collectors (DCs), Tally Key
Servers (TKSs), and a Tally Server (TS). The DCs relay traffic between the ACN and the
destination; they collect the statistics we are interested in. TKSs are third parties who
combine and store the secret shares received from DCs and relay aggregates of those secret
2This list can optionally have an “Other” entry to count the total number of visits to non-censored
websites as well.
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Figure 4.2: PrivEx-S2 variant based on secret sharing.
shares to the TS. The TS simply adds up the secret shares provided by the DCs and the
TKSs to produce the aggregated results. Figure 4.2 depicts an overview of our scheme.
Setup. At the beginning of every epoch, each pair of DC (i) and TKS (j) share a secret
key (Kij). This key can be the result of an ephemeral Diffie-Hellman exchange, or more
simply, each DC i can seed each TKS j with a shared key through a secure channel (e.g.,
TLS 1.2 using a ciphersuite that provides forward secrecy).
Each DC maintains a number of secure counters, each cryptographically storing the
count of accesses to a specific destination (wID). The DC cryptographically initializes
a database of records, each representing a secure counter, with the following schema:
[wID; CwID] where
CwID =
 
nwID  
X
j
PRF(Kij;wID)
!
mod p
Here, nwID is the noise for this counter (see Section 4.4.4), PRF is a keyed pseudorandom
function, and p is a smallish prime (such as p = 231  1). After this step, the DCs securely
delete their shared keys Kij and the noise nwID.
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Each TKS (j) also uses Kij to compute its contribution to the count for each wID as:
SwID =
 X
i
PRF(Ki;j;wID)
!
mod p
and then securely deletes its copy of the Kij. Alternatively, in order to mitigate failing
DCs, the TKSs can store the keys until the tally phase but this opens up the TKSs to
compulsion attacks to reveal the keys, and hence the individual DC statistics.
Counting. Upon a DNS lookup for a domain on the censored website list, the DC simply
adds 1 to the appropriate secure counter as follows: [wID; C 0wID = (CwID + 1) mod p]. We
choose p large enough to expect no overflow of counting events—we can only reliably
aggregate up to p events per counter.
Aggregation. At the end of every epoch, all the DCs and all the TKSs send their
databases of secure counters to the TS.
The TS simply adds up all the shares received from the DCs and TKSs and publishes
the results, which are the aggregated destination visit totals from all the DCs plus the
total of the noise added by each DC at the setup stage in each counter. Once the results
are published for the current epoch, the tally server deletes the received data and awaits
the next epoch’s data to tally.
After sending their data for the epoch to the tally server, all the DCs and TKSs securely
delete their databases and reinitialize through the setup phase, starting the cycle again.
4.4.2 PrivEx based on Distributed Decryption
We now describe PrivEx-D2, depicted in Figure 4.3. PrivEx-D2 utilizes the Benaloh en-
cryption scheme [Ben94]—a distributed additive homomorphic encryption scheme. This
scheme is a variant on ElGamal: a (private,public) key pair is (a;A = ga) and an encryp-
tion of a message m 2 Zq with randomness r 2 Zq is EA(r;m) = (gr; Ar  hm), where
g and h are generators of a cryptographic group G of order q. Note the additive homo-
morphism: EA(r1;m1)  EA(r2;m2) = EA(r1 + r2;m1 + m2), where the multiplication is
componentwise. Decryption is Da(C1; C2) = DLh(C2/Ca1 ). Note that decryption requires
the taking of a discrete log, but if the message space M is small (as is the case for counts
of website visits, or in Benaloh’s original application, counts of votes), this can be done
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Figure 4.3: PrivEx-D2 variant based on distributed decryption.
with the kangaroo [Pol78] or baby-step-giant-step [Sha71] methods in time O(
pjM j), or
even faster if more space is consumed by a pre-computation table.
Note that PrivEx-D2 uses a public bulletin board (PBB) instead of a Tally Server;
the PBB is used as a repository of results and public keys from the DCs and TKSs. We
can instantiate it with a database server which maintains tables for the TKS public keys
and intermediate decryption results, and the final statistics of the epoch. To mitigate
misbehavior by an untrusted PBB, the messages stored thereon should be digitally signed
by their authors using long-term authentication keys.
Setup. At the beginning of every epoch, each TKS (j) picks a random (ephemeral)
private key aj 2 Zq and computes its public key Aj = gaj . They publish the public keys to
the PBB, along with a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (using the Fiat-
Shamir heuristic) of the private key aj. Each DC then checks each proof, and calculates
the compound key A by taking the product of all the published keys: A = Qj Aj. Now
each DC, for each secure counter for website w in its table, computes the amount of noise
nw to be added (see Section 4.4.4), and stores EA(rw;nw) = (grw ; Arw hnw). Note that the
randomness rw will be freshly chosen for each counter, and discarded immediately after
encryption, along with the plaintext nw.
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Counting. When the DC observes a visit to a website under observation, it multiplies
(component wise) the appropriate encrypted counter by EA(r; 1) = (gr; Ar  h) where r
is random.3 After cw visits, the secure counter will hold (gr; Ar  hcw+nw) for some r. It
can optionally also re-randomize the all the other counters to ensure that two subsequent
snapshots of the database do not reveal which counter has been incremented.
Aggregation. At the end of the epoch, each DC (i) publishes to the PBB a commitment
to its encrypted counters for each website (w): C
 h(gri;w; Ari;w  hci;w+ni;w)iw, where C
is an appropriate commitment function. After all DCs have posted their commitments
to the PBB, each posts the opening of its commitment (the list of encrypted counters
h(i;w; i;w)iw = h(gri;w; Ari;w hci;w+ni;w)iw). Each TKS j then checks that the DCs’ openings
are consistent with their commitments, and consolidates the openings by computing w =Q
i i;w. It then computes (j)w , TKS j’s share of the decryption, as (j)w = (w)aj , and
posts that back to the PBB, along with a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of equality
of discrete logarithms to (g; Aj) to show that the computation was correct. Everyone
can then check the proofs and compute the value hcw+nw = (Qi i;w) /Qj (j)w , where
cw =
P
i ci;w and nw =
P
i ni;w. From here, cw + nw can be computed using one of the
discrete logarithm algorithms mentioned above. A proof of security for PrivEx-D2 can be
found in Section 4.5.3.
Filtering Statistics by Client Origin
So far, we have assumed there is a single list of censored websites whose visits we are
interested in counting. However, different websites are censored in different countries, and
we may wish to count a visit to, say, Wikipedia if the user is in China, but not in the UK,
a visit to the Pirate Bay if the user is in the UK, but not in Sweden, etc.
In this section, we present an extension to the PrivEx-D2 protocol that allows us to
maintain per-country lists of censored websites, and only count a visit by an ACN user to
a given website if that website appears on that user’s country’s list.
To do this, we of course need to determine what country the user is in. This is best
done at the ingress point to the ACN, where the true IP address of the user is visible.
Indeed, Tor already collects this information so that it can display per-country counts
of numbers of users. [Tor10b] It is of course vital that the DC not learn this potentially
3For a slight efficiency gain, r can be 0, so that the multiplication is by (1; h). The downside is that
this can leak information to an attacker that can observe the internal state of a DC at two different times
within one epoch, yet cannot observe that DC’s DNS lookups.
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identifying information about the client. The ingress node will therefore forward to the
DC an encrypted vector encoding the country. The length of the vector is the number
of countries NC for which we are monitoring accesses to censored websites, plus one for
“Other”. The vector is then V = hEA(rc; c;c)iNCc=0 where c is the country the user is in
and c;c is 1 if c = c and 0 otherwise. The rc are uniform random elements of Zq. The
ingress node also provides a zero-knowledge proof that each element of the vector is an
encryption of either 0 or 1, and that the sum of the plaintexts is 1. We note this is the
same proof as used in electronic voting schemes, for example. [Ben94]
The DC will check the zero-knowledge proof, and when it observes a connection to, say,
Wikipedia, will multiply into its count not EA(r; 1), as above, but rather
Q
c Vc, where the
product is over those countries c that censor Wikipedia. The remainder of the protocol is
unchanged. Each vector V is associated to a circuit at circuit construction time and the
DC knows which circuit requested the website.
4.4.3 PrivEx Scheme Comparison
Both schemes provide the security features we desire, but in some settings one may be
preferable over the other.
In volunteer-resourced ACNs, such as Tor, some nodes will inevitably have low compu-
tation and bandwidth resources and it is best to minimize their computational, memory,
and bandwidth overhead. In such cases, PrivEx-S2 is preferable since some messages are
overall shorter and the computational overhead of frequent operations is smaller.
The length of the epoch can affect our choice of scheme since the relative time to
set up and process the statistics increases for shorter epochs. While it is not a current
requirement, if we wanted more near-real-time statistics, say every 5 seconds, then we
would prefer PrivEx-S2 since the overhead is nearly negligible compared to PrivEx-D2.
There are limits to how short the epoch can be, however, due to network latency affecting
protocol communication.
On the other hand, PrivEx-D2 provides traitor detection of the TKSs and Denial of
Service (DoS) resistance. In PrivEx-S2, any DC or TKS can DoS the system for the epoch
if it does not report its statistics, whereas in PrivEx-D2 only DCs that report statistics
for the epoch are included in the aggregation process and misbehaving TKSs (traitors)
can be detected using cryptographic proofs ensuring that the computations were done
correctly. Furthermore, PrivEx-D2 can optionally enjoy stronger perfect forward secrecy—
against node seizure and adversaries that can view the memory contents multiple times in
an epoch—by re-randomizing even those counters that have not been changed with every
increment operation.
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4.4.4 Calculating and Applying Noise
We introduce noise to our results to mitigate the risk of the correlation attack that reporting
exact results may introduce. A more thorough discussion of the correlation issue is found
in Section 4.5.2. In this section, we present the details of how the appropriate amount of
noise is computed and added to the tallies.
How Much Noise?
We add noise to protect the privacy of users, but at the same time, if we add too much
noise, it will hamper the utility of PrivEx; after all, we are deploying PrivEx to answer
certain questions about ACN usage. We adopt a principled approach to adding noise to
our statistics—one that allows the level of privacy and utility to be set to desired levels.
For this purpose we have selected the model of differential privacy that can provide (; )-
differential privacy through the addition of noise using a Gaussian mechanism with mean
0 and a standard deviation  selected for the level of privacy and utility we require.
We wish to protect information about whether any individual user’s information is in
the published data set, or is not in it. To do this, we need to set an upper bound—called
the sensitivity (S)—on the maximum contribution one user can make to the count in any
epoch. For Tor, we use the fact that, by default, one circuit is created every ten minutes, so
that if our epoch length is, say, one hour, and we always ignore repeated visits to the same
website by the same circuit, we can set S = 6—the security implications of implementing
this are discussed in Section 4.5.1. For other ACNs, an appropriate sensitivity can be
similarly selected.
As we are interested in practical applications of PrivEx, we provide the means to
calculate the exact values of  and  through the lens of the privacy and utility levels we
desire.
What we are interested in controlling is the advantage (over random guessing) of an
adversary in guessing whether a particular user’s data is contained in the published (noisy)
statistics, even if the adversary knows all the other inputs to the statistics. That is, dis-
counting the known information, the adversary is trying to determine whether the published
statistics are more likely to represent a true measurement of 0 (the user is not present) or
S (the user is present).
Therefore, the adversary’s task is to tell if a given statistic is drawn from the distribution
N(0; ) or N(S; ). Given a reported statistic, if it is less then S
2
, the adversary’s best
guess is that the true statistic is 0, and S otherwise. It is easy to see that the advantage
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Figure 4.4: The advantage is 0.5% (shaded area) of the adversary in guessing the correct
value of the statistic. Note the almost total overlap of the two probability distributions.
of the adversary is then given by the area under the N(0; ) normal curve between 0 and
S
2
, as depicted in Figure 4.4.
The adversary’s advantage can then be minimized by selecting  large enough such
that Pr[0 < N(0; ) < S
2
] = Pr[0 < N(0; 1) < S
2
] is as close to 0 as desired. However,
choosing  too large will hamper utility, as we discuss next.
To address our utility needs, we must first decide on a question to ask. A typical
question would be, “On average, how many visits are there to a given censored website per
epoch?”, and we may be content to know the answer to within some resolution K, say 100
or 1000. This gives us two benefits over the privacy adversary: we only care about average
behavior over many epochs, and not specific users at specific times (in order to carry out a
correlation attack); and we only care about results to within K, not to within single users’
contributions.
If we average over  epochs, the standard deviation of our noise becomes p

. Then, if we
want to distinguish two hypotheses that differ by K (e.g., does this website see closer to 0
visits per epoch or closer toK = 1000 visits per epoch over the ACN—a question we cannot
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answer today), our utility error—the probability we answer incorrectly—is Pr[N(0; p

) >
K
2
] = Pr[N(0; 1) > K
p

2
], as depicted in Figure 4.5. Slightly different questions would
produce slightly different formulas for the utility error, but they will be computable in the
same vein.
Therefore, for a given sensitivity S and tolerance P on the advantage of the privacy
adversary, we can work out the desired standard deviation  for our noise by solving for
Pr[0 < N(0; 1) < S
2
]  P using a standard normal curve z-table. Then, given a tolerance
U on the utility error, and a resolution K for our question, we can determine the number
of epochs  we will need to average over by solving for Pr[N(0; 1) > K
p

2
]  U similarly.
In the presence of possibly malicious DCs, the situation is only slightly more compli-
cated. Malicious DCs (who do not immediately forget the amounts of noise with which
they initialized the secure counters) know the amount of noise they added. By removing
that from the reported tally, the remaining amount of noise (contributed by the honest
DCs) is less than expected.
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As we will see in Section 4.4.4, each DC i adds noise selected from a normal distribution
whose standard deviation is proportional to its weight—the probability wi that that DC
will be selected by a user. If we can assume a lower bound H on the total weight of honest
DCs, we can adjust the above calculations in a simple manner. (In Section 4.5.1 we will
argue that H = 0:8 is a reasonable lower bound for Tor.) Honest DCs tune the amount of
noise to add by adjusting the value of  to H = H . This has the effect that honest DCs
add more noise so that it maintains the desired privacy level, at the expense of requiring
an increase in  by a factor of H 2 (an increase of about 56% for H = 0:8) to achieve the
same level of utility as before.
A Worked Example. Using Tor as our ACN, and one-hour epochs, so S = 6, we want
to find  given a desired privacy adversary advantage of at most 0:005. Consulting a
z-table, we find that we want S
2
 0:0125, so   240. Then, if we want utility error
U = 0:01, the z-table says we need K
p

2
 2:33, so for  = 240, Kp = 1120 will suffice.
Then if K = 1000,  can be as low as 2 epochs, if K = 100, then  = 126 epochs (or 5:25
days), but to get an average number of visits per epoch to within K = 1, we would need
over 140 years.
We now analyze the case where some fraction of DCs may be malicious. Assume that
we expect that the total honest weight is at least 80%. We adjust  to H = H = 240/0:8 =
300. Then, for the same utility error as above, K
p
  1400 will suffice. For the same
values of K we would now need 2 epochs, 8.2 days, and over 224 years respectively.
In the preceding analysis we only need consider the amount of noise to add in terms
of the standard deviation  of the distribution we sample from. We can link this back to
(; )-differential privacy by observing the parameters’ relation to  as follows [HR12]:
 =
S


s
ln

1:25


Thus, rather than, as in previous works [HR12, DKM+06] , having the system designer
select not-very-meaningful values of  and , and computing  as above to determine how
much noise to add, we instead determine  directly using parameters specifically pertinent
to the system and to the questions it is trying to answer.4
4Since we only ever make one query we do not need to calculate how much privacy budget we have left
after publishing our aggregated statistics.
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Distributed Noise Application
The DCs independently apply the noise as we never want the raw (un-noisy) data to
be divulged. We can distribute the application of noise since we know from Dwork et
al. [DRV10] that if individual databases are differentially private then so is their sum.
A naive way to go about this, and one that avoids the use of third parties, is for the DCs
to publish their noisy data directly to the public. The consequence of this is that each DC
would need to add enough noise so that its individual statistics provided the desired bound
on the advantage of the privacy adversary. This would make the total noise considerably
larger (by a factor of the square root of the number of DCs), and so the number of periods
 to average over must increase by a factor of the number of DCs in order to keep the
desired bound on the utility error.
This is why PrivEx works with global noise instead of local noise: each DC adds some
amount of noise, whose total is distributed as N(0; ) for the desired , but does so using
secure multiparty computation so that the individual noise components are never revealed.
We then need to calculate how much noise each DC should add. What we want is for
each DC i to add noise from N(0; i), where i is proportional to the probability wi that
the DC will get used. In Tor, for example, high-bandwidth nodes get used with higher
probability, so they will see more usage, and add more noise, while more impoverished
nodes will have less usage and less noise.
Then, given the desired , we want to solve for the i such that i / wi (so i = wi  for
some  independent of i) and PiN(0; i)  N(0; ). Since PiN(0; i)  N(0;pPi 2i ),
we have that 2 =Pi ((wi  )2), so solving for , we find that i = wi   =   wipP
i(w
2
i )
.
In PrivEx, the values of  and  are made available to the DCs from the PBB or TKSs.
That we are adding together a potentially large number of independent noise sources is
the reason we target Gaussian rather than Laplacian noise: while adding many Gaussians
yields a Gaussian, a Laplacian distribution cannot be decomposed into sums of other
independent random variables.
We note that, when adding noise, it is important for each DC to preserve non-integral
and negative values for the noisy count, so that, when added together, extra biases are not
introduced. As the encryption used in our counters takes integer plaintexts, we must use a
fixed-point representation where all of our values are expressed as multiples of some small
number . If there are N DCs, then in order that adding N values of resolution  together
will be unlikely to produce an error of more than 1, we set   1
2
p
N
.
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For N  1000, as in the current Tor network,  = 0:01 will suffice.5 Note, however,
that this fixed-point representation expands the plaintext space by a factor of 1

, and so
increases the time to compute the discrete logarithm in the final step of the PrivEx-D2
protocol by a factor of 1p

.
Targeted Temporal Queries
PrivEx publishes the noisy total statistics for each epoch. The amount of noise is computed
to protect privacy, and a number of epochs’ statistics must be averaged to gain utility.
However, these epochs do not need to be consecutive, so, for example, one could ask
questions like, “Is Wikipedia visited via this ACN more often on weekends or weekdays?”.
The number of epochs to average will not change, however, so if the epochs of interest are
spread out in time, the total time to answer such a question will increase.
4.5 Security Analysis
4.5.1 Resistance to Attacks
We now address the attacks that are of the most concern. Recall that our requirement for
security is that PrivEx should not reveal private information to an adversary, even if it
fails to produce meaningful answers to the system designers’ questions. Of course, we also
require that PrivEx produce meaningful answers in the absence of an adversary.
Legal or Other Compulsion
A DC can be compelled to reveal its database of collected statistics through a legal order
or extra-legal compulsion. If this database is stored in the clear then privacy would be
violated. PrivEx mitigates this threat by storing an encrypted database with the property
that the DC cannot decrypt the database on its own. Recall that at the setup stage in
PrivEx, all DC databases were encrypted using shared keys with, or public keys of, the
tally key servers.
The adversary can also compel the servers to comply in the decryption of individual
DCs’ measurements (with less noise than the aggregate). This would indeed be trouble-
some, but we mitigate this by ensuring that the PrivEx servers are distributed across
5This also deals with an issue with rounding and differential privacy identified by Mironov. [Mir12]
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diverse legal boundaries making compulsion infeasible. Indeed, as long as at least one
server is uncompromised then all DC data is safe. Furthermore, since we start with fresh
keys for each epoch, this compulsion could not occur retroactively.
PrivEx requires that we bound the sensitivity—the maximum number of times one
client can access a particular website in one epoch. We do this by maintaining, in plaintext,
a list of websites visited during the lifetime of a circuit, which is 10 minutes in Tor. This
introduces a potential information leak if the adversary is able to compromise an honest
DC while circuits are being served; this would reveal the censored websites visited by each
circuit. While this in itself does not link a client to a destination an adversary may use
this information to correlate traffic patterns it can record at the client side of the circuit.
However, if the adversary can compromise an ACN relay while it is actively serving an
open circuit, then the encryption keys it could recover could compromise those circuits
anyway even without access to the plaintext list.
Malicious Actors
Data Collector. The DC can behave maliciously by reporting untrue statistics. While
there is no safeguard to an attack on the integrity of the statistics we are interested in, the
confidentiality of the statistics collected at other DCs and the aggregate statistics that are
output by PrivEx are safe from the actions of a misbehaving DC as long as the security
of the encryption schemes that we use remains intact. We may mitigate the impact of
this attack by using range proofs at additional computation and communication costs, but
this still does not remove the threat entirely. In Section 4.4.4 we suggested that H = :8
is a reasonable lower bound on the amount of honest DC weight for Tor. The reason we
give this value is that if more than 20% of the exit weight of Tor is compromised, then
Tor is sufficiently susceptible to circuit linking attacks [ABEG13], and could more easily
compromise clients without using the less-noisy statistics provided by the degraded PrivEx.
Finally, we note that if a DC is compromised, the adversary can also perform a cor-
relation attack, and can likely read the memory, including encryption keys protecting
any active circuits, thus retroactively deanonymizing them. This is a shortcoming of the
underlying ACN; PrivEx does not exacerbate this problem.
Tally Key Server. The tally key servers collectively play a critical role in the PrivEx
schemes and hence are vectors of attack. A bad actor may try to gain access to the statistics
in a less secure manner or an insecure intermediate form (i.e. without noise).
We guard against this in both variants of PrivEx by ensuring that in the setup stage
all DCs initialize their databases by encrypting each secure counter using the key material
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provided by, or shared with, all the participating TKS servers. This ensures that even if
all but one TKS try to decrypt the data in an information-leaking manner, a single honest
server’s key material and noise added by the DCs prevents any information from being
revealed.
In PrivEx-S2, a single DC or TKS can launch a denial of service attack by not sending
its share, which would mean that for that epoch no results could be determined. In PrivEx-
D2, we can identify the misbehaving TKS, which introduces consequences to DoSing. In
either case, no private information is leaked.
Tally Server and Public Bulletin Board. The TS and PBB are unable to learn
anything extra by misbehaving since none of the intermediate data is ever in the clear and
their inputs and outputs are public, making verification possible.
4.5.2 Correlation Attack with Auxiliary Information
Data Collector traffic information may not reveal anything on its own, but there is a danger
that an attacker could fruitfully combine it with auxiliary information, such as observations
of a target user’s, or indeed of many users’, network traffic.
For example, if we did not add noise, but simply released accurate counts only if they
were in excess of some threshold, then an adversary could generate its own network traffic
to push the counts above the threshold, and then subtract its own traffic (for which it
knows the true counts) to yield accurate counts of potentially a single user’s traffic.
The differential privacy mechanism proposed adequately addresses this threat. It en-
sures that, for any adversary, the response of PrivEx if the target user did visit a target
website in a given epoch will be hard to distinguish from the response if the user did not.
We also note that since there is only one question PrivEx answers (How many visits
were made via the ACN to each of this list of websites in this epoch?), and it can be asked
only once per epoch, differential privacy’s notion of a “privacy budget” is not required in
our setting.
4.5.3 Security Proof for PrivEx-D2 Variant
We now show that the PrivEx-D2 scheme from Section 4.4.2 (using group G of order q with
generators g and h) is secure if ElGamal encryption (using the same group G with generator
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g) is IND-CCA1. The latter fact is known to be true under reasonable assumptions [Lip10],
which establishes the security of PrivEx-D2.
The security property we seek is this: even if some of the DCs and all but one of the
TKSs are adversarial, the adversary will (for each website under consideration) learn no
information about the counts of the individual honest DCs, save for their sum.
We do this with a typical real-or-random game. Because the protocol uses non-
interactive zero-knowledge proofs based on the Fiat-Shamir heuristic, the proof is in the
random oracle model.
We denote the number of DCs by N , of which n are honest, and the number of TKSs
by M , of which only number 1 is honest. The adversary game G0 against the PrivEx-D2
protocol proceeds as follows:
Setup phase. S1: The adversary receives the honest TKS’s public key A1 from the
challenger, along with a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (NIZKPK) of
the corresponding private key a1 such that A1 = ga1 . S2: The adversary then outputs the
adversarial TKSs’ public keys A2; : : : ; AM , along with the corresponding NIZKPKs of aj
such that Aj = gaj for j = 2; : : : ;M .
Counting phase. C1: The adversary supplies one plaintext pi for each honest DC
(i = 1; : : : ; n). C2: The challenger chooses a uniformly random bit b. If b = 0, the
challenger sets p0i = pi for each i. If b = 1, the challenger picks uniformly random p0i 2R Zq
under the single constraint that Pi p0i =Pi pi.
Aggregation phase. A1: The challenger computes its ciphertexts h(gri ; Ari  hp0i)ini=1,
where A = Qj Aj and each ri is uniform random from Zq. The challenger sends commit-
ments to these ciphertexts to the adversary. A2: The adversary selects the ciphertexts for
the adversarial DCs arbitrarily, and multiplies them to yield the single ciphertext (x; y).
It outputs a commitment to (x; y) to the challenger. A3: The challenger opens its com-
mitments by sending h(gri ; Ari  hp0i)ini=1 to the adversary. A4: The adversary opens its
commitment by sending (x; y) to the challenger. A5: The challenger computes the product
 of the first components of all the openings as  = x Qi gri , and returns a1 to the ad-
versary, along with the NIZKPK of equality of discrete logarithms that logg A1 = log a1 .
Note that a1 = xa1  A
P
i ri
1 .
Output phase. The adversary now ouputs its guess b0 for the value of b. That is, it
tries to decide whether the ciphertexts output in step A3 corresponded to the plaintexts
supplied in step C1, or to random plaintexts with the same sum. The advantage of the
adversary is
Pr[b0 = b]  1
2
.
We now construct game G1 such that the advantage of the adversary in winning game
G1 is the same as that of it winning game G0 in the random oracle model. To do this,
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we observe that the challenger can program the random oracle to forge any NIZKPK it
creates, and can use the NIZKPK extractor to learn the adversary’s private values for
any NIZKPKs created by the adversary. Therefore, in game G1, we simply remove the
challenger’s NIZKPKs from steps S1 and A5, and change step S2 so that the adversary
outputs the private keys a2; : : : ; aM . In addition, the binding and hiding properties of
the commitment mean that the adversary has to compute its (x; y) before seeing the
challenger’s ciphertexts. Therefore, we can rearrange the steps of the Aggregation phase
so that we remove the commitment steps A1 and A2, and swap the order of A3 and A4.
Now suppose an adversary A has non-negligible advantage in game G1. We next, using
A as a black box, construct an adversary B for the IND-CCA1 game for ElGamal that has
the same advantage. The IND-CCA1 game for ElGamal is as follows.
E1: The challenger E chooses a private key e uniformly at random from Zq, and outputs
the public key E = ge. E2: The adversary B constructs some (polynomial) number of
ciphertexts (i; i) and sends them to E . E3: E decrypts the ciphertexts and returns the
plaintexts i/ei to B. E4: B chooses two plaintexts m0;m1 2 G and sends them to E . E5:
E chooses a bit be uniformly at random, and sends an encryption (gr; Er mbe) of mbe to
B, where r 2R Zq. E6: B outputs its guess b0e for the value of be. The advantage of B isPr[b0e = be]  12 .
Here is how B, acting as the challenger to adversary A for game G1, can win the above
IND-CCA1 game. This interaction is depicted in Figure 4.6. In step E1, E sends its public
key E to B. B sends A1 = E to A in step S1. In step S2, A outputs a2; : : : ; aM to B. Let
a^ =
PM
j=2 aj, and let A =
QM
j=1Aj = E  ga^.
Now in step C1, A supplies p1; : : : ; pn and in step A3, A supplies (x; y), both to B.
Now B turns back to E and submits (x 1; 1) as a ciphertext in step E2; E will compute
1/x e = xe and return it to B in step E3. B now sets m0 = 1, picks  2R Zq, sets m1 = h,
and submits (m0;m1) to E in step E4. In step E5, E returns (R; S) = (gr; Er mbe) to B.
B now needs to compute its ciphertexts h(gri ; Ari  hp0i)ini=1 to send to A in step A4,
such that the p0i equal the pi if be = 0, and the p0i are random, but with the same sum
as the pi, if be = 1. (That is, B implicitly sets b = be.) To do this, B picks si; : : : ; sn
uniformly at random from Zq, and picks 1; : : : ; n uniformly at random from Zq subject
to the condition that Pi = 0.
Now let (Ri; Si) = (gsi Ri ; Asi Ria^ Si hpi). If be = 0, so that mbe = 1, we have that
(Ri; Si) = (g
si+ri ; Asi  gria^ Eri  hpi) = (gsi+ri ; Asi+ri  hpi), as required. On the other
hand, if be = 1, so thatmbe = h, we have that (Ri; Si) = (gsi+ri ; Asi gria^ Eri hpi+i) =
(gsi+ri ; Asi+ri  hpi+i). Since Pi i = 0, the pi + i are random values in Zq summing
to Pi pi, again as required. B then sends h(Ri; Si)ini=1 to A in step A4.
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E B A
E1: E
S1: A1 = E
S2: a2; :::; am
C1: p1; :::pn
A3: (x; y)
E2: (x 1; 1)
E3: xe
E4: (m0;m1) = (a; h)
E5: (R;S) = (gr; Er mbe)
A4: h(gsi Ri ; Asi Ria^  Si  hpi)ini=1
A5: xe  EP si
b0
b0
ElGamal IND-CCA1 game Game G1
Figure 4.6: B using adversary A for game G1 to win the IND-CCA1 game for ElGamal
against E .
B’s last move is then to send (x QRi)e to A in step A5. It can easily compute this,
as it retrieved xe from E in step E3, and (QRi)e = EP si+ri = EP si since Pi = 0.
Finally, A guesses the value of b, and since b = be, B simply passes that guess on to E
as its own guess for be, winning the IND-CCA1 game for ElGamal if and only if A wins
game G1.
4.6 Implementation
We have built proof-of-concept implementations for both variants of PrivEx. They are
implemented in Python using the Twisted library for asynchronous networking between
the parties of the system.
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Each PrivEx scheme uses a few hundred lines of Python code. The code is available
for download from our PrivEx website.6 Both schemes use TLS 1.2 with ECDHE for
communication between endpoints to ensure that the key material remains confidential
during transit and benefits from perfect forward secrecy. We set up long-lived TLS con-
nections when PrivEx first comes online; their communication and computational costs are
amortized over many epochs.
We have not implemented the Country of Origin feature at this time since we would
like to see PrivEx deployed in the Tor network with the core feature set before expanding
on it. The core implementation above is ACN agnostic, and we aim to integrate it with
Tor in the near future.
In the tables in this section, the “Per node” column is calculated by taking the total
cost for each type of PrivEx node and dividing it by the count of that type of node, to find
the cost at each type of node. This helps identify potential bottlenecks.
4.6.1 Computational Overhead
We present PrivEx overhead statistics to show that both schemes have low computation
requirements. The hardware for our experiments is a 3GHz quad-core AMD desktop
computer with 4GiB of RAM running stock Ubuntu 14.04.
Using a test harness we measure the time the core components of each PrivEx scheme
take under parameters typically found in the Tor network. We simulate a network of 10
TKSs and 1000 DCs; the latter reflects the number of exits in the current Tor network. The
number of censored websites to collect statistics for is 1000 and each website is “visited” one
million times. No actual website connections are made by the DCs since we are interested
in capturing the overhead of the PrivEx schemes.
PrivEx-S2. From Table 4.1, we note that the setup phase of PrivEx-S2 takes 4.1 s on
average and that the tally phase takes 470ms on average (adding the “per node” times, as
the nodes act in parallel). Without any ACN traffic (i.e. no DC increment operations),
the total overhead wall-clock time per epoch is 4.6 s. The key figure to note is that the
addition operations at the DC nodes take less then 1s each (900s for 1000 visits per
DC) on average. This low cost is important, as this operation will be called the most often
and the impact on DC nodes must be negligible so that they can service ACN requests
without undue overhead.
6https://crysp.uwaterloo.ca/software/
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Table 4.1: The overhead per epoch (with 95% confidence intervals) incurred by participants
in the PrivEx-S2 scheme for 10 TKSs and 1000 DCs with 1000 websites with one million
visits per epoch.
Operation Total per epoch (ms) Per node (ms)
TKS initialize 0.0120.004 0.00120.0004
TKS register 410003000 4100300
DC initialize 400003000 403
DC register 3128 0.3120.008
DC increment 90090 0.900.09
DC publish 1.70.1 0.00170.0001
TKS publish 0.560.06 0.0560.006
TS sum 47020 47020
Epoch Total 830006000 —
PrivEx-D2. From Table 4.2, we note that the setup phase of PrivEx-D2 takes 297ms on
average with the DC nodes bearing the most cost. The entire tally phase takes 1.69m on
average per epoch (adding the “per node” numbers, as these operations occur in parallel).
Combining the overhead for both phases, the epoch overhead wall-clock time is 1.7m on
average. We see in PrivEx-D2 that the addition operation takes 3.9s on average and
again, like PrivEx-S2 above, this is desirable since it is the most frequent operation.
Discussion. PrivEx-S2 has lower computational cost than PrivEx-D2, by a factor of
almost 10 in our example. Yet, it is clear from these results that the computational
overhead at each type of node in PrivEx is low and that the time requirements are a small
fraction of the duration of an epoch. Indeed, even if there are applications where statistics
need to be gathered for shorter epochs, PrivEx can still be useful; as we saw earlier, for
each setup-tally cycle the PrivEx-S2 scheme incurs less than 4.6 s of overhead while the
PrivEx-D2 scheme incurs less than 1.7m of overhead, which is very small compared to
the typical example epoch length of one hour. This means that the statistics collection
frequency can be as low as 5 s and 2m respectively. This flexibility allows one to match
the appropriate PrivEx scheme to the application’s statistics frequency and threat model
requirements.
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Table 4.2: The overhead per epoch (with 95% confidence interval) incurred by participants
in the PrivEx-D2 scheme for 10 TKSs and 1000 DCs with 1000 websites with one million
visits per epoch.
Operation Total per epoch (ms) Per node (ms)
TKS initialize 10.90.2 1.090.02
DC combine key 4.050.02 0.004050.00002
DC initialize 295000600 2950.6
DC increment 3.90.1 0.00390.0001
PBB productize 50400400 50400400
TKS decrypt 4480003000 44800300
PBB DL Lookup 629340 629040
Epoch Total 8000003000 —
4.6.2 Communication Overhead
We now give a closed-form analysis of the communication costs of the two PrivEx schemes.
In the following description, DCN , TKSN , and WN represent the number of DC nodes,
TKS nodes, and websites for which we are collecting statistics, respectively.
An overhead in common for both schemes is the list of websites and the constants
for DDP calculations , , and . We make the conservative assumption that the website
domain name in the URL will not be more than 255 characters long, therefore the maximum
length of the URL list is 255 WN bytes. The constants require 8 bytes in total. In the
experimental setting above this overhead is 249KiB, the overwhelming majority of it
being the website list. While it is not as significant, we note that the website lists and
values for the constants need not be transmitted every epoch, instead only being sent when
there is a drastic change in the network conditions or the website lists are updated.
PrivEx-S2. In the setup phase, each DC sends 16 bytes of key material to each TKS
for a total of 16DCN  TKSN bytes.
In the tally phase, each DC sends 4 bytes to the TS for each website in the database
for a total of 4WN  DCN bytes. Similarly, each TKS also sends the same amount to the
TS for each website for a total of 4WN  TKSN bytes.
In each epoch, the total communication cost, in bytes, is
16DCN  TKSN + 4WN(DCN + TKSN)
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Table 4.3: Communication overhead (in KiB) of PrivEx-S2 for 1000 websites, 10 TKSs and
1000 DCs per epoch, using closed-form analysis. Note that we charge the data transfer to
the sender so nodes, e.g. TS, that only receive data show no communication overhead.
Setup Tally Total Per node
DC 156.25 3906.25 4062.50 4.06
TKS 0 39.07 39.07 3.91
TS 0 0 0 0
Total 156.25 3945.32 4101.56 —
For 10 TKSs and 1000 DCs tracking 1000 websites we see from Table 4.3 that the total
communication cost for every epoch is 4MiB, but the cost for each type of node is far
lower at only 4KiB.
PrivEx-D2. In the setup phase, each TKS sends 96 bytes of key material and zero-
knowledge proof to the PBB for a total of 96TKSN bytes. Then, each DC retrieves the
key material and the proofs from the PBB for a total of 96TKSN DCN bytes.
In the tally phase, each DC sends a 32-byte commitment to the PBB for a total of
32DCN bytes. After all DCs have sent their commitments, the PBB sends each DC the
commitments of the other DCs for a total of 32DC2N bytes. Then, each DC sends a 64-byte
opening of the commitment for each website to the PBB for a total of 64WN DCN bytes.
The PBB then sends, in parallel, the opening of the DC’s commitments to each TKS for
a total of TKSN(DCN(64WN + 32)) bytes. In response each TKS sends the results of the
partial decryption for each website in the database, along with a zero-knowledge proof of
equality of discrete logs for a total of TKSN(32WN + 64) bytes.
In each epoch, the total communication cost, in bytes, is
32 (WN(2DCN  TKSN + 2DCN + TKSN)
+DC2N + 4DCN  TKSN + 5TKSN +DCN

From Table 4.4 we see that, in our experimental setting, the total communication cost
for each epoch is 703MiB, while each of the TKS and DC nodes send only 32KiB and
63KiB respectively. The bulk of the communication cost is borne by the PBB node.
Discussion. Both schemes scale linearly with the number of websites and TKSs. PrivEx-
D2 scales quadratically with the number of DCs while PrivEx-S2 remains linear. While it
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Table 4.4: Communication overhead of PrivEx-D2 for 1000 websites, 10 TKSs and 1000
DCs per epoch, using closed-form analysis. Note the units in the column headings. Note
that we charge the data transfer to the sender so nodes, e.g. DCs, that only receive data
show no communication overhead.
Setup Tally Total Per node
(KiB) (MiB) (MiB) (KiB)
DC 0 61.07 61.07 62.54
TKS 0.94 0.31 0.31 31.74
PBB 937.5 641.17 642.09 657500
Total 938.44 702.55 703.47 —
is true that the PrivEx-D2 scheme is generally more expensive, we note that each DC and
TKS transmits only tens of KiB of traffic per epoch, which is comparable to PrivEx-S2.
However, the PBB transmits hundreds of mebibytes due to the higher security and privacy
guarantees it allows. To mitigate the impact of this load, it is expected that the PBB will
be well resourced for this task. Indeed, we expect that in real deployments the number of
TKSs would be closer to three and the number of websites would be closer to 100. In that
scenario, the total communication cost would be approximately 55MiB per epoch.
The PrivEx-S2 scheme is relatively lightweight, enjoying very low overhead and perhaps
a better choice in low-bandwidth environments or where the size of the website list will be
very large.
Even so, in absolute terms, both PrivEx schemes have low overhead for DC and TKS
nodes. We note that in the Tor network, even relays in the 1st percentile by bandwidth
(18.4KBps)—which are also the least likely to be chosen in circuits in any event—can
manage the load easily. [Tor10a]
From the perspective of the DC, which is also a node in the ACN, PrivEx does not
significantly impact bandwidth usage which can be better used to service ACN traffic.
From the perspective of the TKS, TS, and PBB, even though we expect that the servers
would be well provisioned for the task of aggregating statistics, the resource requirements
are low enough that they would also not be significantly impacted by participating in
PrivEx.
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4.7 Real-World Deployment
Having designed and implemented PrivEx, we now use it to learn about the nature of
censorship traffic on the Internet. We are particularly interested in seeing the breakdown
of censorship traffic as it compares to non-censorship traffic on a particular network.
Methodology. For our study we target the Tor network for two reasons. First, a privacy-
preserving study of this nature has not been conducted and would yield useful insights
about Tor user behavior, specifically how much traffic is censorship resistance related.
Second, it would provide a proof-of-concept validation to the community that privacy-
preserving and utility-preserving data collection is practical and spur PrivEx uptake and
further research of these types of systems.
The first reason above may seem counterintuitive since we have classified Tor as a
CRS, and hence all traffic on the network should be considered censorship resistance re-
lated. From an abstract and global Internet perspective this observation is certainly true.
However, the Tor network is an ecosystem serving many purposes, including but not lim-
ited to censorship resistance. For a censor to block Tor—where such a block would have
potential collateral damage due to the defensive strategies we have discussed in Chap-
ter 2—the cost of information leakage due to the CRS activity on the network must be
higher than the cost of the collateral damage it would suffer. Recall from Chapter 3 that
knowing the base rate of CRS activity, or BR, helps fill in information that would help
evaluate if a block is economically responsible. Indeed, this analysis can tell Tor designers
if more collateral damage needs to be leveraged to tip the balance to prevent such a block.
Hence, Tor is an appropriate candidate for this type of study.
We utilize DNS requests as a means of learning about how often Tor users are interested
in CRS-related websites. We are aware that a DNS request does not necessarily translate
to an actual visit; e.g., web pages that track users through third-party advertising networks
will cause DNS queries to third-party domains but the user never actually “visits” those
domains. This is acceptable for our study since we assume that a domain appearing on
the censor’s blacklist is due to it being a target of censorship.
We compiled a list of nearly 6100 censored websites by scraping the GreatFire.org web-
site that tracks Chinese censorship by running connectivity tests from behind the national
firewall to websites on the Internet7 and a leaked list of websites blocked in Germany.8
7https://en.greatfire.org/
8https://bpjmleak.neocities.org—see archived version at https://web.archive.org/web/20140707204711
/https://bpjmleak.neocities.org/ for the list that has since been removed due to pressure from the German
authorities.
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Figure 4.7: A CDF of the aggregated statistics collected by PrivEx as compared to the
Gaussian noise added. A follow-up Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirms that actual visits
were registered in the statistics collected with PrivEx.
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Apparatus. We utilized the PrivEx-S2 variant for two main reasons. First, neither CRS-
client nor CRS-server software would have to be modified. Second, the low operational
resource requirements lowered the bar for entry and were helpful in recruiting volunteers
and resources.
Our initial proof-of-concept deployment consists of two TKSs, a TS, and a DC. The
TKSs are operated by third parties, one using a virtual hosting provider on the Isle of Man
and the other through the university network provider at the KU Leuven in Belgium. The
DC is co-hosted with the Tor exit node, nicknamed gurgle, operating at the University of
Waterloo in Canada. The TS is hosted on another machine at the same institution.
For the duration of the data collection reported here, gurgle had a probability of 0.15%
of being selected as the egress node from the Tor network. This means that we expect to
see this proportion of all traffic exiting the Tor network.
Collected Results. We set the epoch to one hour and collected statistics for 135 epochs,
which is more than the 126 epochs required for the level of privacy and utility from our
worked example in Section 4.4.4.
We validate that our implementation produces results with the same characteristics as
our analysis indicates and that they are reliable. We produce a CDF (Figure 4.7) of the
aggregated statistics and plot it against a CDF of the Gaussian noise function we utilized
with the standard deviation set to p
epochs
= 240p
135
= 20:655911, where  is the same as in
the worked example above. We then ran a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to ensure that the
distance between the two plots was positive and large enough to indicate that they were
drawn from two different distributions. The test showed a distance of 0.016 with likelihood
of between 0.05 and 0.10 that the observed difference is due to randomness. This indicates
that there were actual visits to the domains in our list and that we applied the expected
level of noise.
The results show that the average number of hits from the censored list is the range 586–
686 and those for off-list DNS requests is the range 31810–31910. This is a likelihood in the
range of 1.8–2.2% that a given DNS request coming to gurgle is for a site in our compiled
list, with probability exceeding 99%. This result provides an idea of the magnitude of the
answer to the question of how CRS-related traffic compares to the rest of the network.
From this measure we draw a conclusion that since the base rate is so low, the accuracy
of the censorship apparatus must be of a higher magnitude in order to avoid a large amount
of false positives, i.e. collateral damage. For example, using the higher base rate of 2.2%
above, a censorship apparatus that provides a 100% true positive rate (i.e., no information
leaks) and a 1% false positive rate (i.e., collateral damage) would only be correct 69% of
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the time when it claimed that a some event was CRS related. The rest is collateral damage,
in stark contrast to the ostensible 1% rate stated above. To compensate for the additional
error and achieve the original 1% figure the apparatus would need to have a false postive
rate of 0.01%. If a censor wants to ensure negligible collateral damage in this low base
rate setting their apparatus must have a false positive rate of 0.001% which may be very
difficult to achieve.
4.8 Related Work
Differential Privacy. While PrivEx utilizes differential privacy (DP), there are many
key differences in the setting in which it is traditionally applied and the PrivEx setting.
In classical DP there is a trusted centralized database—usually a third-party host—who
can see the real data and is considered secure. Instead, in PrivEx the data is distributed
across nodes in the network where no entity has access to all of the real data from all of
the nodes. The only data that is revealed to anyone is the aggregated statistics with noise
added. An adversary would have to compromise a large fraction of the DCs, or all of the
TKSs, in order to access the private data of the honest parties.
In the usual DP setting the database is static across epochs and clients use up their
privacy budget to make a number of database queries—the results of which are usually
private unless they choose to make them public. As discussed at the end of Section 4.5.2,
in PrivEx, the database is completely refreshed at the start of every epoch and only a
single constant query is ever made every epoch, the result of which is then made public.
A number of works consider the problem of securely computing functions in a dis-
tributed differential privacy setting.
Dwork et al. [DKM+06] provide a method for generating shares of random Gaussian
noise in a multiparty setting mirroring the distribution of noise in our setting. The key
difference is that the parties work together to first produce noise shares which are then
used to perturb the data in their individual databases whereas in PrivEx the noise is
calculated independently using network state and does not incur extra protocol rounds.
Also, they assume that 2
3
of the participants will be honest while PrivEx makes no such
explicit restriction; i.e., a lone honest DC may enjoy the same level of privacy as the
designer intended, albeit with longer aggregation periods to gain the same level of utility
as designed.
In the two-party setting of distributed differential privacy, Goyal et al. [GMPS13] ex-
plicitly evaluate the accuracy-privacy tradeoffs for computing Boolean functions. Mironov
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et al. [MPRV09] investigate calculating the distance between two vectors while McGregor
et al. [MMP+10] do the same for Hamming distance. All these works explore the limits of
DDP in the two-party setting. We contrast our work by noting that we consider a different
type of problem (the summation of integral inputs) and we evaluate the tradeoff between
the accuracy and privacy in the multiparty setting.
The closest related work is by Beimel et al. [BNO08]. The inputs in that setting are
binary, while those in ours are integral. While the binary inputs can indeed be adapted
to integers, there remain three key differences. Their protocol requires more rounds of
communication than ours, while we also allow for malicious parties, making PrivEx a more
practical solution in our setting. Finally, in their setting, to preserve DP, the database of
each DC is kept private and only binary outputs are released, whereas in our setting all
DCs release their private data, albeit with noise added to preserve DP.
Also of interest is work by Kasiviswanathan et al. [KNRS13] where network graphs
are analyzed to investigate how the removal and addition of nodes in the graph affect the
privacy of the information about the structure of the graph. While they also consider
differential privacy in the network setting, the key difference is that they investigate ways
to safely reveal information about the nodes of the network themselves, whereas we are
interested in the information that can be revealed by studying the traffic flowing through
the network; i.e., the network users’ information.
A general key difference to the previous literature is that PrivEx provides a way to
reason about the privacy and utility that the system provides whereas these previous works
leave it up to the system designer to work out. We provide an explicit statement of, and
relationship between, privacy and utility that are pertinent to data collection in ACNs—
this provides an easier-to-analyze system and potentially an easier path to deployment.
Secure Multiparty Computation. Secure multiparty computations have been used
in scenarios where the parties that perform the operations are not trustworthy. This
means that they should not learn the inputs of the calculations, should provide (implicit
or explicit) proofs that the calculations were performed correctly, and should not learn
anything more than the output of the calculation.
A closely related work is SEPIA [BSMD10] by Burkhart et al. where networks collect
data and wish to learn aggregate information about their networks without revealing their
individual inputs. It develops a number of operations that can be performed on network
data that can be evaluated by a pool of servers in a secure multiparty computation. While
both PrivEx and SEPIA try to achieve similar goals in the collection of network statistics
and use similar secret sharing schemes, there are a number of differences. First, while
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the authors of SEPIA briefly mention differential privacy as a possible defence, PrivEx
provides a thorough treatment of how to use differential privacy to protect the aggregated
statistics in a principled manner. Related to that is that SEPIA also requires that honest
DCs sanitize their inputs, i.e. remove sensitive information, whereas PrivEx accomplishes
the same with the addition of DP noise. Second, PrivEx is secure as long as there is one
honest data collector—adding the appropriate level of noise, as outlined in Section 4.4.4—
and one honest TKS. This is in contrast to the SEPIA requirement that at least half of
the aggregators be honest. This is especially useful since PrivEx collects data from an
anonymity network where the stakes for information leakage are potentially higher and
hence require greater robustness to bad actors. Finally, we note that the data collectors
in SEPIA are provisioned for processing large quantities of traffic and data as they are
part of the ISP infrastructure, but these conditions may not apply in a volunteer-resourced
network like Tor. PrivEx has low overhead for the DCs.
The secret sharing scheme is based on the scheme presented by Barthe et al. [BDG+13]
which itself is an extension of previous works by Kursawe et al. [KDK11], Jawurek et
al. [JK12] and Shi et al. [SCR+11]. The novelty of PrivEx is that it introduces addition
using additive secret shares for coercion resistance and perfect forward secrecy, which these
previous works do not address.
Anonymity Network Data Collection. The work by McCoy et al. [MBG+08] pro-
vided many insights about Tor client behavior. Unfortunately, the method of safeguarding
the privacy of the collected data was considered by the community at large to be insuf-
ficient. [Sog11] Similarly, Diaz and Sassaman [DSD04] provided insights about mix input
traffic in Mix-stlye anonymous email networks by using actual traffic obtained from a
public node. Here too, the use of actual traffic data had the potential to deanonymize
clients. PrivEx ameliorates this state of affairs by providing researchers the means to
collect statistical data about clients of anonymous networks in a privacy-preserving and
compulsion-resistant manner.
Anonymity networks have to be careful about how they collect data about their network
and users since they are in a position of power and can potentially expose the entire
network. The operators of Tor also collect client-specific network usage data from their
guard and bridge nodes but not the exit nodes. The reason why it is considered safer to
do the former and not the latter—in the context of protecting client anonymity—is that
the guards/bridges already know who the clients that connect through them are so an
adversary who compromises those nodes would not learn any extra information.
A key difference between PrivEx and the present Tor data collection environment is
that in that latter, the true client statistics (aggregated at a per-country level, for example)
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are stored in a centralized database. PrivEx does not allow any entity to learn any real
client data except the nodes that originally collected the data.
4.9 Future Work
As a potential additional application of PrivEx, we note that while the Tor network does
not typically try to hide the fact that a client is using Tor, there may be risks to revealing
statistics gathered through widespread ingress data collection similar to those addressed
by PrivEx of egress data collection. To address these potential risks, PrivEx can be applied
to the present guard/bridge data collection process, and provide the same benefits as those
that have been shown here for exit nodes.
An open question is whether PrivEx-like systems can be extended to collect data across
subsets of the network. The risks are that this will give the adversary the ability to partition
the data and perhaps learn something from the statistics that he should not have. If this
can be done safely, one direct benefit is that we could, in a privacy-preserving manner,
troubleshoot specific issues that are localized.
A limitation of PrivEx, since it is not needed for the scenarios we study, is that only
a single query can be made of the database. We would like to investigate how to support
multiple related queries—e.g., network load or circuit latency—while maintaining PrivEx’s
privacy and utility features.
4.10 Conclusion
We have presented PrivEx, a decentralized system for privately collecting client statistics
in anonymity networks. We have detailed two variants of PrivEx, one based on secret
sharing and the other on distributed decryption. Both schemes are efficient and resilient
to coercion attacks and malicious actors. We introduce noise, as defined in the differential
privacy setting, into our aggregation process to prevent information leakage that would
otherwise occur when the statistics are published.
We have used Tor as a case study and show how it can incorporate PrivEx; other
anonymity networks can similarly deploy PrivEx. In this case study we collect statistics
about client destination visits at the DC nodes. We show that this can be done in an effi-
cient manner with low computational and communication overhead for conditions typical
in the Tor network.
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The statistics we have gathered from our small-scale deployment tell us that the inci-
dence of CRS traffic on the Tor network is close to 2% of the total website visits, which is
relatively low. This suggests that the censor would need to be very tolerant to collateral
damage or otherwise field a very accurate classifier leveraging high-quality distinguishers,
or block the network activity entirely. Due to the scale of the deployment we cannot
make specific conclusions about clients’ behaviors or their usage trends. With better and
more extensive website lists coupled with the deployment of PrivEx-D2 for country-specific
statistics we may be able to fill in the details of the broad-strokes picture that we can cur-
rently see.
Finally, with PrivEx, our aim is to convince administrators and users of anonymity
networks that client data collection is possible while maintaining anonymity and privacy.
The benefits are that valuable information about usage trends will help guide performance
and maintenance efforts. From the research perspective the benefits will be more accurate
usage statistics, client models, and clearer indicators of future directions that anonymous
communications and censorship resistance research should take.
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Chapter 5
An Analysis of Path Selection
Security in Tor
Portions of this chapter were previously published in the proceedings of the 2012 ACM
Workshop on Privacy in the Electronic Society [EBA+12].
5.1 Introduction
The security properties of CRSs are dictated in large part by implementation details. In
this chapter we investigate a concrete example of a CRS, Tor [DMS04b], that mitigates
against CRS-client linking and publisher anonymity attacks, which we discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4. The CRS strategies being invoked are those of obfuscated values to protect paths
and destinations, and rate limiting the visibility of client communications from censor-
controlled nodes.
Tor is the most widely used volunteer-resourced anonymous communication network.
It is designed to provide communicating parties with anonymity from their communication
partners as well as unlinkability from passive third parties observing the network. This is
done by distributing trust over a series of Tor routers, which the network clients select to
build paths to their Internet destinations.
If the adversary can anticipate or compel clients to choose compromised routers then
CRS clients can lose their anonymity. Indeed, the client router selection protocol needs to
be secure against adversarial manipulation and leak no information about clients’ selected
routers. It is a key ingredient in maintaining the privacy properties that Tor provides.
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When the Tor network was first launched in 2003, clients selected routers uniformly
at random—an ideal scheme that provides the highest amount of path entropy and thus
the least amount of information to the adversary. However, for load balancing reasons,
the router selection algorithm was changed in 2004 so that clients weight their selection
by the amount of bandwidth that routers offer to the network; a router that offers more
bandwidth to the network is selected more often by clients.
Another key change to the original router selection algorithm in Tor is the use of entry
guards. The concept of entry guards emerged as a solution to safeguard against a variety of
threats to end-user anonymity [WALS02, ØS06, BDMT07]. Originally, every time a client
created a circuit she would pick her first hop from the pool of all Tor routers meaning
that the probability of picking a high-bandwidth adversarial router would be high. Entry
guards are a restricted set of a few routers, picked by the client upon joining the network,
to serve as the first hop for all subsequent circuits. The effect is that whereas before the
adversary router could be picked every time a circuit is created, now it only gets a chance
when the client creates their entry guard list. More details follow in Section 5.2.1.
Guards were adopted into Tor with specific parameters that seemed likely to provide
acceptable security and load balancing characteristics for the network and end users. Those
parameters include the number of entry guards that a client begins with, and the amount of
time a client can use his/her entry guard before switching (rotating) to new entry guards.
Context and motivation. Since 2011, there has been renewed interest in reevaluating
these fixed parameters in combination with network conditions, such as churn and load
balancing, to more carefully determine the security that entry guards provide to users.
Dingledine [Din11b] formalized the open issues related to Tor’s entry guard design,
which are paraphrased below:
• Quantify the vulnerability due to natural guard churn, which is the added compromise
due to guard nodes going offline.
• Quantify the client compromise rates at different amounts of adversarial guard band-
width in the network.
• Quantify the vulnerability due to guard rotation and compare with natural churn.
Which of these is the dominant contributor to client compromise? Also, how does
varying the rotation periods affect the compromise rates?
• Quantify the client compromise effects of different guard list sizes.
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While analysis [ØS06] provides evidence of security benefits and there is a consensus within
the Tor community that entry guards provide load balancing benefits, there is yet no em-
pirical evidence of the effects and limitations inherent in their design and in their imple-
mentation. Indeed, a lot of faith is placed in the design of guards and it is pragmatic to
ensure that this faith is well placed.
Understanding and improving entry guards. To gauge the security and perfor-
mance impact of entry guards in Tor and to provide direct answers to the questions above,
we conduct an empirical analysis of Tor’s entry guard selection and rotation algorithms by
constructing a simulation framework called Changing of the Guards (COGS).
Contributions. This chapter offers the following contributions to the field of anonymous
communications and censorship resistance:
• We present COGS, our simulation framework that is designed to provide quantitative
data about guard design choices.
• With COGS, we conduct an empirical characterization of entry guards fueled by
real data on Tor routers captured by the Tor data-collecting service.1 In particular,
we analyze natural churn, entry guard rotation, the number of entry guards chosen,
and other parameters in terms of their effects on security and performance through
large-scale simulation of Tor’s current entry guard selection and rotation algorithms.
• We investigate the trade-offs between the variables above from the perspectives of
security and performance.
• We present answers to open research questions posed by Dingledine with discussion
on future guard design research.
Our results indicate that Tor’s guard flag allocation process improves overall guard
stability and that guard rotation is a major contributor of client compromise yet is self-
limiting. We find that reducing the number of guards and increasing the churn period
improves client security by providing less compromised guard sets and increasing the time
to first compromise. However, we also find that for certain client/adversarial models using
more guards provides far superior security than possible under Tor’s current defaults.
1https://collector.torproject.org
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5.2 Background
In this section, we present a detailed overview of Tor’s design and system architecture.
5.2.1 Tor Overview
We now augment the brief description in Section 4.2 about how Tor works with further
details about components of Tor that are relevant to COGS.
Recall that a Tor client can remain anonymous from Internet servers, and the parties in
communication can remain unlinked from each other from the perspective of an observer.
We shall now discuss the mechanics of how this is achieved.
The Tor network is composed of volunteer-operated nodes called Onion Routers (ORs),
also known as relays or nodes. These ORs provide network connectivity and bandwidth
capacity for end-user traffic. Anyone may operate a relay and indeed a strength of Tor is
the diversity and number of its network nodes. When an OR joins the network it announces
its details, such as its network address/port, its donated bandwidth capacity, and its exit
policy—stating to what Internet addresses and ports outside of the Tor network this relay
is willing to send traffic—to the (distributed) directory authority. The OR will then be
listed on the global list of relays and be a candidate for routing end-user traffic.
An end user downloads the Tor client, also known as an Onion Proxy (OP), which
on start up downloads the consensus document listing all running relays as well as relay
descriptors from the directory authority (or one of its mirrors). These documents contain
the details of each relay that the OP can use to route traffic through the network. In order
to protect clients against route bridging and fingerprinting attacks [DS08], these documents
are updated hourly so as to provide a current and consistent picture of the network to all
clients. Consensus documents are published precisely once per hour and descriptors are
updated in real time as their contents change.
The directory authority also provides metadata in the consensus document that helps
the OP route traffic more intelligently. In particular, the OP uses the consensus in the
process of constructing a circuit—a path through the Tor network. By default, circuits
consist of three ORs selected by the OP. We next describe the process of router selection
that is performed by OPs.
Router selection. In the default setting, the OP selects ORs from a distribution that
favours higher-bandwidth relays but also allows low-bandwidth relays to be utilized to some
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extent. The three ORs in the circuit are termed the entry, middle, and exit ORs. The
OP communicates directly with the entry OR, the entry communicates with the middle
OR, and the middle communicates with the exit OR. Finally, the exit OR communicates
directly with the destination Internet server.
Although the number of circuits constructed is governed by immediate and anticipated
need, a general rule is that each circuit is used for ten minutes before the Tor client will
begin using a fresh circuit.
The OP constructs the circuit as follows. The OP first picks a suitable exit relay—
suitability being a function of the relay’s configuration as an exit relay (which is commu-
nicated to clients with the Exit flag in the consensus document) and its exit policy. Next,
the OP picks the entry OR while ensuring that all the relays have distinct /16 IP addresses
and relay families.2 (We provide more details on the constraints placed on entry selection
in Section 5.2.2.) The middle node is then picked in a similar fashion.
Finally, the OP constructs the circuit using the three ORs in an incremental and tele-
scoping manner. The OP negotiates cryptographic material with the entry OR and once an
encrypted channel is established between them it asks the entry OR to extend the circuit
towards the middle OR. The OP then negotiates cryptographic material with the middle
OR—communicating through the entry OR—to establish an encrypted channel between
them. The middle OR is then asked to extend the circuit to the exit OR and the process
is repeated to establish a secure channel between the OP and the exit relay.
5.2.2 Entry Guard Relays
All Tor relays are donated and as such it is hard to know which ones can be trusted.
It is easy, then, for the adversary to donate resources and participate in circuits. The
danger is when the adversary controls both the entry and exit ORs on a single circuit.
In this scenario the client address and destination address of the traffic are known to
the adversary who, through tagging or traffic confirmation attacks [Dan04, MZ07, ES09],
effectively deanonymizes the client. Following this previous work, Johnson et al. [JWJ+13]
show that these attacks are in fact easy to carry out.
Given enough time and the presence of adversarial ORs, the OP will eventually con-
struct circuits that have malicious entry and exit ORs. Since Tor picks relays weighted
according to bandwidth, a sufficiently resourceful adversary can deluge the network with
high-bandwidth relays and increase the rate at which it can compromise circuits.
2Operators of multiple Tor relays can voluntarily mark all the ORs they control as being in a common
family.
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To mitigate this and related threats such as the predecessor attack [WALS02] and
locating hidden services [ØS06], entry guards were introduced. They limit the impact an
adversary can have on Tor’s user base by effectively reducing the number of times each
client selects its entry relays, thus slowing the rate of compromise and limiting the SoI of
the adversary.
Instead of picking a new entry every time a circuit is constructed, the OP maintains
a guard list of a handful of pre-selected entry relays. When the Tor client constructs this
list, it selects an expiry time for each of the guards in the list uniformly at random from
the range of 30–60 days; after that time, the guards will be dropped and repopulated, as
described in detail below. When circuits are constructed, the entry relay to be used is
selected uniformly at random from the client’s guard list. The rest of the circuit building
process remains the same. The effect of this change is that if no malicious guard relays
have been picked, the user is uncompromisable by the adversary until she picks new guards.
The disadvantage is that if a client does pick a malicious guard then she has a higher
probability of being compromised for the next 30–60 days. It is debatable if it is better to
a) be compromised with some probability all the time or to b) be either completely safe, or
else compromised with higher probability. Øverlier and Syverson [ØS06] provide analysis
that the latter is preferable and hence the guard mechanism is embedded in the Tor client
code.
Moreover, since entry guards have the potential of negatively affecting the performance
of the Tor network and security of its users, they need to be carefully selected. The main
mechanisms in place are the directory authority, which assigns guard status to relays, and
the guard selection algorithm executed by the Tor client. We next explain how the guard
flag is obtained by ORs and how the guard selection algorithm is carried out.
Guard flag. All ORs in the Tor network are monitored for availability and bandwidth
capacity by the directory authority. Relays deemed stable3 and providing bandwidth above
a certain threshold (currently the median of all relay bandwidths, or 250KB/s, whichever
is smaller [DM06b]) are selected to receive the guard flag in the consensus document; this
flag marks a relay as eligible to be included in guard lists. This criterion promotes ORs
that will most likely be around for a long time and provide a level of bandwidth that
will not likely cause bottlenecks. However, we find that there is large variance in actual
guard bandwidth and stability. At the time of our experiments there were, on average,
800 routers with the guard flag. An important tension to note is that if the criteria are
too selective, then few guards will be available, forcing more traffic through fewer nodes,
3The Guard flag aims for high availability, not to be confused with the Stable flag from the consensus
document, which is given to relays with above-median mean-time-between-failures.
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Algorithm 1: Tor’s approach to retrying unavailable entry guards
Input: Current time T , last attempt at time E` to contact entry guard E, E has
been unreachable since time Eu
Output: Return true if we should try to contact E, false otherwise
1 d T   Eu
2 if E` < Eu then return true
3 else if d < 6hours then return T > (E` + 1hour )
4 else if d < 3days then return T > (E` + 4hours )
5 else if d < 7days then return T > (E` + 18hours )
6 else return T > (E` + 36hours )
at a cost to both network utilization and security. At the same time, if the criteria are
too lenient, then less stable guards are likely to churn more often, leading to larger guard
lists, and an increased likelihood of selecting a malicious guard. This paper investigates
this balance in detail.
Guard selection algorithm. Each client ensures that the number of guards—both
online and offline—in its guard list is at least the default number at all times. If a guard
goes offline, either temporarily or permanently, and there are fewer than two online guards
in the guard list, a new entry guard is picked, but each previous guard is retried periodically,
with an increasing back-off period,4 according to algorithm 1. In addition, each of the relays
in a client’s guard list expires in 30–60 days as a guard rotation event occurs. The algorithm
for picking a guard, in either scenario, is as follows:
• Read the consensus to find the set of relays with the guard flag set.
• Exclude guards already in the client’s guard list, if any.
• Exclude guards in the same /16 IP block or family as any of the guards in the client’s
guard list.
• Select a guard at random from the remaining list of relays, weighted by the relays’
adjusted bandwidths (see below).
• Assign a random expiration time 30–60 days hence.
• Repeat until the guard list contains the required number of guard relays.
4While we do not analyze the effects of changing the back-off periods—currently believed to be orthog-
onal to Tor’s guard design—COGS provides us the ability to do so in the future.
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The adjusted bandwidths used as weights in the above algorithm are based on values
reported in the consensus for each relay, further adjusted by utility weights. Since Tor’s
bandwidth capacity is at a premium, and exit bandwidth capacity more specifically, this
weighting mechanism is in place to make the most of these resources, so that the network
as a whole does not suffer from overly poor performance. These weights are a function
of the total bandwidth of each relay type, the total network bandwidth, and the relative
bandwidths and relay flags of individual relays. As the bandwidth and relay composition
of the network changes, the bandwidth weights of individual relays also change. Note that
the weighted consensus bandwidths are scalars without units; it is best to think of them as
“points”, where relays with more points are more likely to be chosen in circuits. They are
not actual bandwidth measurements, and so it becomes difficult to translate this metric to
real-world client experiences. We will refer to these “points” as weighted bandwidth units
(WBU).
In general, exit bandwidth is protected such that relays with the Exit flag are chosen
in the exit position more than in other roles. In particular, guards that are also exits will
find themselves used more often as exits and less often as guards. This design choice will
have implications we will discuss later on.
Threat model. Tor provides anonymity properties against an adversary that has a lim-
ited visibility (SoV) of the network. The adversary may operate malicious relays in the
network and attain guard and exit flags by meeting the thresholds set out by the Tor
specification. The goal of the adversary is to have relays under its control selected as the
guard and exit relays on the same circuit, thus compromising the Tor user. The adversary
does not have unlimited bandwidth and we count any relays it compromises as its own
(i.e. within its SoI).
Our investigation of guards is concerned with the choices for parameters made by the
Tor community. These parameters are the guard rotation duration, which at present is set
to a uniformly random time between 30 and 60 days, and the number of guards, which at
present defaults to three.
5.3 COGS Framework
The design of the COGS framework is guided by Tor’s guard path selection design, its
governing parameters, the historical data sets available, and the research questions that we
would like to answer. The design is extensible in that future research questions pertaining
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to guard and path selection can also be investigated using the same framework with minimal
effort.
The framework encompasses a) researcher-defined observables or run-time measure-
ments, b) the data sets available from the Tor data-collecting service, c) a Tor client
simulator with hooks into the internal running state of thousands of simulated clients, d)
configuration files that instrument the simulator for each experiment, and e) log parsers
for data aggregation and statistics. Figure 5.1 provides a graphical representation of the
framework. We will describe each in turn next.
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Figure 5.1: COGS framework
Observables. In order to drive the analysis and produce justifiable answers to the ques-
tions posed earlier, we define the following observables—metrics, attributes and effects that
we want to measure. It is possible to introduce more observables for further research, some
of which are outlined in Section 5.8.
From the historical consensus and descriptor documents we pick observables that will
shed light into the behavior of guards. We focus on client compromise and how it is affected
by natural churn and the operational parameters chosen by the Tor community.
The pattern of up time and down time for each relay provides insight into its stability.
Using the consensus history we measure the consecutive down times of each relay; the same
is done for up times. From this we calculate the mean time to recover between two runs
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of up times as well as the mean time between failure between two runs of down times.
Statistical analysis provides the average case for the general population of relays and that
of guards.
To measure the impact of guard selection we also record the number of guards that
observe each client during the simulation. This indicator is useful since it establishes the
high water mark of potential compromise for each client. Even though each guard may
have only been an active guard to a client for a short period of time, it is not safe to
assume that the short period afforded limited impact on the client’s privacy, since that
short period may have been very sensitive in nature.
Additionally, we measure the number of clients at each consensus for whom at least one
malicious guard is in the active guard list; we term this event guard list compromise. The
active guard list is the first N online relays in the client’s guard list ordered by age, where
N is the number of entry guards being utilized by the client. This metric provides a view
from the adversary’s perspective of how many clients it could potentially compromise at
any given time. Whereas Tor will always maintain a minimum of two online guards, we
experiment with active guard lists that at times shrink to one in Section 5.4.
Finally, to evaluate the effect on performance of reduced active guard lists that may
occur due to changes to Tor’s default behavior, we measure the occurrences of active
guard lists whose average bandwidth falls below a certain threshold. The number of active
guards is not as important here as the average of their bandwidths, since this value can
directly influence the client’s expected performance. We measure the average active guard
list bandwidth as an indicator of the end user’s experience and not as an expectation
of the performance of any particular circuit. Recall also, from Section 5.2.2, that the
weighted consensus bandwidths do not represent absolute bandwidths; nonetheless, we
can meaningfully compare the schemes against each other to find the relative merits of
each.
Data sets. The Tor data-collecting service provides hourly snapshots of publicly down-
loadable Tor relay descriptors and actual published consensus documents from mid-2007
to the present.5 This data offers a glimpse into the state of the Tor network over the years
in terms of the total number of relays, their flags, and their bandwidths. In addition, the
presence (or absence) of any particular relays enables us to analyze relay stability over
time.
5https://collector.torproject.org/archive/relay-descriptors/
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Configuration files of run-time options. We can change the behavior of Tor clients,
the adversary’s attributes, and the network characteristics by passing parameters at run-
time through configuration files. Many experiments can be run simultaneously and inde-
pendently—contingent on compute and storage resources—to provide insights into the
behavior of stock Tor and the many interesting variations that research questions intro-
duce. This mechanism allows us to attain answers in an efficient and reproducible manner.
We discuss our parameter choices below in more detail.
Tor path selection simulator. Using the publicly available data sets and our selected
observables, we constructed a Tor path selection simulator that selects guard relays and
generates paths for a large number of simulated Tor clients. The simulator takes two pieces
of data and a configuration file as input:
1. Consensus documents: The simulator reads unmodified consensus documents, one at
a time, over the course of the time period desired. The consensus provides information
such as each relay’s bandwidth weighting and its flags.
2. Relay descriptors: The simulator also reads in relay descriptors that correspond to
each relay listed in a particular consensus to allow correct Tor client behavior.
3. Run-time options: The simulator takes run-time parameters to introduce malicious
relays (if an adversary is modelled), augment the behavior of clients (if required),
choose the number of clients to be simulated, and produce logs of the observables.
In order to ensure the highest possible level of fidelity to Tor’s design, our simulator
is based on Tor’s original source code (version 0.2.2.33). For each consensus period, the
simulated clients select or update their guard lists, following all of the Tor rules for guard
replacement as described in Section 5.2.2.
Our simulator allows us to control the guard rotation mechanism built in to Tor to test
the effects of various guard rotation durations (or lack of them) on client compromise and
also allows us to investigate the effects of client guard list size.
The granularity of our simulations is one hour, which corresponds to the granularity
of the consensus documents. Every consensus lists the relays that were available at the
time; they are loaded into the memory of our simulator, which then proceeds to select
guard relays according to Tor’s procedure for every client. These guards are written to a
log file for later processing. Each consensus is fed into the simulator as a means to walk
through time and produce guard selection scenarios. It uses parameter settings provided
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by us to simulate different network characteristics such as the number of guards, guard
rotation period, and others. Where consensuses are missing from the Tor Metrics dataset,
the simulator skips that hour of history but all time-sensitive rules and operations are
followed and are reflected in the simulation results.
We can simulate an adversary with a fixed budget of relay bandwidth by injecting it
into the list of routers in each consensus period. The adversary is modeled by the amount
of bandwidth it owns and the number of nodes it controls.
We also instrument the Tor client code to log client state to disk for all observables
we are interested in. We refrained from logging all state changes due to storage constraint
considerations.
We have made COGS available as open-source software and it is available from https:
//crysp.uwaterloo.ca/software.
Simulation setup and parameter choices. Our simulations were run on multi-core
servers to take advantage of parallelism in the experiments. Each simulation run introduced
80,000 clients.6
It is not yet clear how to best model the client behavior as there is yet no consensus
within the Tor community on real-world client behavior. Indeed, this is a research problem
in itself and out of the scope of this work. Therefore, we model the user base size as
constant with no new clients joining the network, since our simulations focus on long-term
effects that are not sensitive to user churn. For simplicity the simulated clients are always
online, which is a worst-case scenario since live clients do not use Tor continuously.
We choose the duration of our simulation by providing the starting and ending epoch
times. We chose Apr 2011–Nov 2011 as our target time slice since it has relatively stable
bandwidth characteristics and a consistent consensus version number.
COGS allows the injection of malicious routers into the network at run time through a
configuration parameter.7 We have chosen to introduce the malicious relay one consensus
period, i.e. one hour, after the simulation has begun and all clients already have honest
guards in their lists. This simulates an adversary attacking Tor after clients have already
started using it and also establishes more conservative compromise rates—effectively a
lower bound. For our simulations we assigned our malicious relay the guard flag only since
6This sample size was chosen by conducting experiments of increasing sizes and finding the point at
which the resulting distributions stabilize, according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance.
7While this paper investigates only one value of this parameter, it is simple to instantiate other behaviors
through other values.
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also having the exit flag reduces the probability of a router being picked as a guard relay
and would confound our results. Note that the choice to operate an exit node is with the
relay operator and is not controlled by any authority.
The bandwidth assigned to this relay, approximately in the top 20% of guards, is
incorporated into the network using the same rules and bandwidth weightings as the normal
routers. Using the results from Murdoch and Watson [MW08], we only introduce one
malicious relay because Tor’s guard selection algorithm chooses guards in proportion to
their bandwidth; this design means that an adversary operating one high-bandwidth relay
is equivalent to one operating many low-bandwidth relays as long as the total bandwidths
are the same. Since we consider the adversary to be intelligent and capable of leveraging
any and every advantage, we consider a client to be compromised if even one malicious
guard exists in her active guard list.
It should be noted that while we initially set malicious bandwidth as a proportion
of the total bandwidth, this proportion changes over time along with the total network
bandwidth. We reason that keeping this value constant does not harm the experiments
since i) a real adversary would not measure bandwidths on the entire network to keep
malicious bandwidth proportions constant and ii) the bandwidth variance is small in our
selected time period.
Log parsers and data visualization. The log parsers—there are several variants de-
pending on the observables—extract the data we are most interested in and compile it into
a format that can then be fed into data visualization programs. The data can be processed
by a variety of parsers in order to gain insight into various aspects of guard design.
Our existing parsers process the raw logs to provide data on compromise rates, total
guard exposure over the experiment run and expected client performance.
While COGS is rooted in guard analysis, it can also be used to simulate other Tor-
related phenomena that do not involve actual network traffic. Examples include the anal-
ysis of client circuit diversity, the effects of introducing exit guards, and assessing whole-
network effects of heterogeneous client configurations.
5.4 Measurements and Evaluation
We next use COGS to collect the empirical data that will be used to answer the four open
research questions introduced earlier. The main aim is to understand the effects of various
guard design choices on compromise rates. We measure the frequency with which a client
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Figure 5.2: Client compromise rates at various adversarial bandwidths, where WBU is the
amount of weighted bandwidth units assigned to the malicious relay.
picks new guards, since the more often guards are picked the more often a malicious relay
has the chance to be placed in the client’s guard list. The two main influences on the
frequency of guard selection—other than a new client joining the network—are natural
churn and guard rotation. We measure and evaluate characteristics of each in order to
better understand the threats to client privacy.
Adversarial bandwidth and compromise rates. We base the subsequent analysis on
the assumption that malicious bandwidth is directly related to compromise rates, albeit
in complex ways. As the adversary increases their bandwidth contribution they are able
to compromise more clients. This result is by design, as the Tor guard selection algorithm
favors relays with higher bandwidth. We confirm this assumption in Figure 5.2, which
shows that as the malicious bandwidth increases the compromise rates also increase.
Since relay bandwidth is independent of the other variables under study, we keep the
malicious relay’s bandwidth constant at 100 WBU for the rest of our experiments.
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Table 5.1: Up and down times, in hours, of guard relays for Apr–Nov 2011. Guard down or
up means the number of consecutive hours a guard relay was offline or online respectively.
All down or up means the number of consecutive hours any type of relay was offline or
online respectively.
Min 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Mean Max
Guard Down 1 1 3 11 42.17 4978
Guard Up 1 7 20 127 156.7 3829
All Down 1 3 10 20 45 5454
All Up 1 1 4 11 19.82 3829
5.4.1 Natural Churn
To measure the effect of natural churn, we start by first analyzing the consensus data and
establishing the pattern of churn (e.g., up and down times) for each relay over time. The
subsequent statistical analysis provides the results in Table 5.1. Note that we allow for the
effects of relays that had a high frequency of up/down events, and that only relays that
were available April to November 2011 were included in the data set.
The distance between the leftmost and rightmost curves in Figure 5.3 indicates that
guards are more stable compared to the general router population, due to their longer up
times and shorter down times.
Next, we measure the effect of natural churn on guard list compromise and present the
results in Figure 5.4 as the lower curve. For this analysis we have removed the normal
guard rotation mechanism in the Tor client to isolate the effects of natural churn. We
note that natural churn occurs frequently and also has a large effect on the network as
indicated by the large uptick in compromised guard lists over time. The sharp peaks and
valleys between May 1, 2011 and June 30, 2011 are indicative of honest guards that go
down briefly—during which time our malicious guard has an opportunity to move into the
active guard list—and then return—which bumps the malicious guard out of the active
list again. These characteristic short guard down times concur with both Table 5.1 and
Figure 5.3.
From the upward trend of the curve we now know that natural churn has a real and
lasting effect on client security and increases with time. Given enough time a long-lived
adversary will appear in all clients’ guard lists. This risk can be mitigated with periodic
guard rotation, which is presented next.
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Figure 5.3: Router up and down times for all routers and for guards alone.
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Figure 5.4: Effects of natural churn and guard rotation on active guard list compromise.
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5.4.2 Guard Rotation
The second factor to guard list compromise is the mechanism to rotate each client’s guards
after defined periods of time. By default a Tor client drops its guards that are between
30–60 days old in the guard list. There are two major reasons: to limit the number of
clients a single well-resourced guard can service, and hence compromise, at any given time
and to balance the load so that long-serving guards do not potentially end up bearing the
load of more clients over time. A negative effect is that clients with all honest guards are
exposed to potentially selecting a malicious guard upon rotation, thus ensuring that after
enough time all clients will have been compromised at some point.
It is difficult to isolate the effects of guard rotation from those of natural churn under
simulation with real data. We can, however, analyze the effects of guard rotation in closed
form and also analyze the empirical results of the additional effect of guard rotation to
natural churn in simulation.
During our target time slice of eight months, we expect that every client will rotate
their guards at most as often as every 30 days and at least as often as every 60 days. The
maximum number of potentially unique guards that a client selects in those eight months
is therefore 24, the minimum is 12, and the average is 17. This value is the number of
guard relays that can potentially compromise the client. Note that without guard rotation,
the least number of guards per client would be three.
The upper curve in Figure 5.4 shows the additional effect that guard rotation has
on compromise rates. In the first 30 days we see a steady increase on both curves in
compromise rates as only natural churn is in effect. Then between 30–60 days the guard
rotation really begins to show its effects in the upper curve, peaking at the end of May
after which point a steady state seems to have been reached, where the amount of new
compromised active lists is offset with losses in compromised active lists. The upward and
downward trends are in part due to the malicious relay being pushed out of the active
guard list by honest relays returning from a downtime.
It is obvious that guard rotation increases the chances of active guard list compromise
substantially. This result implies that guard rotation has a larger effect on compromise
than does natural churn alone. Although it is difficult to isolate the interplay of natural
churn and guard rotation it is simple to see that guard rotation does have negative effects.
A key takeaway here is that the nature of guard rotation and natural churn are different,
which explains the disparity between the curves. Guard rotation replaces a guard, while
natural churn only provides a backup guard. If the client picks no malicious guards (as is
the case initially), then with only natural churn in effect the malicious relay can only hope
to be picked once a client’s guard goes offline. However, it will never be at the top of the
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of natural churn and guard rotation effects on clients’ exposure to
guards.
list and will be bumped out of the active list once the original guard returns. On the other
hand, when guard rotation is used, every 30–60 days the malicious relay has a chance to
be picked as one of the first three guards, thus cementing its place in the active guard list
and thereby enabling potential compromise whenever it is used.
Figure 5.5 shows the fraction of clients that have been seen by various numbers of
guards for Tor with and without guard rotation. Guard rotation increases the visibility of
each client on average to 19 guards. Recall that rotation causes at least 15 guards to see
the client at minimum, so coupled with natural churn this effect is amplified. The effects
of natural churn alone are small according to this metric: the mean increases to five versus
the minimum three guards per client as indicated by the left curve.
As a counterpoint we observe that guard rotation does serve a beneficial purpose. As
mentioned earlier, it reduces the likelihood that certain long-lived guards will accumulate
a large set of clients and hence potentially compromise them. This self-limiting nature
means that it is not desirable to remove guard rotation as a mechanism without a suitable
alternative; we are actively exploring this area as ongoing work.
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5.4.3 Guard List Size
Next, we investigate the effects of the size of the client’s guard list and provide results
and analysis for various values. We include results both with and without guard rotation
enabled. For these experiments we run independent simulations for each of the guard list
size settings so the clients are homogeneous within each run.
Recall that the client will only replace a guard if guard rotation dictates it (if in effect)
or supplement it when there are fewer than two guards online from the client’s guard list.
Figure 5.6 shows client compromise rates with guard rotation when the size of the client’s
guard list is 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 guards, where the ‘G’ stands for guards. From this analysis
we discover that increasing the size of the guard list increases the client compromise rates.
However, compare these rates to the results without guard rotation in Figure 5.7, where
the absolute compromise rates are far lower but steadily increase over time. Also note that
with guard rotation off, increasing the guard list size beyond 3 guards has the reverse effect
of decreasing client compromise (curves for 5 and 10 guards). However, this effect does not
last. We see the curve for 5 guards crossing over the 1 guard curve, with all indications of
eventually crossing over the 2 and 3 guard curves as well if the upward trend continues.
The same trend occurs for the 10 guard curve. The reason behind this trend is that initially
the pool of possible guards is large and all are online; as guards fail, the client does not
take any steps to replace them since the size of the guard list is still large enough and at
least two of them are online. As the guards that failed are removed from the list, more
guards are picked to maintain the overall size of the client’s guard list. This last effect
slowly erodes the advantage of starting off with a large pool of guards.
We now consider the number of guards seen over time for different starting guard list
sizes. Figure 5.8 shows the effect of increasing guard list size on clients’ guard exposure.
It is apparent that increasing the guard list size increases the client’s guard exposure.
Figure 5.9 provides results for when guard rotation is turned off. While the overall
guard exposure is far less than when guard rotation is in effect, we see the same trend
where larger starting guard list size equates to more guard exposure. We observe that
as the client guard list size increases, the probability of more guards ever being added
to the list decreases. This effect is particularly striking for the 10 guard curve, and also
evident for the 5 guard curve. This result is due to relative guard stability and also to the
condition that fewer than two guards be present before a new guard is added. Comparing
both figures we see a more general trend that without guard rotation the value of guard
exposure is close to the starting guard list size (more pronounced for higher values) whereas
with guard rotation the values of guard exposure are many times larger.
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Figure 5.6: Client compromise rates at various client guard list sizes, with guard rotation.
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Figure 5.7: Client compromise rates at various client guard list sizes, without guard rota-
tion.
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Figure 5.10: Client’s expected circuit performance with guard rotation at various guard
list sizes. Performance results without guard rotation are nearly identical.
5.4.4 Available Bandwidth
Before we can make any conclusions we must look at the effects of these parameters on the
average available bandwidth a client’s guards provide it. Figure 5.10 shows the expected
bandwidth for a client circuit. Results with and without guard rotation are nearly identi-
cal with negligible variations meaning that average performance is independent of guard
rotation.
Recalling that higher-bandwidth guards are more likely to be selected for spots in a
client’s guard list, poor guard bandwidth availability happens when all of a client’s active
guards have low bandwidth. This situation occurs with decreasing probability as the
number of active guards increases, as is reflected in the dramatic decrease in the long left
tail in Figure 5.10 as the number of guards increases from 1 to 3. Above 3, however, the
improvements are less pronounced.
5.5 Discussion
Next we discuss the implications of our findings and address Dingledine’s open research
questions.
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Table 5.2: Median guard bandwidth (WBU) from Apr–Nov 2011
Min Median Mean Max
40 67 68.31 113
Guard stability and selection. As guards are the first hop on circuits, all of Tor’s
functionality is contingent on their availability. Section 5.4.1 shows that on the whole
guards are quite stable. Compared to the general population of relays, guards are generally
available for longer stretches of time and offline for shorter durations. This stability is a
consequence of the guard flag assignment process governed by the directory authority and
is as designed.
However, this process is not perfect, as we see that there are a large quantity of guards
with a wide variety of stability characteristics that deviate from the intended entry guard
design—recall Table 5.1 for the range of downtimes and uptimes for guards. We note that
the incidence of active guard lists with low average bandwidth in general is not prevalent;
note that the curves for 3–10 guards in Figure 5.10 do not have long tails to the left
of the median as compared to the 1 guard curve—meaning occasions where every guard
in a client’s active list has low bandwidth are rarer—and that perhaps the guard flag
allocations could be more selective. Indeed, Table 5.2 provides statistics on the median
guard bandwidth during our 8-month time slice; it is calculated by finding the medianWBU
amongst all the guards in the consensus and then calculating statics based on those medians
across all the consensuses. It shows that the greatest median guard relay bandwidth across
all consensuses during that time slice is just 113 WBU, a level of active guard bandwidth
which is surpassed by all clients with “3G” or more and only suffered by 5% of “1G” clients
(Figure 5.10).
We reason that since low-bandwidth guard lists are rare, low-bandwidth guards are not
depended upon by end users and so removing them from guard lists will not have a big
impact from a performance perspective.
However, it can be argued that for the sake of load balancing these low-bandwidth relays
provide relief whenever the end user chooses them from their guard list instead of one of
their higher-bandwidth guards. These nodes may also provide added security through
additional relay diversity. We shall see in Section 5.7, where we discuss the impact of
COGS, that there is support to increase the minimum bandwidth of relays which may
mitigate these performance issues.
Natural churn and its effects on client compromise. In the lower curve in Fig-
ure 5.4, it is clear that natural churn provides an adversary increased opportunities to
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compromise guard lists. We also note that although there is some downward pressure due
to returning honest guards, the trend is upwards over time. If not for guard rotation, after
a sufficient length of time a malicious relay should be able to compromise all client lists.
Recall that while guard rotation speeds up the adversary’s accumulation of clients initially,
it is self limiting as the rate of clients gained equals the rate of clients lost due to guard
rotation.
Furthermore, when reasoning about the impact of natural churn it is difficult to know
beforehand when a guard is likely to return, if ever. It is due to this uncertainty that Tor
uses such sensitive guard replacement policies and sophisticated retry mechanisms.
Putting natural churn in perspective, we can reason that it is an artifact that cannot
be removed from the network, and it has a large effect on the security and performance
of the network. Therefore, the best policy may be to avoid situations that lead to churn
in the first place by selecting guards more cautiously and mitigating the effects of churn
when we do find one of our active guards offline.
Guard rotation. Long-lived relays tend to accumulate clients over time, and malicious
relays will remain online to take advantage of this effect. Rotating guards does in fact
mitigate that eventuality.
We note that guard rotation does, however, increase the chance of compromise: see the
sudden increase in May 2011—when guard rotation began to take effect in our experiment,
30 days after its beginning—of the curve in Figure 5.4. We also note that in Figure 5.5 the
number of guards a client is serviced by, and can hence potentially be compromised by, is
much larger when guard rotation is in effect. Furthermore, Figure 5.9 indicates that all
schemes expose clients to fewer guards when guard rotation is not enabled. As mitigation
of the above, we could increase the minimum and maximum durations of guard rotation
from the current 30–60 days and see a reduction in both metrics, since the frequency of
rotation events would decrease.
In order to reason about rotation durations and pick better ones we plot in Figure 5.11
the CDF of guard longevity for Apr–Nov 2011. We note that only about 9% of guards
remained part of the Tor network for the entire 8-month duration of our experiments.
Also, the distribution is skewed towards shorter-lived routers with the median at 57.125
days. The current rotation period is between 30–60 days which means that the majority
of guards undergo guard rotation. Since most guards are not long lived and leave the
network of their own accord, guard rotation occurring as frequently as it currently does is
both unnecessary and undesirable. We would prefer to target only those guards that are
truly longer lived and thus are the cause for our concern, and ignore those that simply do
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Figure 5.11: Guard longevity during Apr–Nov 2011.
not exist long enough to be worried about. Unfortunately, there is not an upward inflection
point, apart from the two small ones at the extreme end of the time slice, which would
indicate that longer-lived guards stand apart from the others and thus can be dealt with
using a more appropriate rotation duration.
Perhaps as an alternative for longer-lived, and potentially more-utilized guards, Tor
ought to adjust their probabilities of being selected according to how long they have been
part of the network, in addition to their bandwidths. Indeed, we are now seeing that these
alternatives are being explored and implemented by the Tor community. [Din14]
Tor with one guard. Intuitively, it seems that one guard ought to provide the best
security but that perhaps performance would suffer. We revisit the results in Section 5.4
to evaluate this intuition. From a circuit compromise perspective, we see in Figure 5.6 that
Tor with one guard offers the least likelihood of compromised guard lists. We also note
that fewer guards participate in an end user’s guard list in that case (Figure 5.8). However,
from a performance perspective we note in Figure 5.10 that compared to Tor with three
guards, Tor with one guard suffers from 60% worse performance 50% of the time but is
better 50% of the time where it provides 25% more average guard list bandwidth. This
outcome can be explained with guard lists that have a combination of slow and fast guards,
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which causes the average to be lower than the fastest guard. In the case of Tor with only
one guard, when a fast guard is selected, the client can expect to receive fast service,
provided that the middle and exit nodes are not slow. It is important to note, however,
that Tor with one guard is superior to the other schemes evaluated in Section 5.4 when the
bandwidths are already at acceptable levels, whereas it provides far slower performance at
the lower ends of the bandwidth spectrum. As we mentioned above, due to the effort to
raise the minimum bandwidth for relays these performance issues can be mitigated.
Hence, the number of guards is a parameter that needs careful adjustment: our present
results suggest that too few may lead to performance degradation, while more can have
unnecessary security implications. Indeed, an optimal solution seems to be a single guard
where all guards are required to have a higher minimum bandwidth. This idea has been
taken up by the Tor community; see Section 5.7.
5.6 Related Work
Entry guards were first proposed by Wright et al. [WALS03] (there called “helper nodes”) to
mitigate the threat of the predecessor attack [WALS02] in low-latency anonymity networks.
In the predecessor attack, an adversary who deploys relays into the anonymity network can
passively link possible senders with possible receivers. If clients choose their paths through
the anonymity network by uniformly random selection, the predecessor attack predicts that
an adversary that controls c out of n nodes has the expectation of successfully observing
a given client after c/n rounds; the same adversary has a (c   1)/(n   1) probability of
observing the corresponding destination server and a (c/n)((c  1)/(n  1)) probability of
linking the two. To eliminate the predecessor attack, Wright et al. propose that the first
node in a path be fixed. Clients who have the misfortune of choosing a malicious entry
node are guaranteed to have a compromised first hop, while all other clients are protected
from this threat.
Entry guards for modern onion routing networks (like Tor) were proposed by Øverlier
and Syverson [ØS06]. Since Tor does not choose circuits with uniform selection over the
available nodes (but instead, in proportion to each node’s bandwidth capacity), the details
of the analysis of the predecessor attack are more complicated. However, Øverlier and
Syverson found that an adversary who artificially inflates his perceived bandwidth capacity
will be selected more often and can launch a powerful predecessor attack. To mitigate this
threat, they propose that Tor clients choose a small, fixed number of Tor relays to always
use as entry points into the anonymity network.
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Extending Øverlier and Syverson’s predecessor attack, Bauer et al. [BMG+07] showed
that an adversary who controls a large number of nodes can launch a Sybil attack that
has the effect of replacing all non-malicious entry guards with malicious ones (potentially
all running on the same machine). The attack works by deploying enough malicious nodes
that advertise high bandwidth and uptimes to effectively raise the criteria for the guard
flag so that only malicious nodes can be used as entry guards. This attack was dangerously
easy to launch, due to the fact that Tor’s authoritative directory authorities relied solely on
self-reported (and potentially inflated) bandwidth and uptime claims. In part due to this
attack, the directory authorities now track each router’s bandwidth and uptime [BM07a,
Per09], and ensure that no one can launch too many malicious nodes from the same machine
(or network) [BM07b].
Borisov et al. [BDMT07] describe the effects of entry guards on the selective denial of
service (DoS) attack. They argue that while the selective DoS attack will never be effective
on a client that uses honest entry guards, the attack becomes more powerful when a client
uses malicious entry guards. The authors also suggest that the choice of three entry guards
results in the highest number of compromised circuits, and they suggest fixing both the
entry and exit ORs as suggested by Wright et al. [WALS02].
Abbott et al. [ALLP07] describe a browser-based attack on Tor where a malicious exit
injects a signal generator to the user’s traffic. A malicious entry guard is required to
perform traffic analysis on its clients’ circuits to identify if a circuit carries the injected
signal. If such a circuit is identified, then the attacker is able to link the client to its
destination. A strong point of this attack is that it does not require both entry and exit
to compromise a circuit at the same time, as it only requires that a malicious entry guard
detect a specific signal encoded by a malicious web service. The authors argue that using
three entry guards helps to protect clients that use honest entry guards. However, the
attack becomes more effective for unlucky clients who use malicious entry guards.
Since its initial proposal for Tor, the entry guard design has become more sophisticated,
including the many minute details described in Section 5.2. However, to date, there has
been no thorough investigation into the security and performance implications of Tor’s
entry guard design. This work serves to fill this gap.
The major next step is to use the results presented here coupled with further COGS-
driven analysis to answer the final question posed by Dingledine [Din11b]: how should Tor
assign guard flags to find the right balance between assigning the flag to as many relays
as possible (for diversity) and minimizing the chance that a client will use the adversary’s
relay as a guard?
A related research problem currently under way is the Tor client model. We noted in
Section 5.3 that it is unclear how to model the Tor client base and the adversary’s insertion
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strategy. We have presented results where the adversary arrives after all clients have picked
their guards, and no client leaves the Tor network or joins it. Counterintuitive properties—
like those in Figure 5.7 where increasing guard list size actually reduces compromise rates—
may not hold for other conditions. We need better models that accurately reflect user and
adversary behavior in the Tor network in order to properly resolve these questions.
We are also presently considering alternative guard selection algorithms that have de-
sirable properties. As an example of one possible direction, we note that in Section 5.5 the
consensus bandwidth weightings currently utilized to control the guard selection process
could be augmented with an age-related weighting that would affect the probabilities of a
guard’s selection. Also being examined, and closely related, is Tor’s “weighted-fractional-
uptime” metric—a component in ensuring that the guard flag is given to a relay with little
churn—which could be replaced with an alternative calculation that better predicts relay
churn behavior. Another example is a trust-based [ØS06] guard selection scheme such that
clients pick guards according to how much they trust them. One final example is to inves-
tigate the condition that guards are only added to a client’s guard list when fewer than
two online guards remain in the list; further analysis is required to learn how this strategy
may interact with various guard selection algorithms.
5.7 Impact
Our contributions have spurred the Tor research and development communities to replicate
and verify our results [BPW13, JWJ+13] and to consider how to adopt our recommenda-
tions [Din13a, Din13b]. To assess the implications, Kadianakis [Kad14] and Hopper [Hop14]
investigated the performance impact of limiting clients to a single guard and conclude that
by raising the bandwidth requirements for guard relays to 2 Mb/s the likelihood of de-
graded performance would be reduced. Incorporating the findings above, Dingledine et
al. [DHKM14] presented a more formal security and performance analysis to assess the
implications of adopting our recommendations. Their findings were in favor of adoption
and thus the authors also produced an implementation proposal [KHM14] for the Tor
development community as a reference document.
Since 2014, the guard rotation period has been increased from 2–3 months to 9–10
months and the default guard count has been decreased from three to one. [Mat14] The
minimum bandwidth requirement has been extended to all types of relays and the Tor
project now officially encourages at least 2Mb/s to new relay operators. [Tor14] Figure 5.12
shows a timeline of these developments.
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2012
2013
2014
Original Blog Post [Din11b]
COGS [EBA+12]
Supports compromise results [BPW13]
Supports attack assumptions [JWJ+13]
Implications explored [Kad14, Hop14]
Tor implementation proposal [KHM14]
Recommendations accepted by community [DHKM14]
Recommendations implemented in Tor [Mat14, Tor14]
Figure 5.12: Timeline of subsequent research and developments to the Tor network due to
COGS.
5.8 Conclusion
We constructed COGS, a flexible simulation framework, and used it to investigate open
research questions relating to Tor’s entry guard design.
We now tie the results of our investigation to the questions posed in Section 5.1, and
see how much progress has been made and what remains to be answered.
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We found that adversarial bandwidth is directly related to client compromise rates
and that this is an unavoidable effect of favoring higher-bandwidth relays—recall that
this is a design choice for the sake of better performance. What is interesting is that,
as seen in Figure 5.2, bandwidth and compromise rates are not linearly related. While
more research is required to establish the exact relationship, it is clear that performance-
enhancing measures have led to higher client compromise rates in this regard.
We found that users achieve greater security if they reduce the number of entry guards
they use. They can further improve their security by eliminating or reducing the process
of guard rotation. However, we also found that the security improvements through the
reduction of guards and guard rotation come at the expense of performance degradation.
We also found that natural churn, while inherent in the network and a source of compro-
mise, works to amplify the compromise rate, but is not a dominating factor in the present
Tor network.
From the perspective of CRS strategies we see that obfuscated values coupled with
rate limiting is a viable strategy but one that requires careful thought and care when
it comes to picking security parameters. Taking all of our findings about parameters
together we find in general that if a suitable alternative to guard rotation can be found
and smaller guard lists used, then the security of Tor’s users will increase significantly while
the impact to performance for clients with slower-than-average guards will degrade only
slightly. The risks could be further mitigated by making the guard flag more selective and
thus removing low-bandwidth guards, which would raise the average guard bandwidth for
all clients. These recommendations have been accepted by the Tor community and have
been implemented in the live network.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Progress on Thesis
Our thesis suggests that better CRS designs can come from more formal and empirically
driven analysis.
We provide support for this by first carrying out a systematization of the CRS space
that exposed gaps and problem areas. The most glaring of these gaps was the lack of
research into the censor’s decision function. We fill it by introducing a game-theoretic
framework, supported by theory and simulation. It allows us to analyze the censorship
game and shows how CRS designers can manipulate the base rate and cause the adoption
of favorable censor behaviors.
We also present two frameworks for collecting empirical data on CRS networks. The
first, PrivEx, provides a privacy-preserving general-purpose data-collection system for ag-
gregate statistics. We use it to learn the base rate of CRS activity on the Tor network.
The second, COGS, provides a data-driven simulator and we use it to empirically analyze
rate limiting and obfuscating strategies as implemented by Tor’s routing algorithm. We
discovered suboptimal parameter settings and provided recommendations that have been
since been accepted and adopted into the live Tor network.
6.2 Limitations
There are two main limitations of this work and the applicability of the frameworks we
propose. The first concerns the need for empirical data and the second the scope of our
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models and analysis.
Empirically driven CRS designs are contingent on the availability of data. There are
two reasons there may be a paucity of data in the frameworks we propose. The first, as
we noted in Section 3.5, is that certain parameters may be unobservable by their inherent
nature. We worked our way around this problem by using properties we can observe as a
means of inferring information about these hidden parameters. The predictive power of our
models would be greater if we had access to the actual empirically collected values. The
second, which is the raison d’être for PrivEx, is that collection of data in the censorship
resistance field, due to the risks associated with it, is still not universally acceptable by
either the designers of CRSs or their user bases. Here, even though the data is observable
and hence a source of empirical evidence and useful for our models, the community has not
come to a consensus about what is safe to collect and what is not. Until this consensus is
reached, the value to be gained from our frameworks will be limited to what we can learn
from partial and ad-hoc deployments, thus also limiting the progress of empirically driven
CRS designs.
Our models, and consequently the analysis, limits its scope to the technological realities
of the censorship and CRS landscape as recorded in the literature to date. In order to distill
the common features and systematize the field we focus on the censorship apparatus’ error
rates and the base rate of circumvention traffic. We use these as the basis for the analysis
of the CRS strategies and the techniques that are employed. This is a useful abstraction,
which yields the insights in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3; however, this perspective only
provides a partial view of censor and CRS dynamics. The first reason is that there may
be other parameters that are also relevant and that may yield further insights that our
frameworks presently fail to model. The second reason is that the area of censorship and
its resistance is concerned with more than the technological realities of the censorship
apparatus and CRS techniques. Indeed, censorship and the struggle against it are human
endeavors, which the social and political sciences can better reason about and provide the
missing context to the purely technical treatment given in this thesis.
6.3 Future Work
We have described a number of avenues of context-specific future work in each of the
preceding chapters. We now consolidate these avenues and provide a high-level research
agenda that we believe are worth pursuing.
A major goal of this thesis is to help produce better CRS designs through a principled
approach. It would be useful to understand the extent to which combining previous ap-
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proaches to CRS design is feasible, and its limitations. Another related avenue is to explore
whether certain designs can be avoided, such as the use of CRS-agnostic infrastructure.
We proposed diffusion as a general idea, and it would be fruitful to see how it can be
realized in a manner that is both better from a security and performance perspective as
well as practical from the deployment perspective.
We explored the role of error rates and circumvention traffic volume as the basis of
our analyses. As we pointed out above, this is a limitation of our work; it would be
interesting to explore other parameters and how these can be modeled and consolidated
within the frameworks we have proposed. These parameters should influence the security
and performance properties that we have defined or the equilibria points that we identify.
Extending the analysis to incorporate temporal dynamics would also be interesting since
it would reveal how the strategy and technology space evolves.
Another avenue is to apply the kind of game-theoretic analysis performed in Chapter 3
to the strategies we identified in Chapter 2. The aim would be to see 1) if there are
relationships that exist between the strategies and 2) to see how—perhaps along with
temporal modeling—they can be combined together and if any meta-strategies emerge.
Finally, there is a dearth of empirical data that CRS research can leverage, and this
partly stems from the limitations we have mentioned above. To study and overcome these
limitations we propose the following related avenues of research:
1. Discovering and describing the CRS participant threat models as they relate to the
information leaked by gathered statistics.
2. Identify the set of statistics that are key to learning about the important security
and performance characteristics of a CRS. Here the set should be as small as possible
while yielding the greatest amount of information, either directly or being derived
from it.
3. Identify use-cases and investigate the level of granularity that is necessary to achieve
useful statistics for each.
4. Explore topologies of the statistics collection system, such as centralized or laissez-
faire for example. A central model allows more control while the other allows more
autonomy for the collector and perhaps a more realistic model since we can be sure
that statistics are being collected even today without any central oversight.
5. Engage the community and build consensus on 1) the whole idea of persistent and
pervasive statistics collection and 2) what the procedure is for (research or otherwise)
deploying data-collection systems on the Tor network.
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By making progress on these fronts, and coupled with the frameworks we have proposed,
we believe that empirically driven CRS designs will be more likely to be successful.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis, which are based on formal and empirical
analysis frameworks, have led to a better understanding of CRS designs and the arms
race between the censor and circumventor. We are mindful of the limitations of our work
and propose that with continued research effort we will provide further insights about
upgrading, building, and deploying CRSs in the future.
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